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Complaint 93 F.

IN THE MATTER OF

AMWAY CORPORATION, lNG , ET AL.

FINAL ORDER, OPINION. ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED
VIOLATION OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket 902:/. Complaint, March 25, 1975 - Final Order, May 8, 1979

This order, among other things, requires two Michigan corporations engaged in the
door- door marketing of various household products, and two corporate
officers, to cease allocating customers among their distributors; fixing
wholesale and retail prices for their products; taking retaliatory action
against recalcitrants; and disseminating price-Hsting data which fail to advise
that price adherence is not obligatory. Respondents are additionally prohibit-
ed from misrepresenting potential earnings and other relevants to prospective
distributors.

Appearances

For the Commission: Joseph S. Brownman, D. Stuart Cameron
Mary Lou Steptoe, B. Milele Archibald and Michael Goldenberg.

For the respondents: Lee Loevinger, Philip Larson and Robert J
Kenney, Jr., Hogan Hartson Washington, D.C. and John E
Stephen, Ada, Mich.

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
(15 U. C. 41 et seq. and by virtue of the authority vested in it by
said Act, the Federal Trade Commission having reason t" believe
that the parties listed in the caption hereof and more particularly
described and referred to hereinafter as resp"ndents, have violated

the provisions of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and
it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect
thereof would be in the interest of the public, hereby issues its
complaint, stating its charges as follows:

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Amway Corporation, Inc. is a corpora-
tion organized on or about September 6, 1949 , under the name Ja-
Corporation, Inc. Its name was formally changed to Amway Corpora-
tion in November 1963. On or about January 1 , 1964 , Amway Sales
Corporation, Amway Services Corporation and Amway Manufactur-
ing Corporation, all 0" which were Michigan corporations, were
merged into Amway Corporation, Inc. Respondent corporation
maintains its home offce and principal place of business at 7575 East
Fulton Rd. , Ada, Michigan. (2)

PAR. 2. Respondent Amway Distributors Association of the United
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States is an association of Amway distributors and dealers , which
maintains its home offce and principal place of business at 7575 East
Fulton Rd. , Ada, Michigan. Among the functions and duties of the
Amway Distributors Association are to make recommendations to
respondent corporation with respect to the standing, termination or
suspension of individual distributors or dealers, and to recommend
changes or other action on various restrictions upon distributors or
dealers.
PAR. 3. Respondent Jay Van Andel is Chairman of the Board of

Directors of respondent corporation , and was one of its founders.
Together with others, respondent Van Andel instituted the Amway
marketing plan and distribution policies, and has been and continues
to be responsible for establishing, supervising, directing and control-
ling the business activities and practices of corporate respondent.
Mr. Van Andel's office address is the same as that of respondent
corporation.

PAR. 4. Respondent Richard M. DeVos is President of respondent
corporation, and was one of its founders. Together with others,
respondent DeVos instituted the Amway marketing plan and
distribution policies, and has been and continues to be responsible
for establishing, supervising, directing and controlling the business
activities and practices of corporate respondent. Mr. DeVos ' offce
address is the same as that of respondent corporation.

PAR. 5. Respondent corporation is engaged in the manufacture
distribution, offering for sale and sale of more than 150 kinds of home-
care, car-care and personal-care products, as welJ as vitamins and food
supplements , under its own labels and trademarks, to distributors and
dealers located throup;hout the United States. In addition , respondent
corporation sells over 300 products manufactured by and hearing the
name and label of other manufacturers. These products are of a wide
variety including clothing, household appliances, furnishings, tools

luggage, watches , cameras and other items. Sales of products by the
respondent corporation is more than $150 000 000 at retail levels, and
over 200 000 persons are actively engaged in the resale of Amway
products throughout the United States. (3)

PAR. 6. In the course and conduct of its business of manufacturing
and distributing its products, respondent corporation ships or causes
such products to be shipped from the state in which they are

manufactured and warehoused to distributors or dealers located in
various other States throughout the United States. These distribu-
tors in turn resel1 to other distributors, dealers or to members of the
general public. There is now and has been for several years last past
a constant, substantial, and increasing flow of such products in or
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affecting "commerce" as that term is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act.

PAR. 7. Except to the extent that actual and potential competition

has been lessened, hampered, restricted and restrained by reason of
the practices hereinafter alleged, respondent corporation s distribu-
tors and dealers, in the course and conduct of their business of
distributing, offering for sale, and sellng their products are in
substantial actual competition or potential competition in commerce
with one another, and corporate respondent is in substantial actual
or potential competition in commerce with other persons or firms
engaged in the manufacture, sale and distribution of similar
merchandise.

PAR. 8. Respondents have formulated a distribution system which
has been published in various manuals, bulletins, pamphlets and
other literature and material. To effectuate and carry out the
policies of this distribution system, corporate respondent has
entered into contracts, agreements, combinations or common under-
standings with its distributors and dealers; and has adopted, placed
into effect, enforced and carried out, by various methods and means,
said distribution system, which hinders, frustrates, restrains, sup-
presses and eliminates competition in the offering for sale, distribu-
tion and sale of its various products.
PAR. 9. Distributors and dealers of respondent corporation are

independent contractors who sell or attempt to sell at retail to
members of the consuming public, and at wholesale to other
distributors and dealers recruited and/or sponsored into their
respective sales organizations. Except for "Direct Distributors
distributors or dealers generally purchase their product needs
directly from their sponsors. (4)

Distributors buying directly from respondent corporation are
denoted "Direct Distributors " of which there are approximately
fifteen hundred (1500) throughout the United States. Other distribu-
tors or dealers may purchase directly from Amway Corporation after
meeting certain conditions.

In concert and combination with their network of distributors and
dealers, respondents police, enforce and carry out the various rules
regulations and policies, including those alleged hereinafter as
unfair methods of competition and unfair or deceptive acts or
practices.

COUNT I

Paragraphs One through Nine
herein as iffully set forth verbatim.

are incorporated by reference
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PAR. 10. The acts, practices and methods of competition engaged
, followed, pursued or adopted by respondents , and the combina-

tion, conspiracy, agreement or common understanding entered into
or reached between and among the respondents, respondent corpora-
tion s distributors or dealers, or others not parties hereto tend to
and do, fix, maintain, control or tamper with the resale prices at
which respondent corporation s products are or may be sold.

PAR. 11. For example, distributors and dealers have entered into
contracts, agreements, combinations or understandings with respon-
dents, or have been and continue to be required and coerced by
respondents to sell to other distributors or dealers at other wholesale
levels of distribution at the same prices which they paid for their
products from other distributors or dealers or from respondent

Amway Corporation. Distributors or dealers must thereafter rely
upon the implementation of and adherence to respondents' purchase
volume refund schedule for wholesale profits.

Under this purchase volume refund plan, refunds are paid by
respondent Amway Corporation to its direct buying "Direct Distribu-
tors on a monthly basis at the rate of 25% of the monthly dollar
volume of purchases figured at the retail price. These sponsoring
distributors, in turn, pay rebates to their wholesale customers of
from 0 to 25%, based upon their own monthly dollar volume 

purchases, and so on, to all wholesale levels of distribution. (5 
PAR. 12. By way of further example , distributors and dealers have

also agreed to sell to church, service, civic or charitable sellng
organizations at specified prices, and to in turn request these
organizations to adhere to these same retail prices when selling to
the ultimate consumer. Thereafter the distributor or dealer will pay
the selling organization a sum of money which wil become its gross
income on the aforesaid sales.

Said acts, practices and methods of competition, and the adverse
competitive effects resulting therefrom, constitute unreasonable
restraints of trade and unfair methods of competition in commerce
within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act, as amended.

COUNT II

Paragraphs One through Nine are incorporated by reference
herein as iffully set forth verbatim.

PAR. 13. The acts, practices and methods of competition engaged
, followed, pursued or adopted by respondents, and the combina-

tion, conspiracy, agreements or common understandings entered
into or reached between and among the respondents, respondent
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corporation s distributors or dealers, or others not parties hereto
tend to, and do, restrict the customers to whom respondent corpora-
tion s distributors or dealers may resell their products; restrict
distributors and dealers as to the source of their product needs;
restrict the retail outlets through which distributors and dealers
may resell their products; and allocate retail customers between and
among the various distributors or dealers.

PAR. 14. Distributors and dealers have entered into contracts
agreements, combinations or understandings with respondents, or
have been and continue to be required and coerced by respondents to
adhere to practices whereby absent prior approval to the contrary,
purchases of product needs must be made either directly from
respondent corporation or from the distributor or dealer who
recruited and/or (6) sponsored the would-be purchasing distributor
or dealer. Distributors and dealers may not resell their products at
wholesale except to those other distributors or dealers they had

recruited and/or sponsored, and who are recognized as such by
respondents. Distributors or dealers who drop out of the program are
replaced in the chain of distribution by other distributors or dealers
to whom the former had previously been sellng.

PAR. 15. Distributors and dealers have also entered into contracts,

agreements. combinations or understandings with respondents, or

have been and continue to be required and coerced by respondents to
refrain from selling from or through any business office, retail store
military store, ship s store, service station, barber shop, beauty salon
show booth, fair or the like, and to refrain from sellng to proprietors
of such establishments for resale at the retail level.

PAR. 16. Distributors and dealers have also entered into contracts

agreements, combinations or understandings with respondents, or
have been required and coerced by respondents to refrain from
soliciting the business of retail customers and commercial accounts
of otber distributors or dealers.

Said acts, practices and methods of competition, and the adverse
competitive effects resulting therefrom, constitute unreasonable

restraints of trade and unfair methods of competition in commerce
within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act, as amended.

COUNT III

Paragraphs One through Nine are incorporated by reference

herein as if fully set forth verbatim.
PAR. 17. The acts, practices and methods of competition engaged
, followed, pursued or adopted by respondents, and the combina-
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tion, conspiracy, agreements or common understandings entered
into or reached between and among the respondents, respondent
corporation s distributors or dealers, or others not parties hereto
tend to, and do, restrict the advertising and promotional activities in
which distributors and dealers mayor would otherwise engage. (7 J

PAR. 18. Distributors and dealers have entered into contracts,
agreements, combinations or understandings with respondents, or
have been required and coerced by respondents to refrain from
engaging in or limiting advertising activities as follows:

1. Distributors and dealers may not display literature or mer-
chandise in the locations from which retail sales activities are
prohibited.

2. "Direct Distributors" only may display the "Am way" trade-
name, tradmarks or logos on the exterior of their places of business;
provided that in addition thereto the place of business is a

commercial type building, the place of business is an exclusively
Amway business, no displays appear in any show windows, a view
from the outside looking in is obscured, and "Wholesale Only" must
appear on the door leading in.

3. Distributors and dealers other than "Direct Distributors" must
obtain the permission of the Direct Distributors from whose chain of
distribution they purchase merchandise before the Amway logo may
be displayed on business vehicles.

4. "Direct Distributors," with prior permission, may advertise in
the "white pages" of the telephone directory under the "Am way
tradename, whereas other distributors or dealers may not.

5. Distributors and dealers may not utilze display ads in "yellow
pages" telephone directories wherein it is indicated that the distribu-
tor or dealer deals in Amway merchandise.

6. Distributors and dealers may not set up displays at fairs, home
shows or other special events unless they do so in concert, and under
the direction of a "Direct Distributor. " (8J

7. "Direct Distributors" only may utilze roadside advertising.
8. Distributors and dealers other than "Direct Distributors" may

not advertise in newspapers, magazines or on the radio or television.
9. Distributors and dealers may only place recruiting ads which

do not mention the name "Amway.
10. Distributors and dealers may not advertise specific Amway

products in the media.

Said acts, practices and methods of competition , and the adverse
competitive effects resulting therefrom, constitute unreasonable

restraints of trade and unfair methods of competition in commerce
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within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act, as amended.

COUNT IV

Paragraphs One through Nine are incorporated by reference

herein as iffully set forth verbatim.
PAR. 19. By and through the use of written or oral representations,

respondents or their representatives represent and have represent-
ed, directly or by implication that:

1. Substantial income or profit as a result of wholesale or retail
sales activities from "multiplication

" "

duplication" or geometrical
increases in the number of distributors at lower functional levels of
distribution is likely.

2. Substantial income or profit as a result of wholesale or retail
sales activities from unlimited recruiting activities or endless chain
recruiting activities is likely. (9 

PAR. 20. In truth and in fact the distributors and dealers are not

long likely to recruit other distr.ibutors in multiplication, duplica-
tion, geometrically increasing, unlimited or endless chain fashion , or
to profit from sales to other distributors at lower functional levels in
geometrically increasing, unlimited, or endless chain fashion be-

cause:

(a) The participants may be, and in a substantial number of
instances will be, unable to find additional participants, by the time
they enter respondents' marketing program. As to each of the
individual participants, recruitment of additional participants must
of necessity ultimately collapse when the number of persons
theretofore recruited has so saturated the area with distributors or
dealers as to render it virtually impossible to recruit others.

(b) Profits resulting from respondents' recruitment program must
of necessity ultimately collapse when the number of potentially
available persons who can be recruited to serve a particular area is
exhausted. The greater the number of distributors or dealers
previously recruited, the lower the chances of a profitable distribu-
torship or dealership operation.

(c) Regardless of the number of distributors or dealers previously
recruited to serve in a particular market area, profits and therefore
recruitment must of necessity ultimately collapse when distributors
or dealers at lower functional levels of distribution are unable to
,perate their wholesale businesses at a profit by sel1ng to lower

unctional levels at prices greater than paid for. The greater the
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number of levels of distribution, the more ineffcient the distribution
system becomes, and the less profitable it is likely to be at the lower
levels. (lO J

For the foregoing reasons and others, respondents ' representations
that substantial income or profit may be predicated through
multiplication, duplication, and geometrical, unlimited or endless

chain increases in the number of distributors or dealers recruited,
either at the same or lower functional levels of distribution, in
connection with the manufacture , sale and distribution of their
merchandise, was and is false, misleading and deceptive, and was
and is an unfair method of competition and an unfair act and
practice within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act, as amended.

COUNT V

Paragraphs One through Nine and Paragraphs Nineteen and
Twenty are incorporated by reference herein as if fully set forth
verbatim.
PAR. 21. In the course and conduct of their business, and for the

purpose of inducing the purchase of their products and the participa-
tion of persons as dealers or distributors of respondents ' products,
the respondents and their representatives or agents have made and
are continuing to make oral and written statements and representa-
tions to distributors, dealers and prospective participants regarding
the sale of their merchandise, the profitabiliy of a dealership or
distributorship and the recruitment of stil additional participants.
Typical and iJustrative of said statements and representations, but
not all inclusive thereof, are the following (with emphasis omitted):

1. Sponsoring is profiable, regardless of whether you do it on a limited basis as a

part-time distributor, or "all-out" as a full-time distributor.
2. Sponsoring is easy! Recruiting new Amway Distributors is not difficult, just as

selling Amway products is not diffcult. 

. . 

When you have learned to sponsor one
then you simply repeat the process and sponsor two. .From that point on, it is just
simple multiplication!

3. 

.. 

(TJhere is no known limit to how big your business can grow when you
sponsor other distributors, who in turn sell products and sponsor stil other
distributors.

4. With the proven Amway Opportunity success will be yours. . . act now. 

. . .

5. To build a big business you, plus your 10 distributors-each sponsoring 4 people

(total 51 distributors) with everyone selling one hour per day you wil earn. .your
total monthly profit $1 368. 00. Excellent income for one hour per day. (11)
6. To bujJd a larger business. . .you simply sponsor 10 distributors who

work. . .one hour per day. . .You will earn. .Your total monthly profit. .$264. 00.
Great income for one hour per day.
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7. By working just one hour per day and making 2 average sales of $4.00 PV each
. your total monthly profit. . . .$52. 80. Good extra income for one hour per day.
8. How much can I earn? AF much as you desire.
9. Amway six year plan for financial independence. Step 1 - become a direct

distributor. . . Step 2 - develop one direct distributor per year. Annual income
after 6 years $24 300. 00.

10. Assuming that you become a Direct Distributor within a year s time and that
you develop a Direct Distributor each year for the next five years, at the end of six
years you can be earning in Direct Distributor bonuses $225 x 5, or a total of $1.125 a
month. . . .The $1 069 a month whice. you receive on your personal group and the 3%
refund bonuses of $1 125 on the 5 Direct Distributors whom you personally sponsor
will amount to $2 194 a month or a total of $26 328 a year. This is gross income for
managing a business of your own. This can be your six-year plan for financial
independence.

11. You can realize the achievement. of your dreams through the Amway
Opportunity. The Amway Opportunity is broad enough for you to achieve whatever
your goal is.

12. An Amway pattern for success. .duplicate yourself. You sponsor 1 distribu-
tor each month.. each of your personally sponsored distributors sponsor 1
distributor each month - up to 6 at the end of one year.. . Your personal
group would consist of 64 distributors.

13. 1'0 build a stil bigger business.. . You, plus your 6 distributors each
sponsoring 4 people (total 31 distributors) with everyone selling $5.00 PV per
day. . .you wil earn. . .your total monthly income. . $408. Excellent income for
only a few hours per day.

14. With Amway, you start earning money right away with no large inventory
investment.

15. The market potential for Amway products is spectacular.
16. Let's say that six of your personally sponsored distributors sponsor four

distributors each, and that everyone makes a sale a day. .. (12 J
17. Let's say you have sponsored six distributors. . Your distributor organiza-

tion can look like this:

Your Sponsor

Oil $200 (Retailing)

A $300

B $100

C $150

D $50

E $200

F $100

Yourtotal group PV $1 100.
Total monthly gross income $157.

As your business continues to grow and as you train and motivate your personaJly
sponsored distributors to retail and to duplicate themselves by ponsoring new
distributors , here is how your total PV and income can increase:
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Your Sponsor

Yau $200 (Retailing)

Dist A and his group $600

Dist B and his group $300

Dist C and his group $200

Dist D and his group $250

Dist E and his group $300

Dist F and his group $400

Your total group PV $2 250.
Total monthly gross income: $270.

At this point, your business has started to bring you good returns. Although you
should have sponsored additional distributors in the meantime , for the purposes of
simplication, we will show only six distributors personally sponsored by you. Your
part-time business can expand rapidly from this point onward.

Your income picture for the month can now look like this:

Your Sponsor

You $200 (Retailing)

Dist A and his group $1 000
Dist B and his group $1 500
Dist C and his group $800

Dist D and his group $500

Dist E and his grou p $300

Dist F and his group $800

Your total group PV $5 100.
Total monthly f,'TOSS income $594.

(13) 18. The income picture! Let's take a look at your income picture for the
month. . . . Immediate income on your personal sales of $200. . $60. Income on
refund:. . . . $114. Total earnings $174.

If you save $1"4 a month for six months, you d have a total of $1 044 toward a

Carribeao or a South Seas vacation. . . . So for example , five of your distributors
sponsor four distributors who each sell $200 for the month. Now the total of your
group has grown to 26 , and your monthly purchase volume is $5 200. . . . However
your earnings picture for the month can now look like this: Immediate income on your
personal sales $60. Refund income. . . $492. Total earnings $552. Thus , you now have
an attractive part-time income, and yet this is just the beginning.

PAR. 22. By and through the use of the above quoted statements

and representations, as well as other oral and written statements
and representations as found in various promotional materials not
expressly set out herein, respondents and their representatives or
agents represent, and have represented, directly or by implication, to
distributors, dealers and prospective participants, that:

It is easy for distributors or dealers to recruit and/or retain
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persons to participate in the program as distributors, dealers or sales
personnel.

2. Distributors or dealers in the program can anticipate receiving
or will receive substantial profits or earnings.

PAR. 23. In truth and in fact:

L It is not as easy as respondents represent for distributors or
dealers to recruit and/or retain as distributors, dealers or sales
personnel persons who wil participate in the sales program.

2. Distributors or dealers in the sales program do not receive nor
are likely to receive the substantial profits or earnings that
respondents represent that they wil receive or are likely to receive.
(14)

PAR. 24. The following statements constitute material facts with
respect to the making of claims or representations regarding the
potential for recruitment of prospective distributors or dealers

and/or the profitability of a distributorship or dealership:

1. There is a substantial turnover or dropout rate of distributors
dealers, wholesale and retail sales personnel, and a constant
recruitment effort must be made simply to maintain a constant
number of sub-distributors, sub-dealers, or sales personnel.
2. There are substantial business expenses associated with an

active Amway distributorship or dealership.

PAR. 25. The statements and representations contained in Para-

graph Twenty-One, along with other statements and representations
not expressly referred to therein, contain claims regarding the

potential for recruitment of prospective distributors , dealers or sales
personnel and the profitabilty of a distributorship or dealership; but
fail to disclose the material facts set forth in Paragraph Twenty-
Four.

The dissemination by respondents of the aforesaid statements and
representations, and others, has had, and continues to have, the
capacity and tendency to mislead distributors, dealers and prospec-
tive participants into the erroneous and mistaken belief that:

1. There is no substantial turnover of distributors, dealers or
sales personnel.

2. The turnover of distributors, dealers or sales personnel is not
as substantial as they would otherwise have been led to believe.
3. There are no substantial business expenses incurred by

distributors or dealers.
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4. The business expenses of distributors or dealers are not as
substantial as they would otherwise have been led to believe. (15)

PAR. 26. For all of the foregoing reasons, and others, respondents
statements and representations as set forth in Paragraph Twenty-
One, as well as others not expressly referred to therein, in
connection with the manufacture, sale and distribution of their
merchandise, are false, misleading and deceptive, and were and are
unfair methods of competition and unfair or deceptive acts or
practices within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act, as amended.

INITIAL DECISION By JAMES P. TIMONY, ADMINISTRATIVE LAW
JUDGE

JUNE 23, 1978

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

By a Federal Trade Commission complaint issued on March 25
1975, respondents Amway Corporation ("Am way ), Amway Distribu-
tors Association of the United States ("ADA"), Jay Van Andel and
Richard M. De V os are charged in five counts with violations of
Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U. C. 45. (2)

Respondent Amway is a corporation organized less than twenty
years ago by respondents Van Andel and DeVos. Amway manufac-
tures, distributes and sells with its own trademarks over 150
products, including primarily cleaning and personal care products
and food supplements. While Amway started with soap and other
cleaning products, it now sells a wide variety of low cost consumer
products, including catalog sales of over 300 products manufactured
by and bearing the names of other manufacturers, such as clothing,
household appliances, furnishings, tools, luggage, watches and
cameras. Amway sells such products through more than 300 000
independent distributors throughout the country. These distributors
engage in direct, house-to-house sales to consumers, with total sales
amounting to over $200 millon in fiscal 1976. The distributors also
seek new distributors to build a sales organization. As an incentive to
the distributors ' sales , Amway offers inter alia, volume discounts
based on the total sales of a distributor s sales organization, ranging
from 3% on monthly sales over $100 to 25% on sales of about $8 500
and over. Once the distributors reach the top discount bracket, they
become "Direct Distributors," receiving such benefits as dealing
directly with Amway (rather than through the distributors which
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sponsored them), and voting membership in the distributors ' associa-
tion, ADA.

The ADA is an association of about 2 500 Amway Direct Distribu-
tors, acting as a consultant to Amway on proposed changes in basic
sales policies of Amway and as a board of arbitration in disputes
between and among distributors and as an appeal board with respect
to action by Amway which may affect the rights of distributors.

Amway has a distribution plan published in various manuals,
bulletins, pamphlets and other literature and material. This plan,
known as the Amway Sales and Marketing Plan, imposes certain
limitations upon the distributors ' resale of products purchased from
Amway and upon the method of recruiting new distributors. The
complaint in this case attacks these limitations. Count I of the
complaint alleges that respondents engage in resale price mainte-
nance. (3) Count II alleges that respondents allocate customers

among distributors and restrict the distributors' source of supply as
well as the retail outlets through which they may reselL Count III
alleges that respondents restrict the distributors ' advertising. Count
IV alleges that respondents misrepresent that substantial income

may be obtained from geometrical increases in the number 
distributors in the chain recruiting operation of the Amway distribu-
tion plan. Count V alleges that respondents misrepresent the
profitability of a distributorship and the potential for recruiting new
distributors and fail to disclose the substantial business expense
involved and the high turnover of distributors.
By an answer fied on August 28, 1975, respondents admitted in

part and denied in part the various allegations of the complaint.

Respondents moved to dismiss the complaint on the grounds that: (1)
evidence was improperly obtained by the staff during the course of
the pre-complaint investigation, and (2) respondents were not
afforded an opportunity to negotiate a settlement prior to the

issuance of the complaint. The motion was certified to the Commis-
sion by an order dated September 16, 1975; the motion was denied.
By an order dated April 12 , 1976 , I was substituted as administrative
law judge because of the heavy workload of the former administra-
tive law judge. An active motion practice ensued, with some thirty
contested pretrail orders being issued on a number of procedural
question.' (4)

Discovery was extensive, involving depositions, interrogatories
requests for admission, and pretrial subpoenas. Counsel fied lists of

, Many ofreRpondents' aJJegations of prHcedura! mj condud w€n repeated by responden!,' couns!oj On the first
dr1Y oft,he tri"l and are thl' subject of an additional ordel' . re.:ently ent.red herein , denying respondents. motion to
dismiss
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witnesses and narrative statements of their proposed testimony and
exchanged documents to be offered in evidence. The parties filed
written statements of relevancy and opposition concerning the offer
of hundreds ,of proposed Commission exhibits. Complaint counsel
fied an extensive pretrial statement and proposed findings. The
parties fied pretrial briefs.

Hearings started May 16, 1977. The case-in-chief ended on June 7
1977. The defense started June 28, 1977, and concluded on July 29
1977. Complaint counsel had a rebuttal case on October 4, 1977.

About 150 witnesses testified and the record consists of almost seven
thousand pages of transcript and over one thousand exhibits.

Since the last witness testified, the parties have resumed the
motion practice, with about thirty additional post-trial contested
motions. One of the contested issues involved twenty-three tape
recordings received as exhibits during the trial on condition that

transcripts be prepared and offered as exhibits. The parties were
long at issue over the content of the transcripts of the tapes. The
transcripts, when completed, made a pile "two or three feet high.
Six full transcripts and seventeen partial transcripts of the tape
recordings eventually were offered and received as exhibits. ' (5 J

The post-trial briefs and proposed findings amounted to about 1600
pages. Oral argument was heard on June 6, 1978.

The findings of fact include references to the principal supporting
evidence in the record. Such references are intended to serve as

convenient guides to the testimony and exhibits supporting the
findings of fact, but do not necessarily represent complete summar-
ies of the evidence considered in arriving at such findings. The
following abbreviations have been used:

CX - Commission s Exhibit, followed by number of exhibit
being referenced.
RX - Respondents ' Exhibit , followed by number of exhibit
being referenced.
Tr. - Transcript, preceded by the name of the witness,
followed by the page number.
CPF - Proposed Finding submitted by Complaint Counse1.
CB - Complaint Counsel's Brief.
CRB - Complaint Counsel' s Reply Brief.
RPF - Respondents ' Proposed Findings.

. Another reason for the delay in closing the record involved thf! condition of the record. Numerous exhibits
were lost or misplaced. At least sixty exhibits had to be replaced with substitutes- The transcript of testimony had
numerous errors. Almost al! of the changes were stipulated by the parties The reportr is submitting correcte
pages of the transcript during the time that this decision is being prepared , too late for reference herein. Eleven
orders were entered concerning this subject, 

g. 

orderR dated March 16 , 197R. and June Hi, 1978 (denying motioll
to dismi5S of June 6 . 1978).
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- Respondents' Brief. (6)

FINDINGS OF FACT

Respondents

1. Respondent Amway Corporation (Amway) is a corporation
organizd and existing under the laws of the State of Michigan, with
its home offce and principal place of business at 7575 East Fulton
Rd. , Ada, Michigan. (Answer, p. 5)
2. Amway currently manufactures and sells more than 150 kinds

of home care, car care and personal care products, as well as
vitamins and food supplements, all of which are sold under its own
labels and trademarks. (Answer, p. 4)
3. The products which Amway sells to its distributors may be

grouped into seven major categories as follows: home care and
cleaning products; personal care products (such as cosmetics); food
supplements; cookware and cutlery; commercial and agricultural
products; catalog sales (a wide variety of products); and safety
products (such as smoke detectors and fire extinguishers). Soap and
detergents account for 41.2% of Amway s 1974 sales; polishes and
sanitation goods 20%; and toilet preparations 6.5%. (RX 405)
4. Through its Personal Shoppers Catalog, Amway sells over 300

products manufactured by and bearing the name of other manufac-
turers. These products include clothes, household appliances, fur-
nishings, tools, luggage, watches, and cameras. (CX 640)
5. Amway distributes its products in the United States through

direct sellng by authorized independent distributors, which in 1977

numbered approximately 360 000. (RX 383) (7)
6. Amway s dollar volume in sales to distributors in fiscal 1976

was approximately $169 milion in the United States and $205
milion worldwide. (RX 448; RX 431; Hallday, Tr. 6103 , 6105-16)
7. Respondents Jay Van Andel and Richard M. DeVos are co-

founders and, together with their wives, are principal owners of
Amway. (Van Andel, Tr. 1672, 1781)
8. Mr. Van Andel is Chairman of the Board of Amway. (Van

Andel, Tr. 1671)
9. Mr. DeVos is President of Amway. (Complaint 4; Answer, p.

10. Amway s Board of Directors consists of Mr. Van Andel, Mr.
DeVos, and Willam J. Hallday, Jr. (Van Andel , Tr. 1781-82)
11. Respondent Amway Distributors Association of the United

States (ADA) is a trade association of Amway distributors organized
and existing as a non-profit corporation under Michigan Law.
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(Hallday, Tr. 6091- , 6171-73) ADA maintains its home office and
principal place of business at 7575 East Fulton Road, Ada, Michigan.
(Complaint, '12; Answer)
12. Each new Amway distributor may choose to become a

member of the ADA. (Hallday, Tr. 6195-96)
13. An Amway distributor who, through sales volume and other

requirements, becomes a "Direct Distributor" may qualify as a
voting member of the ADA. (Hallday, Tr. 6196-97) (8)

14. There currently are about 2500 voting members of the ADA.
(Hallday, Tr. 6555-56)

15. Voting members of the ADA elect nine members of the
eleven-member ADA Board of Directors and Amway appoints two
members. Mr. Van Andel and Mr. DeVos represent Amway on the
Board. (Hallday Tr. 6194)

16. The ADA Board performs three principal functions: (a) it acts
as a representative of the distributor association; (b) it acts as an
advisory board to Amway; and (c) it acts as an arbitration board in
disputes between distributors or between Amway and a distributor.
(Halliday, Tr. 6175-83)

Organization History

17. Mr. Van Andel and Mr. DeVos have been involved in direct
sellng since 1949, beginning as distributors of Nutrilite food
supplements, through a corporation they organized for this pur-
pose-the Ja-Ri Corporation. (Van Andel, Tr. 1672- , 1676 , 1908-10)

18. Direct sellng is the distribution of products and related
services to consumers in their homes through person-to-person
sellng. (Van Andel , Tr. 1691-92; Granfield, Tr. 2917-18)

19. In 1959, Mr. Van Andel and Mr. DeVos and other distributors
had trouble with their suppliers of food supplements, Nutrilite
Products Company, Inc. , and Mytinger & Castleberry, Inc. A small
group of distributors was appointed, with Mr. Van Andel as the
chairman, to try to work out an arrangement with the suppliers. The
negotiations culminated in an offer by one of the suppliers to Mr.
Van Andel to become president of the company. Mr. Van Andel and
Mr. De V os concluded that the inherent problems were with the
people who owned those companies and that those problems would
continue regardless of who managed them. Mr. Van Andel refused
the offer. (Van Andel , Tr. 1672-73) (9)
20. Mr. Van Andel and Mr. DeVos decided that their suppliers

were in great danger of collapsing and that they should go into the
business themselves, producing their own products and sellng them
through the J a- Ri sales organization which had more than 2000
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distributors as members. (Van Andel , Tr. 1674; 1679; Hansen, Tr.
3302; CX 904)
21. Mr. Van Andel and Mr. DeVos then put together an

organization of distributors called the American Way Association
the name of which was later changed to the Amway Distributors
Association. The primary purpose of this organization was to allow
Mr. Van Andel and Mr. DeVos to communicate with their Nutrilte
distributors in the Ja-Ri organization and to hold the business

together until Mr. Van Andel and Mr. DeVos could develop their
own manufacturing operation. (Van Andel , Tr. 1674-75)
22. Mr. Van Andel and Mr. DeVos had to be very careful in

changing their distributor organization, with its allegiance to
Nutrilite food supplement products. Since the distributors were
independent, they might quit. It was therefore necessary for Mr. Van
Andel and Mr. De V os to have these distributors concur in their plans
to set up a product distribution and manufacturing operation; and
they discussed the type of products they intended to produce with the
distributors ' association. (Van Andel , Tr. 1674-76) Many of the
distributors in the organization of Mr. Van Andel and Mr. DeVos
joined the American Way Association, and began distributing
products sold to them by Amway as well as Nutrilite products. In
1972, Amway acquired 51% of Nutrilite. (Van Andel, Tr. 1679-
1684-85)
23. Mr. Van Andel and Mr. DeVos decided to look for products

which were readily consumable, relatively low-priced, different from
those found in retail stores, and which would lead to repeat sales.
They chose soap and detergents because they felt it would be the
easiest market to train distributors to sell in. With that type of
product, it is a matter of which one to use rather than whether to use
it at aiL (Hallday, Tr. 6541; Van Andel, Tr. 1680-81) (10)

24. At about the same time that the American Way Association
was formed, Mr. Van Andel and Mr. DeVos began distributing
through the Ja-Ri organization a liquid detergent called "Frisk"
which they renamed "LOC" (liquid organic compound) and which is
stil one of the principal Amway products. This product was
manufactured by Eckle Company, a small supplier in Detroit
Michigan, and it was one of the only biodegradable liquid detergents
available at that time. Mr. Van Andel and Mr. DeVos, through Ja-
Corporation, acquired the company, moved the assets to Ada,
Michigan , and cbanged its name to Amway Manufacturing Compa-
ny. A few months later they introduced SA8 , a biodegradable powder
detergent. (Van Andel , Tr. 1673-78; Hallday, Tr. 6153 , 6541)
25. In November 1959, Mr. Van Andel and Mr. DeVos organized
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Amway Sales Corporation and Amway Services Corporation. (Van
Andel, Tr. 1677) In November 1963 the name of Ja-Ri Corporation
Inc. , was changed to Amway Corporation; and on January 1, 1964
Amway Sales Corporation, Amway Servce Corporation, and Amway
Manufacturing Corporation were merged into Amway. (Answer, p. 3)

Amway Distribution System

Amway Distributors

26. The Amway Sales and Marketing Plan is designed to move
products manufactured by or for Amway through a network of
distributors to retail customers. (HaUiday, Tr. 6198) Amway imposes
several restraints upon distributors as part of this system. The
restraints, which are the subject of this litigation, are found in
Amway s "Code of Ethics and Rules of Conduct." (RX 331 , pp. 13-
through 25-B) The Amway system of recruiting, sponsoring and
seUing basically is the same as the Nutrilite system which began
operating in 1946. (Van Andel, Tr. 1702, 1905-08)(11 J

27. The Amway Sales and Marketing plan involves person-to-
person retail seUing. Amway distributors are urged to sell at retail to
persons they know or are referred to, rather than going from door-to-
door. (Van Andel, Tr. 1757-58)

28. In the Amway Sales and Marketing Plan, products are sold by
Amway distributors, all of whom are independent contractors.
(HaUiday, Tr. 6261-62)
29. All new Amway distributors enter the business with the same

rights and obligations. (HaUiday, Tr. 6208; Lemier, Tr. 210-11)
30. Each Amway distributor has the right to sell Amway

products to consumers and to sponsor new Amway distributors and
to sell products to his sponsored distributors. (Van Andel, Tr. 1708)
31. Any Amway distributor may become a "Direct Distributor

by qualifying on the basis of sales volume. The principal requirement
for qualification as a Direct Distributor is that the distributor must
have a sales volume of about $8500 per month. (RX 331 , p. 8-

32. Amway sells its products to Direct Distributors, who seJ
Amway products to consumers and to their sponsored distributOJ
for resale. (S. Bryant, Tr. 4033-34) Other distributors normally bl
from their sponsor. (RX 331, p. I-E) Those distributors ("Warehou
Order Distributors ), living more than 25 miles from their source
supply or doing a large volume, are authorized to buy directly fr'
Amway. (RX 331 , p. I-E) (12J

33. In order to become a duly authorized Amway distributo
person must (a) be sponsored by an Amway distributor, and (b)
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an application with Amway for the right to seJl Amway products.
(Van Andel, Tr. 1696-97; RX 331 , p. 14-
34. A new Amway distributor is not required to buy inventory.

The distributor need only buy a $15.60 "Sales Kit" containing
product information and sales aids and literature. (RX 331 , p. 15-
Hallday, Tr. 6615)

35. A new distributor may also purchase an optional "Product
Kit" for $25. , containing sample Amway products for demonstra-
tion use. (Hallday, Tr. 6126, 6588; RX 433)
36. Neither Amway nor sponsoring distributors make a profit on

the Sales Kits. (Van Andel, Tr. 1863, 1937; Max, Tr. 5996; Garmon,
Tr. 3515)

37. A distributor who decides to leave the business may receive a
refund on the price of the Sales Kit and Product Kit. (Hallday, Tr.
6615)
38. Most new Amway distributors have had no sellng or business

experience. (CX 1000-K; Van Andel, Tr. 1695)
39. The vast majority of Amway distributors, including Direct

Distributors, conduct the Amway business on a part-time basis, and
have another fuJI-time occupation. (HaJliday, Tr. 6235; RX 329) (13)
40. Anyone who has become an Amway distributor prior to

August 31 of any year or who has continued his distributorship for
that year must renew his distributorship authorization for the next
year by December 31. (Hallday, Tr. 6484)

41. The number of active distributors since 1972 has remained
relatively constant, fluctuating around 300 000, climbing in 1977 to

about 360 000. (RX 383)
42. The average annual turnover of Amway distributors is about

50%. The turnover rate for Amway distributors during their first
'ear is almost 75% and thereafter about 25% a year. (CX 909; RX
83)
43. Currently about half of all Amway distributors were spon-
,red by a Direct Distributor or by a distributor sponsored by a
rect Distributor. More than 70% were within three positions of a
rect Distributor and 99% were within seven positions. (RX 423)
4. If distributors leave Amway, any distributors whom they may
e sponsored move up the line of sponsorship to the next qualified
ributor. (RX 331 , p. 17-
. In order to receive the benefits of sponsoring, Amway
'ibutors must train their sponsored distributors and stock
1tory to supply them. (RX 331 , pp. 17 -B to 18-

The distributors sponsored by an Amway distributor become
'ers of that distributor s "personal group." The sponsored
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distributors may then sponsor other distributors, thereby forming
their own personal groups and enlarging the personal group of the
first sponsoring distributor. (CS 1096, p. 2 B) (14)

47. When distributors qualify as Direct Distributors, they "break
off" from the personal group of their sponsor, thereafter dealing
directly with Amway. (RX 331 , p. 8-
48. The Amway Sales and Marketing Plan provides communica-

tion with distributors through literature published by Amway and
by meetings. About 10 or 15 times a year sales ralles consisting of
several thousand distributors are held around the country, to which
any distributor in the area is invited. An afternoon meeting for high
volume distributors only (with no guests allowed) is followed by an
evening sales rally for all distributors and their guests. (Van Andel
Tr, 1761-63) These evening sales ralles involve presentation of sales

awards with impromptu speeches by the recipients and motivational
speeches by other successful distributors and celebrities. "Am way
officials are present to offer helpful advice to both new and
experienced distributors alike. (ld. ex 62- 42 - 43) Area meetings
are produced independently by Direct Distributors for their groups
or for a combination of Direct Distributor groups. They provide
information and inspiration for the distributors. (CX 62- 43)

49. About five thousand distributor-operated meetings are held
each week. These local meetings help sponsors "build enthusiasm
within their group through weekly meetings in their homes or offices
for the purpose of training, motivating and sponsoring. " (CX 62-
43)

Compensation

50. Amway distributors earn income from retail sales through
the "basic discount" (the difference between the price paid by the
distributor for the product and the price charged by the distributor
at retail). A distributor does not make money directly by sellng
products to his sponsored distributors "because he sells them for the
same price he paid for them; the distributor cost." (RX 331 , p. 3-
Instead, distributors receive a (15) "performance bonus" which is
paid by Amway through sponsoring distributors and is based on the
distributor s total monthly sales volume. The "Basic Discount" and
Performance Bonus" are defined as (RX 331 , p. 4-B):

Basic Discount: When you personally sell Amway products you earn income in two
ways. 

. . 

the first of these is your "basic discount." You buy products from your
sponsor at the wholesale price , and sell them to customers at retail. The basic discount
on most home-sjze products is 35%, with some at 15% or 25%. That percentage is your
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immediate income - your "basic discount" - which you get as soon as you are paid

by your customers. Most distributors average 30% of Business Volume as income.

Performance Bonus: The second way you earn income is through your monthly

Performance Bonus on Amway products you purchase for resale. In addition to your
immediate basic discount, you earn a Performance Bonus each month based on total
Point Value and BV of all products purchased by you during the month. This is a
percentage Bonus which varies from 3% to 25% depending on your total monthly
Point Value, according to the schedule below.

PERFORMANCE

BONUS SCHEDULE

Performance Bonuses are paid in addition to the basic discount, which averages
30%.

IF YOUR
TOTAL MONTHLY
POINT V ALUE* IS,

YOUR
PERFORMANCE
BONUS IS,

500 or more points
000 to 7 499 points
000 to 5 999 points
500 to 3 999 points
500 to 2 499 points
000 to 1 499 points

600 to 999 points

300 to 599 points

100 to 299 points
Les than 100 points

25% of your Business Volume
23% of your Business Volume
21 % of your Business Volume
18% of your Business Volume
15% of your Business Volume
12% of your Business Volume (16)
9% of your Business Volume
6% of your Business Volume
3% of your Business Volume
0% of your Business Volume

. Total monthly PV includes both per&nal PV and PV of others you sponsor.

51. The performance bonus schedule was previously based on
monthly dollar purchase volume. (CX 61, p. 4-B) In 1975, in order to
adjust for inflation, each product was assigned a "point value" which
remains constant regardless of changes in the price of the product.
(CX 680-

52. Each Amway product is also assigned a dollar value for the
purpose of calculating "business volume

" ("

BV"), corresponding
approximately to the suggested resale price of the product, less a
warehouse charge. (RX 331, p. 4-

53. The performance bonus system provides an incentive to
sponsoring distributors to provide training, motivation and supply to
sponsored distributors, since they receive income based on the
accumulated total sales of all of the distributors in their personal
group. (Van Andel, Tr. 1863-64) This payment has been termed

overwrite," ubonus " and "refund," and since 1975 "performance
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bonus." (CPF 199) It corresponds to the compensation paid by

manufacturers to wholesalers. (Cady, Tr. 5776-78)
54. Under the Amway Sales and Marketing Plan it is the Direct

Distributors' duty to see that performance bonuses, which they
receive monthly from Amway, are promptly distributed to sponsored
distributors and redistributed in that month to all distributors in the
Direct Distributor s personal organizations who earned the perfor-
mance bonus. (RX 331, p. 19-B) Amway enforces its refund policy.
(CPF 204) The ADA arbitrates disputes concerning the refund policy.
(CPF 205)(17 J

Sponsoring

55. The sponsoring distributors earn income on the basis of the
total sales volume of their personal distributor group, as well as their
own personal retail sales. (RX 331 , p. 5-B) Sponsoring distributors
must supply and train distributors they sponsor. (RX 331 , p. 17-

56. Distributors are urged to sponsor new distributors in order to
earn on what others sell" (RX 331 , p. 5-B), but the Amway Sales

and Marketing Plan stresses that combined retail sellng and
sponsoring are equally essential to the distributor s success. (RX 331
p. I-

57. About 25% of Amway distributors sponsor new distributors.
(RX 415; Van Andel, Tr. 1828; Max, Tr. 6023)
58. Recruiting distributors occurs primarily at an "Opportunity

Meeting" which each distributor is urged to hold at least once a
week. (CX 68-D) Amway encourages that recruiting be done
individually rather than at mass meetings. (CX 638-H) Recruiting
new distributors through the presentation of the Amway Sales and
Marketing Plan involves (1) introducing the company and products
(2) appealing to the financial goals of the prospective distributors,
and (3) explaining the compensation of a distributor through retail
and wholesale sales. (RX 331 , Section D)
59. The Amway Career Manual for distributors explains how to

recruit distributors by appealing to the financial goals of prospects.

(RX 331 , pp. I-D to 3-D). The suggested presentation provides that
the distributor should: (18 

Announce to your guests that you would like to tell them about an exciting
opportunity to be in business for themselves and to develop an income of as much as

000 per month. Explain that it is an opportunity that grows as they share it with
others.

Ask if they are as successful as they would like to be, If not, would they be
interested in a chance to realiz their dreams through a business of their own that
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they can build on a part time basis - and, with such a modest initial expenditure? An
opportunity does exist that wil give them such a chance.

(The distributor is then advised to give a short history of the
describe some of the products and sales literature.

company and to

What does all this mean to you? It means you can become a part of a dynamic
growing organization. It means that this opportunity can mean the realiztion of your
dreams.

(Ask questions to find out what the goals and dreams of each prospective distributor
may be.

What are some of your dreams?

Do you want a new car, a new house, college education for your children?

Do you

living?
want retirement income that will afford you a comfortable standard of

What income do you want six years from now?

Are you wiling to work hard to get this?

How much extra money per month do you need for that new car? (l9J

$100 a month or more?

What kind would you like - a Chevrolet , Pontiac, Oldsmobile?

How much money per month do you need for that new house?

What kind of home do you want - a three bedroom ranch - with a price tag of
$35 000 - $40 000?

How much will you need for monthly payments - $250, $300 a month?

How much wil) it take to send the youn.!'Sters through college - $2 500 to $3 000 a
year for each youngster?

If you could earn an extra $250 a month , you would have an additional $3,000 a
year. This might be suffcient to send one youngster through one year of college.

How much would you like as a continuing income - $1 000 a month?

Would you work for your goal?

Would you be interested if I could show you a way you can make your dreams come
true?

Would you be interested in a way to achieve this on a part time basis?
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What would you be wiling to give up to get this?

You can realize the achievement of your dreams through the Amway Sales and
Marketing Plan. It is broad enough for you to achieve whatever your goal is. First of
all , you start like everyone else - you are sponsored by another Amway distributor.
You are in business for yourself, but not by yourself. You buy Amway products at
wholesale from your sponsor , and you sell them at retail to your customers. (Emphasis
in original.) (20)

60. The Amway Career Manual for distributors explains the
nature of retail and wholesale compensation provided in the Amway
Sales and Marketing Plan. (RX 331 , pp. 5-B through 7-B): (21)
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61. Amway distributorships are not for sale and sponsoring
distributors receive no profit from the act of sponsoring'-' It "i only
after the sponsored distributor begins to buy products that the
sponsoring distributor wil receive income. (S. Bryant, Tr. 4063)

Direct Distributors

62. A distributor may qualify as a Direct Distributor with at least
500 BV in a single month (assuming a point value of at least 7500

points), and with a personal group point value of at least 7500 points
or more for the following two consecutive months, with a gross profit
of at least $800 for each of the three consecutive months. (RX 331

, p.

63. A Direct Distributor becomes eligible for voting membership
in the Amway Distributors Association and qualifies for the 3%
Direct Distributor Bonus, and Sales Training Bonus, and the Profit
Sharing Bonus. (RX 331 , pp. 8 and 9-

64. Direct Distributors receive 3% of the personal group Business
Volume of the Direct Distributors whom they sponsor. At that level
both the sponsoring and the sponsored distributors are in the same
performance bonus bracket 25%. Therefore, in order to provide the
sponsoring distributor with an incentive to continue to motivate and
train such a sponsored distributor, the extra 3% Direct Distributor
Bonus is provided. To receive the 3% bonus, distributors must be
qualified Direct Distributors, by having a qualifying personal group
Business Volume excluding the Business Volume of Direct Distribu-
tors whom they have sponsored. (RX 331 , pp. 8-B to 9-B) If the
sponsor of the Direct Distributor does not qualify, then the 3% bonus
goes to the next upline sponsor who meets the requirements. (S.
Bryant, Tr. 4067-68) (25)

65. Amway pays a sales training bonus to Direct Distributors
who sponsor three Direct Distributors for any six nwnths in a year.
(RX 331 , p. 9-
66. Amway has each year paid a "profit sharing distribution" in

the form of debenture bonds to aU voting members of the Amway
Distributors Association. (RX 331 , p. 9-B; Hallday, Tr. 6212-13)

67. Amway supplies, trains and compensates Director Distribu-
tors. (Van Andel , Tr. 1710, 1850)

68. Direct Distributors supply, train and compensate distribu-
tors. They maintain a stock of merchandise and literature, have
regular offce hours, train distributors through sales meetings and
advice, and enforce the Amway Rules of Conduct, including the
requirement that monthly performance bonuses be distributed to aU
distributors in their organization. (RX 331 , p. 19-
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69. Direct Distributors are required to requalify annually on the
basis of their sales volume. (RX 331 , p. 19-

70. The number of Amway Direct Distributors in the United
States has grown from about 3000 in 1972 to about 4000 in 1977. (Van
Andel, Tr. 1695-96; CX 896) About half of the Direct Distributors
started with Amway in the last five years. (RX 434)

71. Distributors who fail to requalify as Direct Distributors
generally continue as distributors. Between 1960 and 1976, 3070
Direct Distributors failed to requalify as Direct Distributors, and at
the end of that period 75% were stil Amway distributors. (RX 434)
(26)

Pyramid Rules

72. Amway, the Direct Distributor or the sponsoring distributor
wil buy back any unused marketable products from a distributor
whose inventory is not moving or who wishes to leave the business.
(RX 331 , p. 17-B to 18-B; CX 847; CX 1076) The buy-back rule has
been in existence since Amway started. (CX 1041-J) Amway enforces
the buy-back rule. (CX 847; Brown , Tr. 5012-13; Bortnem, Tr. 686

690; Soukup, Tr. 913)
73. To ensure that distributors do not attempt to secure the

performance bonus solely on the basis of purchases, Amway requires
that, to receive a performance bonus, distributors must resell at least
70% of the products they have purchased each month. (RX 331

, pp.

16-B to 17-B) The 70% rule has been in existence since the
beginning of Amway. (S. Bryant, Tr. 4086) Amway enforces the 70%
rule. (Lemier, Tr. 192-93; S. Bryant, Tr. 4056-59; Hallday, Tr. 6497)
74. Amway s "ten-customer" rule provides that distributors may

not receive a performance bonus unless they prove a sale to each of
ten different retail customers during each month. (RX 331 , pp. I-
and 17-B) The Direct Distributors have the primary responsibility
for enforcing the ten-customer rule in their own group. (S. Bryant
Tr. 4061-62) The ten-customer rule was started by Amway about
1970. Prior to that, there was a 25 sales rule which required the
distributor to make 25 retail sales a month without regard to the
number of customers. (S. Bryant, Tr. 4085-86) The ten-customer rule
is enforced by Amway and the Direct Distributors. (CX 823; Case, Tr.
3414-15; Medina, Tr. 4197; Zizic, Tr. 4138-43; Lincecum, Tr. 1266)
75. The buy-back rule, the 70% rule, and the ten-customer rule

encourage retail sales to consumers. (Van Andel, Tr. 1999-2000,
2010; Hallday, Tr. 6231-33; Lemier, Tr. 176; Cady, Tr. 5795-97) (27)

Operation of the ADA
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76. The voting members of the ADA meet once a year for a one
day meeting. They elect the Board members of the ADA and receive
reports concerning the Amway business. (Hallday, Tr. 6174-75)
77. The ADA Board meets four times a year, usually for two days

at a time. (Bass, Tr. 42)
78. Amway uses the ADA Board to receive recommendations

concerning the business. Amway presents proposals for changes of
rules to the Board for information and advice, and for reaction from
the field. (Hallday, Tr. 6612-13)
79. Amway consults with the Amway Distributors Association

through the Board of Directors, in setting up discount and refund
schedules, bonuses, and retail prices. (CX 22-B) In its 1975 annual
report to the state of its incorporation, the ADA reported that its
purpose was (CX 3-A): "To act as a trade ass n for the purpose of
setting policies with the company from whom purchases are made
and the pricing of all products sold direct to the consumers. (Also
see CX 4-A - B for 1971 report.) The Board of the ADA has in fact
consulted with Amway about retail prices

g" 

discussing in 1973
price cutting on a cookware promotion. (CX 376-
80. The ADA Board also acts as a board of arbitration in disputes

among distributors and as an appeal board when Amway has
terminated or disciplined a distributor. The ADA Board conducts
formal hearings through a hearing committee of three members.

Participants may attend the hearing in person and may be repre-
sented by an attorney. The hearing committee receives witness
testimony and other evidence, and a transcript of the hearing is
made if a participant requests it. The committee then makes a
recommendation to the Board. The Board considers about 5 or 6
cases each time it meets and in about 20% of the cases the Board
disagrees with Amway. Amway always has acceded to the Board'
decision. (RPF 243 244) (28)

Vertical Restrictions

Cross-Group Selling Rule

81. Amway distributors agree to sell at wholesale only to
distributors they have sponsored, and to buy only from their sponsor.
This restriction is known as the "cross-group sellng rule 'Rule 3.
No distributor shall engage in cross-group selling. A distributor in
one line of sponsorship must buy all of his Amway products and
literature supplies from or through his supplier." (RX 331 , p. 15-

82. The cross-group sellng rule provides Amway distributors
with an incentive to recruit distributors and to train and motivate
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them to sell Amway products, since the sponsoring distributor
receives income on the sponsored distributors' sales volume. (Patty,
Tr. 3111-13; Hallday, Tr. 6237-39; Van Andel, Tr. 1751) Effective
sponsoring distributors keep inventory of Amway products, hold
sales meetings, run contests and conduct other promotional and
training activities. (RPF 159)

83. Amway distributors may transfer from one sponsor to
another after being terminated or remaining inactive for six months.
Amway also approves about 100 transfers of distributorships a year
for other reasons. (RX 331 , pp. 18-B and 19-B; Halliday, Tr. 6507-09)

84. A distributor must train and supply his sponsored distributor.
If they are in different geographic locations, however, the sponsor
may arrange, through his Direct Distributor, to have tbe sponsored
distributor trained and supplied by a Direct Distributor living in the
sponsored distributor s area. (RX 331, p. 17-B) In these private
servicing arrangements, the two Direct Distributors determine the
compensation for this service. (Van Andel, Tr. 1739-41) (29)

Retail Store Rule

85. Amway distributors agree not to sell in retail stores (RX 331
p. 16-B):

RULE 6. No distributor shall permit Amway products to be sold or displayed in retail
stores, PX' , ships or military stores; nor shall he permit any product displays to
appear in such locations, even if the products themselves are not for sale. No Amway
literature shall be displayed in retail establishments.

A distributor who works in or owns a retail store must operate his or her Amway
business separate and apart from the retail store. Such distributors must secure
customers and deliver products to them in the same manner as Amway distributors
who have no connection with a store. Other types of retail establishments, which are
not technically stores, such as barber shops, beauty shops , etc. , likewise may not be
used to display Amway products.

86. Amway prohibits distributors from setting up displays or
booths at fairs home shows, or other similar special events. (RX 331
p. 23-
87. Amway restricts its distributors in their sales of Amway

products in fund-raising drives carried on by churches , and other civic
or charitable organizations , limiting the manner and time of the sales
and the products to be sold. (RX 331 , p. l&-B; ex 277-M - N)

88. The retail store rule gives an incentive to Amway distributors
to provide services to consumers. Amway distributors go to the
consumer s home, demonstrate and explain the products, help with
cleaning problems "on site " and deliver the products to the
consumer s home at the customer s convenience. These services are
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typica11y unavailable from a retail store. (Schroeder, Tr. 5355-56;

Bryant, Tr. 4396; Hallday, Tr. 6240-43; Max, Tr. 5893-94) (30)
89. In the absence of massive advertising to create demand, sales

of Amway products in retail stores would fail. Retail stores might be
wiling to stock Amway products in the short run because of existing
demand created by personal direct sellng by Amway distributors.
(Cady, Tr. 5785-86) Distributors would quit or switch their attention
from consumers to stores. (Cady, Tr. 5786) Demand would therefore
slow and when demand slows down there is no longer shelf space
available in the store. (Van Andel, Tr. 1810-12) If Amway were to
se11 through retail stores

, "

they would destroy their direct sellng
capabilty." (Diassi, Tr. 5537-38)

Customer-Protection Rule

90. The Amway Sales and Marketing Plan formerly had a
customer protection rule " providing that, upon making a sale to a

retail customer, a distributor established an exclusive right to rese11
to that customer for a specified period of time. (CX 60-

RULE 1. A distributor who completes a sale to a retail customer and registers such sale
thereby establishes the exclusive right for period of the next 30 days to re-sell that
customer.

An Amway distributor, upon completing a sale to a retail customer, thereby
establishes the exclusive right to re-sell Amway products to that customer, provided
he has "registered" such sale by sending a copy of the sales receipt to his Direct
Distributor or to such sponsor as the Direct Distributor may designate. The distributor
must sell the retail customer an Amway product and register that customer each 30
days in order to retain his exclusive right on a continuous basis.

In the case of a commercial account, a distributor may retain an exclusive right to
his customer in the same manner except that the exclusive right shall be effective for
a period of90 days. (31)

If the 30 or 90-day exclusive period is permitted to expire because of a failure to
make and register a sale, then the next distributor to complete a sale and register the
customer thereby establishes a new exclusive right period during which such
exclusive right shall remain in effect in accordance with the terms outlined above.

Whenever a distributor aFproaches a new prospective customer, he shall ask
whether that prospective customer is presently being sold regularly by an Amway
distributor. lEthe customer is being sold regularly, then the distributor shall make no
further attempt to sell that customer , but shall refer the customer to his or hcr
regular distributor. (Emphasis in original.)

This rule was carried over to Amway from the N utrilte sales plan.

(Van Andel , Tr. 2047-48)
91. The Amway Sales and Marketing Plan formerly provided
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that a distributor had an exclusive right to sponsor his own customer
as a distributor. (CX 60-
92. In January 1972, effective March 1, 1972, Amway abolished

the "customer protection" rule and the rule giving a distributor the

exclusive right to sponsor his customer as a distributor. (CX 284; CX
293)
93. Amway continues to support the principle of the customer

protection rule. In June of 1974, Mr. Hallday, one of the three top
offcials at Amway, spoke at a New Direct Distributors ' meeting. He
pointed out that, while legal, it was unethical to "go in cutting out
another Amway distributor" by taking his commercial account:
(S)ometimes there s a-something above and beyond the law that

you have to think about in terms of ethics." (CX 1041-1) (32)

Advertising Regulation

94. Only Amway Direct Distributors are permitted to display the
Amway name on the exterior of their distributor offce, and that
offce must be for wholesale only. (RX 331 , p. 20-
95. Amway controls the display of the Amway name and logo on

distributors' business vehicles by approving their use only if the
distributor meets specific instructions involving the display of the
Amway trademark, trade name, logo, design or symbol, and the
condition of the vehicle. (RX 331 , p. 21-
96. Amway restricts the use by distributors of the Amway name

in telephone directories. For example, only Direct Distributors may
appear under the Amway or N utrilite names in the white pages.
Other Amway distributors are allowed to use the designation
Amway Distributor" in the white pages, as long as they are listed

under their surname. (RX 331 , pp. 21-B - 22-B) In the yellow pages
upon prior written approval by Amway, a distributor may list under
three specifed categories

, ("

cleaning products

" "

cosmetics," and/or
vitamins ) using the designation "Amway Home Products Distribu-

tors. " (RX 331 , p. 22-
97. Only upon prior Amway written approval, may distributors

use outdoor advertising on bilboards or signs. (RX 331 , p. 23-
98. Amway distributors may not use the Amway trade name or

logo on checks except to describe themselves as Amway distributors.
(RX 331 , p. 23-B) (33)

99. Direct Distributors may contract for local advertising of
Amway products on radio, television, or in newspapers only by using
advertising mats and scripts obtained from Amway. (RX 331 , p. 23-

100. If Amway distributors use the Amway name in classified
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recruiting advertisements, the advertisements must follow the exact
word-for-word copy of one of seventeen formats provided by Amway.
For example: "Local Amway Distributor is helping many persons
earn money working two to four hours a day. We can help you. For
interview, call---

-------

" (RX 331 , p. 24-
101. All Amway printed material is copyrighted and may not be

reproduced by distributors without permission. (RX 331 , p. 24-
102. Amway restricts the advertising of its distributors in order

to keep a consistent market position, among other reasons. (Cady, Tr.
5815)

103. People inexperienced in direct sales tend to overestimate the
effectiveness of advertising which may increase their expenses and
hasten their exit from the market. (Cady, Tr. 5813-15) The Amway
direct sales system is based on the plan that personal contact is more
effective than advertising in sellng Amway products and recruiting
distributors. (Van Andel, Tr. 1857-58)

104. By its regulation of distributors ' advertising, Amway at-
tempts to assure that its marketing plan is explained and represent-
ed by experienced distributors. (Hallday, Tr. 6244-46; CX 960) (34 J

105. With the high turnover rate typical of direct sales organiza-
tions, Amway attempts to control the distributors ' advertising in
order to avoid the negative impact on consumers responding to ads
placed by distributors who have gone out of business. (Hallday, Tr.
6244-46; Cady, Tr. 5812-16)

106. Amway uses and has registered 125 trademarks and service-
marks. (RX 336)

107. Amway has controlled the use of its trademarks, servce-
marks, and trade names in order to prevent misrepresentations by
some distributors. One distributor in Alton, Ilinois, ran recruiting
ads implying that he was offering employment. A similar incident
occurred in New York City. Amway terminated both distributors.
(Hallday, Tr, 6246-49) Some Amway distributors in Kansas City
falsely represented that Amway cookware was the same as cookware
costing twice as much. Amway took disciplinary action against the
distributors. (Hallday, Tr. 6253-54) A distributor in Arkansas
produced cassette tapes and literature which misrepresented the
Amway Sales and Marketing Plan and Amway products. Amway
brought suit and injunctive relief was obtained prohibiting the
production and distribution of the materials. (Hallday, Tr. 6254-56)
Several distributors in Minnesota produced their own literature
advertising several Amway cleaning products including a germicide
The literature did not give the proper instructions. Relying on th,
brochure, a distributor recommended to the owner of a goat farD
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that the product could be used to sanitize" goat before milking. The
literature failed to give proper instructions, and the goatman applied
the germicide at full strength and burned . several goats severely.
Amway located and destroyed all copies of the unauthorized
literature. (Hallday, Tr. 6250-51) (35)
10K Amway also controls the use of its trademarks, servicemarks

and trade names to avoid possible liabilty for the contents of
advertising by the distributors. (Van Andel, Tr. 2055) Improper use
of its logo on vehicles operated by distributors might imply an
employment relationship attaching liability in the event those
vehicles are involved in an accident. (Hallday, Tr. 6252-53)

Price Fixing

109. Amway has fixed the prices at which its products are to be
sold to distributors and to consumers. One of the "Rules of Conduct"
of the Amway Sales Plan published in 1963 was that (CX 53- 31):

No distributor shall sell products sold under the Amway label for less than the
specified retail price, when making sales to persons who are not distributors, except
where commercial discounts are authorized to be given. No distributor shall give a
greater discount than that authorizd in the appropriate Amway Product Sales
Manual.

Those who signed the application to become Amway distributors at
that time ageed to comply with those distributor requirements and
to observe the spirit as well as the letter of the Code of Ethics and

Rules of Conduct of Amway Distributors. " (CX 53- 62) Amway had
000 distributors in 1963. (CX 53-
1l0. Amway fIXed the charge for freight to be collected by the

distributors. In 1963, Amway sold its products to distributors FOB
regional warehouse. Amway provided that, since the Direct Distribu-
tor picked up the products from the warehouse and incurred freight
costs in delivering the products to the ordering distributor: " (The
Direct Distributor J may assess a freight charge of 1% of (purchase
volume) of each invoice to (36) help offset some of this cost. Each
sponsor is authorized to pass this charge down the line. 

. . .

" (CX
53- 37 - 38) In a few areas that were long distances from the
learest warehouse, Amway s policy was that "it is permissible to add
:ertain additional freight costs to the retail prices, and to increase
etail prices." (CX 53- 40)
lli. Amway stil indicates the price that distributors are to

!'arge at wholesale. The 1963 Amway Sales Plan explained whole-
lIe prices (the prices paid in sales from one distributor to another)
X 53- 15):
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When a sponsor buys Amway products from his sponsor or Direct Distributor, and
resells them to a distributor whom he sponsors, he both buys and sells at the basic
discount. Thus products sold between distributors are always sold at the same price
with no profit made on the immediate transaction. The profit is made later on the
refund percentage.

(See also CX 88-E - 1968) The 1975 Amway Career
distributors explained wholesale prices (RX 331 , p. 3-B):

Manual for

In Amway, sponsor does not succeed unless his sponsored distributors succeed. He
cannot make money by simply sellng products to his sponsored distributors because
he sells them for the same price he paid for them: the distributor cost. Instead he
makes money on the Performance Bonuses they generate on their Business Volume,
which in turn is based on their retail sales. . (37 J

112. Respondents have fixed the prices at which its products may
be sold through fund raising drives.

(a) In the Career Manual for Amway distributors published in
1968, Amway specified the products that distributors could sell
through fund-raising drives by schools, churches and clubs, and
stated that the distributor should (CX 57 - 152):

See that standard retail prices are observed. Do not permit cut-rate selling. Cut
rate selling during a fund-raising campaign could hurt your own regular sellng of
these items.

(Also see CX 54- 128 - for 1965.
(b) In the Rules of Conduct published November 1 , 1969, Amway

stated that the Amway Fund-Raising Plan was that (CX 277-

The selling organization wil buy the products from the distributor at retail and
wil sell them at retail. Selling organizations wil be requested to adhere to the
suggested retail prices.

The Amway Plan also specified that (ibid.

): 

The distributor will pay
the selling organization a profit of not more than the difference

between the retail price and the distributor cost. 

. . .

" (Emphasis in
original.) This part of the rule fixing the amount to be paid to th.
sel1ng organization by the distributor was recommended by th
ADA. (CX 338-

(c) The current Amway Rule of Conduct for fund-raising driv'
specifies the six products which may be sold and states that (RX 31
p. 15-B):

Members of the sellng organization wil only take orders for the products. 8
orders wil be turned over to the sponsoring distributor, and he, or distributors ir
organiztion, wil deliver the products to the customer and collect the purchase r
(381
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113. The 1965 price list for distributors specified the "retail"
price for Amway products. (CX 587) The 1970 price lists specified the
the "retail prices (for sales tax purposes). " (CX 593; CX 615) Amway
price lists since 1972 have specified "suggested retail for sales tax
(CX 597 - 1972; CX 620 - 1973), or "retail sales compo base" (CX 598 -
1973; CX 605 - 1976). The current order form states that the price of
the Amway products is "suggested retail." (RX 456, RX 460)

114. Amway has a policy of advising distributors not to sell
Amway products at discount to commercial accounts. Amway sells
training and motivational cassette tapes to distributors for use at
sales meetings. Among the "proven ideas from successful distribu-
tors" spoken on the tapes is the advice not to grant discounts (CX
1031-1 - Transcript of tape sold in 1976, CX 605-M):

(Don Mumford speaking) So, so anyway, he says

, "

Don , do you, what kind of a deal
do you give? If we order 50 barrels from you, what type of a deal do you give?" They
have the same philosophy as Amway. Whether if you buy one case or a thousand
cases, it' s all the same price. There s no deals. That' s what I told him. We don t have
any deals. It' s all the same price. If it's worth $95 a drum , then 50 drums is stil worth
$95. I, I'm just tellng you this , don t give deals. I don , it' s just not worth it , it' s just
not worth it. (applause) But anyway, he gave me a blanket order for 50 barrels.

Commercial sales are where price competition among Amway
Distributors is most likely to occur. (Hallday, CX 1040-K; CX 485)
(39)

115. Amway threatens termination of the distributorship to
discourage retail price cutting. In Dallas, Texas, in 1971 , Mr. DeVos
talked to Direct Distributors and was asked what could be done
about price cutting by distributors (CX 1037 -E - G):

Question: J Are you as Amway going to do anything to distributors who are sellng
Iroducts at wholesale to retail customers? (DeVos:) If you have a distributor who is

lling Amway products at wholesale to a customer , our action has got to be first of all
, get a complaint on it and find out who the distributor is that' s doing it. Our next
ove has got to be to work on his removal , but this isn t an easy problem , because if
is person wishes to sell to anyboy on the street at whatever price he wants to

re getting into some touchy areas on price fixing. Now the only thing you can
nt out is that sooner or later the distributor is going to go broke - because you
t go on sellng the product at what you paid for it and survive in the business.

DeVos gave the Direct Distributors further advice on how to
. to the price cutting distributor. After warning the Direct
ributors that price fixing is a serious matter "that the federal
,Ie and the FTC watch like a hawk" (CX 1037 -G):

do a sales job on the guy and pointing out that if he s going to continue that he
to destroy his own business, he s gonna work at a non-profit situation, he
tely not be able to recruit distributors, because they can t make any money and
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what he s doing is destroying himself, and therefore in most cases where you have it
happen it disappears quite rapidly-

(40) 116. Amway combines with distributors who report price
cutting and with Direct Distributors so that pressure may be applied
to stop distributors who are retailng Amway products at less than
the suggested price. In a tape recording of a new Direct Distributor
seminar conducted in 1971 , by Mr. Hallday, an official of Amway,
and one of the three members of the Board of Directors of the
company, told the distributors that, in the event that another
distributor sells products at a reduced price, they should approach
that distributor s Direct Distributor (CX 1040-J):

(Question:) We have had some peple who would , uh, sell products at a reduced
price, for example, last week we had a fair both and , urn , I knew some of this was
going on, once in a while people would come up and I'd just ask them, I' d say, "Say,

what, uh, what are you sellng shoe spray for in your area?" And , some of the prices
that I got were, uh, very staggering to the imagnation. What can we do about this?

(Hallday:) Well, again, I think the only thing you can do about it as an individual
is to go to talk to the Diret Distributor of that organization, explain to him what he
doing, as far as the image of aU Amway distributors, uh, the fact that they

confusing customers - the potential customers, that the reason that the price you
have to get that retail price is if you re rendering the service that you re rendering
that' s the only way that you re going to be adequately compensated for it. You
gonna have to work with him on an informal basis. As far as our being able to write
him and saying "You can t do it." we cannot.

(41) See also the testimony of Lawrence Lemier, an Amway Area
Coordinator unti October of 1973, who had handled complaints from
distributors. Occasionally, a distributor would complain that some
other distributor was sellng products at less than retail price to
retail customers. Mr. Lemier would tell both the Direct Distributor
of the complaining distributor and the Direct Distributor of the price
cutter that (Lemier, Tr. 179):

fTlhere was not much Amway could do in a case like that. We couldn t control prices
but I would let them know that studies were made and that products at the retail, the

suggested retail price , those were fair prices to the retail customer and a fair margir
of profit to the distributor.

117. This record contains examples of the success of Amway
policy of combination and communication to stop price cutting. I
1972, Lorraine Cooke, an Amway distributor from Gun Lak
Michigan , distributed flyers featuring Amway products at belc
suggested retail prices. Other distributors reported this to Amw
and Lorraine Cooke received the following letter dated June 8, 19
from Ann Penrose, an Amway Administrative Legal Assistant (
831-A - C):
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Amway Corporation wil not tolerate the use of the Amway name , logo, or its products
in any manner in privately developed promotional literature. We, therefore, must
instruct you to immediately cease and desist the dissemination of both flyers and to
destroy any remaining quantities which you may have in your possession.

One of your flyers also indicates that you are apparently sellng Amway products at
a price below Amway s suggested retail prices in a "package special." (42)

As you wil note from the SA-13 Wholesale Price List, Amway publishes a
suggested retail price list for sales tax purposes. Amway, however, cannot impose a
fixed price schedule upon its distributors. Under the Amway Sales and Marketing
Plan, each Amway distributor is an independent businessman who purchases
products from Amway for cash. Title to these products actually passes from the
company to the distributor (and later from distributor to distributor or from
distributor to retail customer) under a purchase and sales ageement. At each sale
title passes to the buyer immediately upon purchase. Thus, in essence, each buyer has
latitude in determining what price he will charge for the product when he
subsequently sells the same.

There are certain built in features about the Amway Sales and Marketing Plan
which tend to discourage unreasonable and unrealistic price variances. Perhaps the
most important of these is that any price reduction results in less net income to the
distributor. The product line manufactured by Amway Corporation is relativ
stable , with several new products being added each year, and several products being
removed from the line. Generally speaking, the product line remains essentially
constant, particularly compared with some other direct selling companies, such as
Avon, which have a calculated policy of conducting "sales" every several weeks in
order to generate consumer interest and which ties into their constantly changing line
of products and packaging.

A policy of "sales" is not consistent with a stable product line, since customers
would become confused concerning why there would be a "sale" one month and not
during the next. They would lose confidence in the stability of the distributor with
whom they are dealing, at least from the standpoint of individual pricing policies. (43J

Then , again , the Amway products, because of their concentrated nature, and the
18nner in which they perform , compete effectively with other products designed
Ibstantially for the same purpose and which are available in retail stores. Because of
Ir advantageous competitive position, the practice of "sales" is not, and would not be
a similar benefit, or would not produce the same results in increasing volume , as is
Dected by a grocer or supermarket when it embarks upon the same practice.

We are usually able to point out to a distributor that it is to his financial advantage
naxiffize his profits by selling Amway products at the suggested retail price for
s tax purposes. Because of certain intricacies of federal law, and those of some

, it is not possible for Amway Corporation to dictate to independent Amway
ibutors the prices at which they should sell an Amway product. It has never been
,sary for Amway to take any position such as that for the reason that the vast
rity of Amway distributors , which meaDS almost 100% of all Amway distributors
ware of the principle stated in this letter and are thus more than content to
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realiz the greatest maximum profit on their sales of Amway product. Therefore, we
would certainly discourage any such "sale.

Lorraine Cooke wrote back to Ann Penrose
complied with all your demands" (CX 1008):

stating that she had

I have always through the course of my lifetime-and in my experience as a Girl
Scout Leader-preached and tried to practice Fair Play. . . .I cannot tell you how
dreadful this has been to me. I am a new distributor-this has been a good lesson to
me. . . .and neeless to say, ! have CAREFULLY re read my manual and now
understand them (sic) more fully. (44)

If I have hurt anyone, in my ambitions to get started in \' e Amway world, pleas
advise how I may further correct my mistakes. They were certinly. . 

. .

not intended
to hurt, please believe me.

Steven A. Bryant, Amway s Chief Attorney, wrote to Mrs. Cooke

shortly afterward, when another distributor alleged that Mrs. Cooke
had told customers that the area in which she sold was her
territory." Mr. Bryant warned that because of the complaints

(including the price cutting episode) concerning her, Mrs. Cooke was
in danger of losing her distributorship. He sent a carbon copy of his
letter to Mrs. Cooke s sponsors, requesting that they "educate this
distributor as she was causing considerable disturbance in the field.
(CX 1017)

118. Amway warns against writing letters to distributors con-
cerning price cutting, to prevent the Federal Trade Commission from
obtaining them. (DeVos, CX 1037-G, I)

119. Amway s policy is that distributors who advertise Amway
products at discount in the newspaper can have their distributor-
ships terminated. (DeVos, CX 1037-

120. One of Amway s Rules of Conduct requires distributors to
buy back from a sponsored distributor who is leaving the business
any marketable products, literature or sales aids, with a 5% discount
for handling. (RX 331 , pp. 17 -B to 17 -C) lIthe distributors do not buy
back the products or promotional material, Amway wil. (CX 406-
(45) There are two reasons for the buy-back policy: (1) to prevent
inventory-loading, and (2) to avoid discount sales by distributors who
may choose to leave the business. (CX 406-

121. An example of the execution of the buy-back rule to stop
price cutting involved Russell Bortnem, an airplane pilot who had
been an Amway distributor for five years. He had sponsored 20 to 30
distributors and had between 75 and 100 in his organization. (Tr.
684) Since his sponsor had moved away, he was authorized to buy

, Se also Ho!dridge, Tr. 781-82 and ex 83::1 for a similar episoe.
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directly from Amway and servce his distributors from the inventory
he kept. He built up too much inventory and Amway would not buy
back certain products which had been discontinued or the size of
which had been changed. Russell Bortnem and three other distribu-
tors placed an ad in the Fort Lauderdale newspaper on October 26
1975, advertising Amway products "Below Wholesale! 'Our loss, your
gain " Mr. Bortnem testified (Tr. 689):

Q. You placed the ad approximately in October

, '

75, October 26

, '

75?

A. Yes. I think it ran probably thre days throughout a week or a week and a half
period.

Q. Did you receive any response from that ad , you personally?

A. Yes. We sold quite a few things but also most of the response was from other
direct distributors in the Fort Lauderdale area.

Q. What did direct distributors respond?

A. They were threatening us that, "You can t do this and we are going the (sic)
report you to Amway, and everyhing. ...

(46) In a few days he received a call from an Amway employee who
asked him to remove the ad from the paper and who agreed to buy
the inventory. (CX 1049, CX 1050) Mr. Bortnem had indicated
preyjously that he would resign his Amway distributorship if that
was what was required to be able to return the Amway products (RX
10). The buy-back agreement prepared by Amway provided that in
return for the reimbursement, Mr. Bortnem agreed to relinquish his
Amway distributorship. (CX 1050)

122. Amway urges distributors to buy back products even if the
products are no longer marketable so that they wi1 not be sold at
discount. (Hallday, CX 1040-N, CX 1042-D - E)

123. Amway instructs its distributors that when Amway products
are in the possession of shipping companies, salvage stores or freight
recovery stores, which acquired the products by paying off insurance
claims on damaged freight, the distributor should repurchase the
products or notify Amway so that Amway can repurchase them. The
reason for this policy is to prevent salvage stores from discounting
the products. (CPF 227)

124. Amway collects retail sales taxes at the time of sale to
Amway Direct Distributors and pays the state governments. This
system was started at the request of state taxing authorities. (Van
Andel, Tr. 1782-83; Fisher, Tr. 3201-04) Amway refunds the prepaid
sales tax to distributors who request refunds because the products
were not sold at the suggested retail price. (Van Andel, Tr. 1817; RX
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328) Part of these refunds undoubtedly go to distributors who have
consumed the products rather than having resold them. (Van Andel
Tr. 1994) (47)

125. On commercial sales, the distributor can buy the products
from Amway and resell to the commercial account, or the distributor
can request that Amway finance the sale. If the distributor cannot
afford to buy the products, he can send the order to Amway, and if
Amway decides the commercial account has a satisfactory credit
rating the products will be shipped directly to the customer; Amway
will bil the customer and when payment is received the distributor
will receive compensation less 3% for this billng and servce. Until

at least 1972, the Amway instructions for commercial sales to be
financed by Amway instructed the distributor to: "3. Indicate price
quoted and whether to be shipped prepaid or collect. If freight
collect, price quoted should be PV. If freight prepaid, price quoted
should be suggested retail. 

. . .

" (CX 61- 60)' Amway does not
currently specify that the purchase price should include freight
collect or prepaid. (RX 331 , pp. 8-E to 9-

126. Amway distributors take title, dominion and risk of loss over
Amway products, except for commericial sales where the distribu-
tors ask Amway to provide credit. (CX 831)

127. The vast majority of Amway distributors do not cut the
retail price for Amway products. (CX 831-B - C) The number of
reports annually received by Amway of price cutting by distributors
is usually less than a dozen. (Hallday, CX 1040-H; DeVos, CX 1037-
D)(48)

Misrepresentations and Failure To Disclose

128. Amway instructs its distributors to make "only such claims
as are sanctioned in offcial Amway literature." (RX 331, p. 14-
Amway disciplines, by termination or censure, distributors who
misrepresent the Amway Sales and Marketing Plan. (Hallday, Tr.
6262- 6488-97; Van Andel, Tr. 1847)

129. Amway literature emphasizes that retail selling is an
essential part of the Amway Sales and Marketing Plan and that a
distributor cannot succeed merely by sponsoring new distributors.
(RX 331 , pp. 5- , 8-D through 10-

130. Amway mphasizes that hard work is necessary to succeed
as a distributor. Amway tells the distributor:

You have to work to build your business. You have to do the succeeding yourself. Not

. "

pV" meant purchase volume. (CX 61-'1) (Se ex 615-C. ) Since 1975 this has been called '.HV" or "business
volume. " (Finding 52) (Se ex 605-F) The name was changed to avoid confusion with "point value" added in that
year- (Finding51)
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us. Not your sponsor. Not your group. You. All we can do is urge you on, support your
effort, ship the products, send the Performance Bonuses.

(RX 331 , p. 5-A; see also pp. 3- , 8-D, 9-D; DeVos, CX 1045-G - 1970;
Van Andel, CX 999-J; CX 85-

131. Amway literature currently states that distributors should
not "quote dollar incomes on specific individuals even though you
may want to use their stories about the homes in which they live, the
cars they drive, or the airplanes they fly." (RX 331 , p. 9-D) (49)

132. Amway representatives have stated specific dollar incomes
which may be possible to achieve as an Amway distributor. For
example, Mr. DeVos attended an Amway rally in Mobile, Alabama
on February 8, 1973, and in a sales inspirational speech stated that
the distributors have "unlimited income potential" because how
much they made depended on how much they sold and that:

. .

(YJou can start out by trying to make $50 and when you start climbing and
working with the plan you can make $100 000 in the same plan. (CX l007-

And, he said:

You ought to open up your mind right now to thinking in terms of making $100 000 a

year because you can do it and you ought to think that way. (applause) Listen-That
won t happen tomorrow, and it won t happen the next day. But if (you) were to work
at any other job you ve got 40 years ahead of you. And there are going to be people in
this room and in this country who by the time they are 40 starting even part time
building gradually, they re going to arrive at a point where they are going to have that
kind of income only because you dared think about it. (CX 1007 -

This statement, in context, meant that only some hard workers

would achieve this level of success. It was directed to the "young
people in their twenties" in the audience. The story preceding it was
of a distributor who was finally able to buy her children a new pair of
shoes for school. And Mr. Devos said "there aren t many hundred
thousand dollar deals in real estate either. " (CX 1007-H) (50)

133. Some Amway distributors do make substantial gross in-
comes from their Amway business. In fiscal 1971, there were 291

Amway distributors who had a purchase volume of $100 000 or more.
About 11% of the Direct Distributors in the years 1972-74 did that
well. A few sell $300,000 or more. About 28% of the Direct
Distributors have an annual purchase volume of $50 000 or more.

(CX 917-A - B) In 1974 , about 39% of the Direct Distributors
received performance bonuses of $10 000 or more. (CX 918-A - B)

Well balanced distributors, according to Amway, keep about one-half
of the performance bonus. (RX 401, p. 10) In 1974 , about twenty
distributors received 3% Direct Distributor bonuses of more than
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$20 000, ten received more than $30,000, three received more than
$40 000 and one got $56 178.92. (CPF 524) (See RX 401 , p. 10.
134. Until 1973 , Amway explained to new distributors the

potential income from retail selling by the representation that (CX
85- T): "By making just one average sale of $5.00 per day, you can sell
$100.00 worth of products a month." Later Amway increased the
distributors ' potential "average gross income" to $200 a month. (RX
331 , p. 3-D):

Yau can make retail sales that wil average $200 BV every month by making "Two
sales a day, the Amway Way!" On your $200 in BV, you receive an immediate income
of about 30% or $60. (You buy Amway products from your sponsor at varying
discounts from 15% to 35%; this averages out at about 30%.) The term "Business
Volume" (or BV for short) is used to describe the amount of products that you
purchase from your sponsor for your personal customer needs , your own use, and that
of the distributors whom you personally sponsor.

You also receive a second income, or a Performance Bonus on your Business

Volume (BY), when you have a monthly Point Value of at least 100 points. On $200
, your Performance Bonus is 3%, or $6 , provided you have Point Value of at least

100 points that month. This means your brross income for the month is $66-a good
part-time income for making two sales a day, the Amway way. (51 

ON YOUR $200 IN BV

YOUR AVERAGE GROSS

INCOME IS

$60.

YOU ALSO RECEIVE A

PERFORMANCE BONUS OF 3% OF $200 BV

$6.

TOTAL GROSS INCOME

FROM YOUR OWN RETAIL

BUSINESS IS

$66.

135. Amway instructs its distributors to explain the potential
income to be made by sponsoring by "drawing circles." )'hese
diagrams are based on Amway s representations that a distributor
potential "average gross income" is a particular amount. Until 1973
Amway used $100 for the amount. (CX 61- 31 to Z-35) By 1975
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Amway had increased that amount to $200 BV (RX 331, p. 5-

through 7-D): (52)
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(55 J Amway distributors use this technique in recruiting new
distributors. (Yager, CX 1040-U; Trozera, CX 1031-E; Cliett, Tr.
3758-59) In 1977, Amway raised the basic amount to be used in the
circles to $250. (RX 401 , pp. 7-

136. In speaking to a new Direct Distributors meeting in June of
1974, Mr. Van Andel explained the reasons for specifying a
particular sum to represent the amount of the distributors ' sales in
the circles drawn to show the plan (CX 1041-T):

What is my personal opinion with regard to the $200 circles versus the $100 circles?
Well, we think that the $200 circle concept raies the, the vision of people, and we
have found through experience, as you have I'm sure , that people tend to do that
which you ask them to do. If you had $50 circles, they d probably do $50. If you have a
hundred they do a hundred, and if you do $200 they probably do $200. Now, there s a
limit to that, and, er, you know, you can follow that through and say let's make '

000 circles - well, it doesn t quite work out that way. But I think the general
consensus, and we discussed this widely with Direct Distributors, Diamond Direct
Distributors, with the ADA Board, was that the $100 figure was too low. And that by
raising it to $200, it would result in a general upgrading of the potential of a great
many distributors, which would be goo for them and good for you. And that's, I think
about the way it's worked out for most people.

137. The average monthly BV of Amway distributors in fiscal
1969-70 was about $20 a month. In fiscal 1973-74 the average BV for
each distributor was about $33 a month. (CX 517- , Z-95) Much of
this amount is consumed by the distributors themselves rather than
resold. The distributors obtain Amway products with about a 30%
discount offthe retail price. Many of them consume large amounts of
the products every month. (Cook - $75, Tr. 4742; Marshall - $35 to
$45, Tr. 4761; Woodworth - $60, Tr. 4787; Wespinter - $75 to $100, Tr.
4884; Rivett - $60, Tr. 4971; Nieman - $75 to $100, Tr. 5081;
Hendrickson - $150, Tr. 5181; Gregory - $40, Tr. 5209; Willams, $125-
$150, Tr. 5325; Evans - (56J $70-$80, Tr. 5300-01; Wakeman - $30-$40
Tr. 5446; Burgess - $25-$40, Tr. 5460; DeJean - $30-$40, Tr. 5501;
Wong - $80-$100, Tr. 5650; Wolfe - $100, Tr. 5664)

138. Amway instructs new distributors to recruit additional
distributors by the following method. After making a list of friends
relatives and neighbors, the new distributor is instructed (RX 331

, p.

D):

Give these friends, relatives and neighbors the benefit of a full presentation of the
Amway Sales and Marketing Plan. Don t try to explain over the phone. Encourage
them to attend the meeting by telling them that this is an opportunity to be in
business for themselves on a part time basis with no investment in inventory

necessary. Tell them they may build a business earning as much as $1000 or more a
month. Mention that you have startd your own independent business on a part time
basis and that you would like to tell them about it.
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Amway distributors use this technique in recruiting new distribu-
tors. (Dirksen, Tr. 423; Holdridge, Tr. 743, 819; Bernard, Tr. 1364-65,

1376-77; Johnson , Tr. 1439; Rovena, Tr. 1633-34; Blinko, CX 1041-

Johnson, CX 1115-B; Wiliams, CX 990- 30; Eldridge, CX 999-
139. Amway recruiting literature used in 1964 stated that:

Sponsoring is easy!" The 29 page single spaced manual continued
however, to outline the method used in sponsoring, referring to
several other Amway manuals, and concluding: "After your first
reading this manual may seem a bit confusing to you. If (sic) may
seem like there are a tremendous number of things to remember and
learn. Don t try to remember all the details now. Start with the first
step. . . ." (CX 89) (1964) More recent recruiting literature is even
more detailed. (CX 91) (1975) (57)

140. Amway literature explaining the Sales and Marketing Plan
cautions that distributors incur expenses in the operation of the
distributorship, such as automobile, telephone, stationery, literature,
utility and other operating expenses. (CX 88, p. 10, RX 401 , p. 10, CX

, CX 62- , CX 60- , CX 61- , CX 91-H, CX 1096, pp. 2-

and 3-H, CX 793, p. 10) Distributors are also told at meetings to
watch expenses. (DeVos, CX 1045-

141. Amway has warned its distributors that it is realistic to
expect a new distributor to drop out in only one week. (CPF 505) In
1970 , Mr. DeVos told new Direct Distributors that "about half the
people who sign up the first time sign up the second year. " (CX 1045-

B) Amway teaches its distributors to expect newly sponsored
distributors to quit the business and to be prepared for the let down.
(CX 1000-W) (58)

Pyramid Sales

142. "Pyramid" sales plans involve compensation for recruiting
regardless of consumer sales. In such schemes, participants receive
rewards for recruiting in the form of "headhunting fees" or
commissions on mandatory inventory purchases by the recruits
known as "inventory loading." (Van Andel, Tr. 1820-21; Patty, Tr.
3147 3091-92; Cady, Tr. 5778-79)

143. "Pyramid" sales plans based on inventory loading or head-
hunting fees create an incentive for recruiting rather than sellng
products to consumers. This potentially results in the number of
recruits outgrowing the market for products being sold to consumers.
(Granfield, Tr. 2996-97)

144. The Amway Sales and Marketing Plan provides incentives
for sponsoring which are based on sales of products to consumers.

294-9720- 80-
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(Van Andel, Tr. 1823-24; Granfield, Tr. 2951-52; Patty, Tr. 3092-95;
Cady, Tr. 5779-81; Max, Tr. 5995-97) It is not a pyramid sales plan.

145. Amway s buy-back rule deters inventory loading by sponsor-
ing distributors. (Van Andel, Tr. 1999-2000; Hallday, Tr. 6231-32; S.
Bryant, Tr. 4062-63)

146. Amway s 70% rule deters inventory loading by sponsoring
distributors. (Cady, Tr. 5795-97; Halliday, Tr. 6231; Lemier, Tr. 176)

147. Amway s ten customer rule deters inventory loading by
sponsoring distributors. (Max, Tr. 5996-97) (59 J

Saturation

148. Distributors have come into the Amway business in the
United States as follows (RX 381):

Year
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976

New Distributors
255 000
231 000
213 000
237 000
280 000

Each Amway distributor who wants to continue as an authorized
Amway distributor (except those recruited after August 31 of that
year) must notify Amway. At the end of the calendar year the fies
are cleared of the names of distributors who elected not to continue.
The number of distributors at the beginning of the year therefore is
close to the number of active distributors. (Hallday, Tr. 6483-87)
The turnover rate for all Amway distributors (including internation-
al) is as follows (RX 383):

Year
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977

Numbr at the
End of Prior Year

646 633
655 310
546. 328
518 583
549 516
610 059

Numbr at begin-
ning

of Year

320 738
306.002
298 561
294 328
315 187
359 470

Turnover
50.
53.
45.
43.
42.
41%

149. Amway distributors from various parts of the country gave
credible testimony that they have found that in recent years it has
become easier to sponsor new distributors. (Hansen - Grand Rapids
Michigan , Tr. 3271-72; Cliett - Fairfax Station, Va. , Tr. 3747; Zizic-
Timonium, Maryland, Tr. 4113- 14; Hunt - Holly Pond, Alabama, Tr.
4412; Wespinter - Portage, Michigan, Tr. 4883-84; Evans - Wray,
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Colorado, Tr. 5263-64; Lamb - Missoula, Montana, Tr. 5607; Case -
Phoenix, Arizona, Tr. 3401-02) (60)

150. The Amway Sales and Marketing Plan , not being a "pyra-
mid" plan, has not led to any significant diffculty in recruiting new
distributors.
a. Some witnesses, caned in support ofthe complaint, testified to

their diffculty in sponsoring new distributors in their areas of the
country. Other evidence, however shows that the opportunity to
sponsor new Amway distributors has continued in those areas:

Baton Rouge, Louisiana - The new distributors increased from 332 in
1975 to 547 in 1976. (RX 372) The population increased 45,000 from
1970 to 1976. (RX 354)

Charlotte, North Carolina - The new distributors increased from 688
in 1975 to 1014 in 1976. (RX 375) The population increased 65 000
from 1970 to 1976. (RX 357)

Conway, South Carolina - The time period for which there was

testimony about diffculty in sponsoring (1973-1976) shows a slight
drop in new distributors in 1973 from 326 to 307 in 1976; the total
number of distributors increased from 536 in 1973 to 678 in 1976. (RX
376) The population increased 22 000 from 1970 to 1976. (RX 358)

Florida counties - Although the total number of distributors has
declined from 1971 through 1976, there have been an average of over

000 new distributors added each year during this time. (CX 898-
RX 378 , RX 379 , RX 380) The population has increased 620 000 from
1970 to 1976. (RX 361-63)

Dallas/Ft. Worth, Texas - Although there was a 64% decrease in
the number of new distributors recruited from 1971 to 1973 , the
number increased by 56% from 1973 to 1976. (RX 377) The
population increased 175 000 from 1970 to 1976. (RX 359) (61)

Kalamazoo, Michigan - The population increased 13 000 from 1970 to
1976 (RX 355) and there were an average of 775 new distributors 
each year from 1972 to 1976. (RX 373)

b. Other witnesses whom I heard and find credible were called by
respondents and testified that in several of these areas they had no
diffculty sponsoring new distributors during the relevant time.
(Rivett - Baton Rouge , Tr. 4943-44; Gregory - Dallas/Ft. Worth, Tr.
5200-01; Wespinter - Kalamazoo, Tr. 4882-84; Brown - Florida
counties, Tr. 4997-5001)
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151. It is relatively unlikely that the available supply of potential
Amway distributors will be exhausted in any particular area. It is
predominently a part-time activity. The population of the country
continues to grow. Former Amway distributors sometimes come back
in the business. (Max, Tr. 5950-52; RX 381) Twenty-five percent of
the population move every year. (Van Andel , Tr. 1829- 1916) Only
one-fourth of all Amway distributors engage in sponsoring (Van
Andel, Tr. 1828-30), and there has been no decline in the percentage
of Amway distributors who sponsor over the last five or six years.
(Max, Tr. 5958-59, 5965-69; RX 415) Amway s sales trend has shown
almost uninterrupted growth (RX 448) in each state as well as
nationally. (RX 432) Average monthly income for Amway distribu-
tors has been increasing. (Cady, Tr. 5818) Average sales per
distributor have been increasing. (Max, Tr. 5965-69) There has been
an increase in the number of Direct Distributors. (CX 896)

152. Amway has had a rule against distributors misrepresenting
the Amway Sales and Marketing Plan as involving only sponsoring.
Amway enforces this rule by terminating distributorships or by
censure, impounding bonuses and reorientation. (Hallday, Tr. 6488-
97)(62)

Direct Sellng

153. Direct sellng companies distribute their products through
independent salespersons who sell to consumers person-to-person on

a commission basis, typically demonstrating the effectiveness of the
products in the homes or places of business of the customers. Some
direct selling companies are "multi-level," with independent distrib-
utors acting as wholesalers as well as retailers. Others are integrated
down to the wholesale level, with only the retail sales to consumers
being made by independent salespersons. (Van Andel, Tr. 1691-95;

Granfield, Tr. 2917-18)
154. There are in the United States more than 2000 companies

engaged in direct sellng. (Van Andel, Tr. 1812, 1693-95; RX 403)
There are about 30 to 40 major direct sellng companies in the

United States. (Patty, Tr. 3067) Direct selling industry sales annual-
ly amount to between ten and fifteen bilion dollars, about one or two
percent of all retail sales. (Patty, Tr. 3068) This does not include
companies sellng such products as insurance, real estate, milk or
newspapers. (Ibid.) Direct sellng companies hire about two milion
people. (Patty, Tr. 3069) Avon is the largest direct sellng company
with annual sales of $1.25 billon. (Van Andel, Tr. 1693) Many direct
sellng companies have been acquired by large companies not

previously engaged in direct sellng. Some of these acquired compa-
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nies include Tupperware, Electrolux and Fu1ler Brush. (Patty, Tr.
3146)

155. Direct sellng often starts with the salesperson callng on
friends and relatives but to build a business eventually requires

ca1ling on strangers. (Patty, Tr. 3088) Door-to-door sellng is direct
sellng by knocking on strangers ' doors, although the term has a
broader definition meaning direct sellng of all types. Amway advises
its distributors to se1l to friends, relatives, neighbors or persons
referred by a customer. This gives the distributor an introduction to

the prospect. (Van Andel , Tr. 1757-58) (63)
156. Direct sellng companies usually sell high quality products,

in order to recruit salespersons and to induce homeowners to allow
sales persons into the privacy of their homes. The products typica1ly
are high priced items such as encyclopedias and vacuum cleaners
(where the salesperson can make up for demonstrating lost sales
through the high price of products sold) or low priced, frequently
purchased items where the salesperson is trying to develop a regular
clientele. (Patty, Tr. 3080-81) Some companies se1l an expensive high
quality line of products through direct sales and a different
inexpensive line through retail stores. (Patty, Tr. 3102) One encyclo-
pedia company (World Book) tried sellng through a department
store but found very few people would pay for the books without
personal sellng and demonstration afforded by direct sellng. (Patty,
Tr. 3102-03)

157. Direct sellng provides convenience for consumers who have
to travel long distances to shop or who may be confined to their
homes by age or health or a number of sma1l children. It provides
product demonstration not available in retail stores. Direct selling
also provides supplemental income for many people working part-
time. (Patty, Tr. 3075-77) It also a1lows the salespersons to be their
own bosses. (Patty, Tr. 3090)

158. Direct sellng can provide a manufacturer with distribution
of a new product without heavy media advertising and promotion

costs. (Granfield, Tr. 2944-45; Patty, Tr. 3069-75)
159. Se1ling through independent distributors avoids fixed costs

incurred by selling through employees, such as social security,
unemployment compensation and employment salaries. (Granfield
Tr. 2932) (64)

160. Successful direct sellng usually requires:

(a) Dependable, quality products. (Granfield, Tr. 2950; Patty, Tr.

3083) A quality product makes it easier to recruit distributors. (Cady,
Tr. 5765-66);
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(b) Money-back guarantee. (Granfield, Tr. 2950) An unconditional
guarantee helps recruit distributors by assuring them of the quality
of the product and encourages consumers to try a new product.
(Cady, Tr. 5769-70);

(c) Ability to recruit, retain, train, and motivate a sales force.
(Granfield, Tr. 2938-41; Cady, Tr. 5773-74; Patty, Tr. 3081).

161. Direct sellng provides a channel of distribution for a
relatively small or new company which has new good products but
does not have the financial resources to sell in traditional retail
stores, with the high advertising and other expenditures entailed by
that method. Lack of financial strength in such circumstances leads
to the small innovative company being acquired by larger compa-
nies. (Patty, Tr. 3074)

162. Annual turnover of salespersons for companies engaged in
direct sellng of lower priced products averages about 100%. (Gran-
field, Tr. 2942-43; Patty, Tr. 3106) A direct selling company with less
than a 60% turnover rate is doing a relatively good job of recruiting
and retaining salespeople. (Patty, Tr. 3106-07)

163. Amway s annual turnover rate has usually been in the 50%
to 60% range. (RX 383) (65)

164. Because of the relatively high rate of turnover among
salespersons, direct selling companies continually recruit new sales-
persons. (Patty, Tr. 3103-04; Cady, Tr. 5778) Recruiting is essential to
a direct selling company. (Patty, Tr. 3103)

165. Some direct sellng companies use employees to do most of
the recruiting of new salespersons. Independent contractors do the
sellng, and may be paid a small reward for referring a new recruit.
Avon, Electrolux and greeting card companies use this system in the
United States, although overseas Avon and Fuller Brush use the
same system of recruiting as Amway. (Patty, Tr. 3153; Van Andel
Tr. 1695, 1889; Granfield, Tr. 2959-60)

166. Amway pays about 60% of its sales dollar to distributors in
payment for the distribution of Amway products. (Hallday, Tr.
6213-14) Distributors for other direct sellng companies do not get
paid any more money, if they get as much. (Halliday, Tr. 6191-93)

167. "Multilevel direct sellng" refers to a firm which has 
number of levels of supervision, which involve independent contrac-
tors who are not employees of the company. They are compensated
on the basis of margin rather than a commission or salary. Several
direct selling companies are multilevel, including most encyclopedia
companies. (patty, Tr. 3130-32; Van Andel Tr. 1694-95)

168. Some multilevel direct sellng companies have engaged in
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pyramid sellng, " involving "inventory loading" and "headhunting
fees. These companies have a large inventory requirement for a new
distributor, and reward distributors for bringing into the business a
new distributor. The result emphasizes recruiting of new distributors
rather than sellng the products to consumers. Tyically, these

pyramid companies require new recruits to buy $2000 to $5000 in
inventory, with as much as half of that amount going to the
recruiting distributor. (patty, Tr. 3091-92) (66)

Amway s Product Markets

169. Amway started in the business of manufacturing and
distributing soap and detergents, and this stil is its primary activity.
(Van Andel, Tr. 1680-81) Soap and detergents accounted for more
than 40% of Amway s 1974 sales; polishes and sanitation goods
accounted for 20%; and toilet preparations accounted for about 7%.
(RX 405) Amway s 1974 sales of soap and detergents amounted to
$57.9 milion, accounting for 1.7% of the total sales of soap and
detergents in this country. (RX 404; RX 406)

170. The market for soap and detergents in the United States
includes laundry detergent, dishwashing detergent (either of which
may be liquid or powder), bar soap, and a small volume of speciality
products such as laundry aids and scouring cleansers. (Diassi, Tr.
5517 5558)

171. The manufacturing and distribution of soap and detergents
is highly concentrated, with the largest firm, Procter & Gamble
Company, accounting for half the sales. Procter & Gamble, Colgate-
Palmolive Company and Lever Brothers account for 82% of industry
sales. The fourth largest firm, Purex Corporation, has 4% of sales.
(RX 407; Diassi, Tr. 5516-17; Robbins, Tr. 6744) Market shares in the
laundry detergent industry, in pounds produced in 1973 and 1975
were (CX 561-G):

1973 % of Market 1975 % of Market

Procter & Gamble
Tide
Cheer
Bold
ERA
Six Others

26.
8.5

28.0

10.

55.Total P & G

14.

53.
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(67J Lever
All-Liquid 1.5
All-Powder
Wisk
Breeze 2.4 2.4
Three Others

Total Lever 22. 21.6

Colgate
Fab
Cold Power
Ajax
Dynamo
Two Others 1.9

Total Colgate 15. 15.

Others

Total 100. 100.

Amway s leading product SA8 Plus accounted for .78% of this

market. (CX 561-

172. The personal care products market is also concentrated. The
largest firm, Procter & Gamble, has 24% of total sales. The next
three, Lever Brothers, Colgate-Palmolive and Gilette, account for
25%. (RX 408)

173. Procter & Gamble Company has been in the soap business
since 1837 and had 1976 sales of about $6. 5 billon. Colgate-Palmolive
Company started in the soap business in 1864 and had 1976 sales of
about $3. 5 bilion. Unilever Ltd. , known as "Lever Brothers" in the
United States, started in the soap business in 1894 and had 1976
sales of 8.7 bilion pounds sterling. (RPF 50) Two other companies
manufacture and distribute some of their brands of soap and
detergents nationally, Purex Corporation and Church and Dwight
Company (using the "Arm & Hammer" label). (Robbins, Tr. 6718-19;
Diassi, Tr. 5571-72) (68 J

174. Private label soap and detergents are manufactured by a few
relatively small companies and are sold by retail stores under their
own brand names. Total national private label sales amount to about
5% of the detergent market. (Diassi, Tr. 5519- , 5548)

175. The three largest manufacturers in the soap and detergents
industry spent over a half a bilion dollars in advertising and sales

promotion in 1975. (RX 410-13) Procter & Gamble, the nation
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largest advertiser, spent over $360 milion in product promotion in
1975. (RX 413) Amway spent less than a milion dollars in that year
for institutional (non-product) advertising. (Teska, Tr. 2751-52; RX
413)

176. Most Amway products are of the kind sold through chain
food stores. (Cady, Tr. 5758) Over 95% ofthe retail sales of soap and
detergents in this country is by grocery stores. (Diassi, Tr. 5576;
Cady, Tr. 5758) Obtaining retail shelf space is critical for successful
entry into the soap and detergents market. (Cox, Tr. 3819) Retail
grocery stores are reluctant to add a new product unless it promises
to sell quickly. (Diassi, Tr. 5535) The successful marketing of a
national brand of detergent through retail stores requires that the
product be available in almost every retail outlet where detergents
are sold. (Diassi, Tr. 5525-26) Retail grocery chain stores are
becoming increasingly concentrated. (RX 449, pp. 9-11)

177. Attempted new entry into the soap and detergents market
has faced substantial increased promotional and advertising spend-
ing by Procter & Gamble. (Max, Tr. 5930-32; Robbins, Tr. 6728-30;

Dunlap, Tr. 6683) Procter & Gamble also counters attempted
introduction of a new brand of detergent with introduction of its own
new brand. (Robbins, Tr. 6731-32; Cox, Tr. 3854-55) By producing
many brands, Procter & Gamble has succeeded in occupying a great
deal of grocery shelf space. (Cox, Tr. 3819) (69)

178. The three largest manufacturers of soap and detergents at
first resisted the demand for non-phosphate detergents during the
early 1970's, brought about by concern with the environmental

impact of phosphate detergents. (RX 353) Several companies at-
tempted to make and sell a non-phosphate detergent. (Cox, Tr. 3806-
07) Armour & Company, established in 1863 with 1976 sales of $2.
bilion, and an established firm in the bar soap industry, attempted
to enter the laundry detergent market with a concentrated non-

phosphate product called "Triumph." Despite considerable promo-
tion, the attempt was a failure. (Diassi, Tr. 5527-30) Church &
Dwight ("Arm & Hammer ) entered the market with a non-phos-
phate laundry detergent and gained about 4% of the market and was
the only successful entrant with a non-phosphate detergent. Church
& Dwight is one hundred years old and was already in grocery stores
with an established brand of washing soda and baking soda. (Diassi
Tr. 5571-73) Following this entry, and following ecology legislation
by several state and local governments, the major soap companies
started sellng non-phosphate detergents. (Diassi, Tr. 5570)

179. Purex Corporation started manufacturing household bleach

in 1927. Purex started manufacturing dishwashing detergent in 1947
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and laundry detergent in 1952. Since then, Purex has been able to
sell several of its soap and detergent products nationally, using
established trademarks gained through acquisition ("Old Dutch
Cleanser

" "

Brilo

" "

Sweetheart" soap), some national advertising,
its own sales force, and prices about 20% below those of the major
soap and detergent compar.ies. (Robbins, Tr. 6696, et seq.

180. Los Angeles Soap Company has been marketing soap
through retail stores for 116 years, and has been using the "White
King" tradename since the turn of the century. It sells regionally in
18 western states, where it has 2% of the market, and prices low
enough to allow the grocer to double and sometimes triple the profit
he would make sellng national brands. (Dunlap, Tr. 6640- , 6653-

, 6670) In the early 1960' Los Angeles Soap Company tried to
enter the eastern market with a plant at Framingham, Massachu-
setts. The expansion failed and the plant was sold as scrap. (Dunlap,
Tr. 6671-72) (70)

181. Except for the non-phosphate detergents, there has been
virtually no new successful entry in the national market for sales of
soap and detergents through retail stores in the last thirty years.
(Cox, Tr. 3799, 3805; Diassi, Tr. 5523-33; 5571-72; Granfield, Tr.
2936-37; Dunlap, Tr. 6670-72, 6676-77) The market has been
increasing at a rate of about 4% a year since 1954. (Cox, Tr. 3807)

182. Amway s laundry detergent sells at retail for slightly more
per use than the detergents of the major soap and detergents
companies, and slightly less if Amway s large size product is
purchased. (Max, Tr. 6038-45) On a cost per use basis, in 1967, SA8
was less than 3 and Tide was about 7 . At this time, SA8 use
direction was 5/32 cup per washload and Tide was 1.75 cup. The cost
per use drew close in 1968 when the use direction was changed: SA8
1/4 cup and Tide 1.25 cup. In 1972, Tide again changed its use
direction to 1 cup per washload, in response to "phosphate down the
drain" legislation. (CX 561- 11 - 12) Since then SA8 has cost about
h to 2 per use more than Tide and the other leading laundry
detergents. Sold in the large size (100 lbs. ), however, SA8 has a lower
per use cost than any laundry detergent. (CX 561- 14) In 1973,

Amway introduced SA8 Plus, sellng at retail for about the same as
SA8, but apparently superior in cleaning power to either SA8 or
Tide. (CX 561- , Z-3 to Z-4) And, unlike detergent purchased at the
grocery store, Amway s products are delivered to the consumer

home. (Max, Tr. 6045)

Amway Is a Substantial Industrial Company

183. Amway s United States sales have grown from $4.3 milion
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in 1963 to $169. 1 milion in 1976. Worldwide sales of Amway products
in 1976 amounted to about $205 milion. (RX 431 , RX 448) (71 J

184. Amway employed over 1 500 persons in 1976 at its plant in
Ada, Michigan, with an annual payroll of $19 milion. The plant
represents a capital investment of $56 mil1on. In 1976, Amway paid
over $60 mil1on to its distributors, over $41 milion for raw
materials, and $11 mil1on to third parties for transportation of
Amway products. (RPF 248)

185. All but a few of the regular-line products sold under the
Amway name are manufactured by Amway or its subsidiary,
Nutrilite Products, Inc. (Van Andel, Tr. 1805) Amway s plant and
equipment are modern and effcient. (RX 68 to RX 277) Amway
follows recognized industry standards of good manufacturing prac-
tice. (RPF 90) It has a substantial research and development
operation and expends generally as much per sales dollar as larger
competitors in the personal care products field. (RPF 86)

186. Amway s products have very high consumer acceptance. A
market study in the record shows that of 37 brands of laundry

detergent, Amway s product, with only a very small market share
and no national advertising, was third in brand loyalty. (Cady, Tr.
5823) Amway s dishwashing liquid soap led all 16 brands surveyed in
consumer acceptance. (Cady, Tr. 5819-22) In each of the markets for
automatic dishwasher detergents, detergents for fine clothing,
bleaches, rug cleaners, and laundry additives, Amway s products
were second in brand loyalty. (Cady, Tr. 5822) Professor Cady, a
marketing specialist from the Harvard Graduate School of Business
Administration, testified that (Tr. 5823):

What this means overall is that consumers are obviously well served by the products
that Amway supplies them with. In fact, they are so well-served , in the face of a large
number of available substitutes, they purchase Amway products to a degree which is
almost unknown to other brands in the market.

(72 J Amway has achieved this consumer acceptance for its products
while having no more than 1.7% of any market in which it competes
(RX 406) and while spending a total of about two milion dollars for
advertising and sales promotion for the years 1972 through 1975

while its top five competitors were spending about 3 bilion dollars

for that purpose. (RX 410 to RX 413)
187. Amway, through its distributors, provides services to con-

sumers not readily available when products are purchased at a retail
store. Amway has a 100% money-back guarantee which permits a
customer who is not satisfied with an Amway product to return it
with the choice of replacement, repair, credit, or refund of full
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purchase price (RPF 93, 94, 98) Distributors provide the service of
home or commercial delivery at the time convenient to the customer
including weekends and evenings. (RPF 98(a)) Amway ditributors
demonstrate and explain product use. (RPF 98(b) and (c)) Distributors
perform water hardness tests and recommend the use of a dishwashing
detergent for hard or soft water. (RPF 98(d)) Amway and its
distributors provide advice for safe product use. (RPF 98(e), 98(i))
Distributors leave sample products with customers for trial use before
purchase. (RPF 98(f)) Distributors install Amway products when
necessary, such as smoke detectors , and deliver to the laundry room 100
lb. and 85 lb. boxes of detergent. (RPF 98(m)) (73)

DISCUSSION

The following discussion is intended to summarize and supplement
the foregoing findings of fact and to present conclusions of law

derived from the facts as found.

Summary

Amway was founded in 1959 by Jay Van Andel and Richard M.
DeVos, who continue as its principal executives and stockholders.
Prior to that time, they sold Nutrilite foo supplements door-to-door
and headed a large group of distributors. They began having supply
problems and started looking for different products to sell. They
looked for readily consumable, low-priced, repeat sale products
which would be different than those found in retail stores.
Mr. Van Andel and Mr. DeVos started distributing a liquid

biodegradable detergent' which they named " LOC. " A few months
later, they acquired the small manufacturer of LOC, moved the
assets to Ada, Michigan, and started manufacturing their own
products under the Amway label. Amway s second product, also

biodegradable, was a powder laundry detergent, SA8. Amway
continued to introduce new products and now manufactures and
sells more than 150, but its main product market continues to be
soap and detergents, accounting for more than 40% of sales. (74)

Amway s principal products are of the kind that are sold in chain
food stores. These markets are dominated by a few large manufac-
turers, of which the largest is Procter & Gamble. Procter & Gamble
sells about half of all of the soap and detergents sold in this country,
and one-fourth of the personal care products. The three largest firms

, Synthetic detergents have largely replaced soap for laundry and dishwashing purpo in the last 30 years
being chemically dilTerent and much more effective- (Diasi. Tr. 5573-74) "Biodegradable" means that the
ingredients of the detergent are broken down by natural biological ac!ion . helping to odiminate foaming prob!clt
inlakesandstreams- (Haliiday. Tr. 6154)
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in the soap and detergents market sell over 80% of total market
sales and this dominance existed prior to Amway s origin. FTC 

Procter Gamble Co., 386 U.S. 568, 572-73 (1967). Entry into this
market has been blocked for thirty years by the major soap
companies by product differentiation achieved through advertising,
by retaliatory pricing and promotions, and by brand proliferation.

Amway entered the market with biodegradable detergents. Mr.
Hallday, an offcer of Amway, was asked (Tr. 6154):

Q. At the time of introduction of LOC and SA-8 by Amway, do you know whether
other detergents were then biogradeablc (sic 

A. I know that none of the detergeot5 marketed by the big thre soapcrs were or did
contain biodegradeable ingrdient.", at that time.

How long afterward did the detergent industry essentially go biodegradeable?

It was up to 10 years afterwards.

(75 J Amway marketed its products by selling directly to consumers
in their homes through a large number of salespeople. These
independent distributors find the customer, and explain, demon-
strate and deliver the products. Most of them work part-time. Three
out offour quit after the first year.

Some promoters posing as direct selling companies have rewarded
recruiting itself in "pyramid" plans, involving "headhunting" and
inventory loading." Recruits earn money by securing further

recruits, and there are few product sales to consumers. In order to
recruit an effective sales force, Amway encourages its distributors to
sponsor new distributors. This is not, however, a pyramid plan. In
the Amway system, the incentive to recruit comes from the
commission distributors receive on product sales by sponsored
distributors in their organizations. But, by several rules, Amway
requires that commissions are not paid unless the products are sold
to consumers. Distributors must each sell to ten retail customers
every month; the distributors must certify that 70% of the products
purchased by them during the month have been resold; and
inventory loading is further deterred by a rule requiring distributors

. To some extent the effed of thCf practices on consumers has ben mitigate by the growing concentration
and power of foo chains and th"ir tendency of using soap aod dp.tergents as loss leaders- (Diassi, Tr. 5534; Finding

176)
, In typical oligopolistic conduct, the major soap companies wCrC slow to react to puhlic dcmand for nOn-

phosphate detergents io the early 1970' , allowiog sllcccssful entry by at lcast ooe manufacturer selling through
foostorp.s. (Finding 178)

, Amway s turnovcr rate among distributors is better than most direct selling compfmics. (Findings 148, 162-

163)
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to buy back the inventory of any of their sponsored distributors
leaving the business.

Amway has successfully entered the soap and detergents market
because its distributors sell directly to consumers in their homes or
businesses, rather than through retail grocery stores. Amway has
achieved this method of distribution through several restraints on its
distributors, including the retail store rule, the cross-group selling
rule, and regulation of its distributors ' advertising. These are
reasonable vertical restraints. However, respondents went too far in
controlling intrabrand competition while promoting interbrand
competition. In addition to the beneficial restraints, respondents also
stopped Amway distributors from competing among themselves for
customers and fixed the prices at which Amway products are sold
among distributors and to consumers. (76)

Distributor Restraints Are Vertically Imposed

The theory of the complaint anchors on the alleged horizontal
nature of restrictions imposed on Amway distributors. Complaint
counsel argue that the Amway Distributors Association is:

(R Jun by a clique of the most successful Amway Distributors. It exists for the sole
purpose of protecting the interests of the successful from the hoards of competitors
and newcomers who entcr the distribution stream daily. Its mission is protection and
its clout is termination. The Association is the root cause of aU of the Section 5
violations, including the very existence of the Amway Sales and Marketing Plan. (CH

Complaint counsel state that about 35 Nutrilite distributors, includ-
ing Mr. Van Andel and Mr. DeVos , decided collectively (1) that they
needed a product, found one called "Frisk," and (2) that the
Marketing Plan" with its restrictions should be imposed on

distributors. The uncontradicted testimony of Mr. Van Andel tens a
different story. He testified that the Nutrilite distributors started
having problems with their suppliers in 1959. (Van Andel , Tr. 1673-
76):

At that time , in order to attempt to bring this intramural fight to a conclusion and
arbitrated, if you wish, a small group of distributors were appointed, of which I
became the chairman, to try to work with both companies and try to work out an
arrangement that would bring peace and tranquility back. (77 

The arrangement to do this was not entirely successful. I met many times with the
principals of both companies and this arrangement culminated in an offer by one of
the companies to me to become president of their company. Mr. DeVos and I discussed
this in some detail and we realized that the inherent problems were not being solved
because it appeared to us the inherent problems were with the people who owned
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those companies and that those problems would continue regardless of who managed
them.

It appeared to us therefore the Nutra-Lite (sic) structure , the companies behind the
Nutra-Lite distributing organization were in great danger of collapsing, that the time
and effort they were putting into fighting amongst themselves instead of competing in
marketplace would eventually destroy the company. Therefore it appeared to us if we
were going to survive in business, if we were going to be able to continue and have
some return on our 10 years of effort, it would be best if we would go into business
ourselves, producing our own products and selling them through our own sales
organization and controlling the entire distribution and manufacturing operation.

This then necessitated a very careful change in the distributor organization that we
had built, which had been very strongly built with an allegience to Nutra-Lite food
supplement as a product to sell. The Nutra-Lite organil.ation as weIJ as the Amway
organization is built entirely of volunteers , people who voluntarily are distributors
and it is very important if you are going to go into a different direction that the
volunteers follow. They don t have to. They could all quit. (78)

So it was very necessary for us, we felt , to get their concurrence that our plans were
good ones and that they would continue with us.

In order to do this, we felt we had to communicate with them very closely. and that
at that time we put together a structure which I think you are familiar with, called
Amway Distributor Association.

That association at that time was called the American Way Association; its name
was changed later.

Its primary purpose was to attempt to communicate and

business we had until we could shift gears and develop our

operation , develop our own products and coritinue on.

hold together what
own manufacturing

This was basically the genesis of the Amway Corporation and we began with one or
two product." and continued on until where we are today.

Q. Did the American Way Association, when it was formed
products to distribute through the organizations of its members?

have any particular

A. The American Way Association was never developed to be a product distributing
structure. Rather it was in the nature of an association of independent contract or

(sic) business people whereby they would have a meaDS of formalized communication
with Mr. DeVos and myself who proposed to set up the product distribution and
manufacturing operation.

We developed a system whereby a board of directors of the association could be
elected , a system whereby we could meet with them from time to time and discuss our
plans and communicate with them and hopefully get them to agree to continue withus. (79) 
Q. Did the association or did the association members
product that would be distributed through its organizations'?

determine a particular
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A. The association members were polled by us and asked by us if they were
interested in having us supply certain products.

" meaning yourself, Mr. DeVos?

A By " " I should say, Amway Corporation, Mr. DeVos and myself and the
company that we built behind that.

Two of the 35 former Nutrilite distributors who became Amway
distributors were ca11ed as witnesses. Walter Bass, the first president
of the ADA, acknowledged that Mr. Van Andel and Mr. DeVos
created Amway. He was asked about the formation of Amway and
the ADA. (Bass, Tr. 70-71):

Q. Were Richard DeVos andJ. Andel (sicJ some of the key people involved?

A. They were the key people.

Q. They were more key than any other persons, that is what you are saying?

A. It was their idea.

Q. Were they doing business under the name Ja-Ri Corporation?

A. Yes.

Q. For what reason , if you know , did these key people, yourself included, get together
to form this association?

A. We foresaw some problems in the Nutra-Lite organization that alarmed us and
rather than to allow is (sic 1 to just go Qut of existence, the idea of Amway was
developed.

(80) Mr. Bass could name only 6 of the 35 Nutrilite distributors who
a11egedly started Amway. (Bass, Tr. 68-69) Bernice Hansen, also one
of the 35 Nutrilite distributors who became Amway distributors, was
called. She too identified Mr. Van Andel and Mr. DeVos as the
persons who "started Amway. " (Hansen , Tr. 3301-02)

The impetus for the restrictions imposed on distributors in this
case dearly came from above. Mr. Van Andel and Mr. DeVos started
Amway, not the 35 Nutrilite distributors. Mr. Van Andel and Mr.
DeVos used the association of distributors to communicate and

control the distribdion of the products they were to make, but the
thrust to build the Amway organization as it now stands came from
those two individuals, not from a committee. (Findings 19-25)

Here the dealers do not control the manufacturer, as in United
States v. Topco Assoc., Inc., 405 U. S. 596 (1972) and United States 

Sealy, Inc" 388 U.s. 350 (1967). Nor did the dealers here prevail upon
the manufacturer to impose the restrictions. United States 

General Motors Corp., 384 U.S. 127 (1966). Mr. Van Andel and Mr.
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De V os initiated and orchestrated the scheme, and notwithstanding
the wiling participation of the distributors, Amway is the dominant
partner. Newberry v. Washington Post Co., 438 F. Supp. 470, 474 n.
(1977).

When Amway was created, Mr. Van Andel and Mr. DeVos,
through the Ja-Ri Corporation, were distributors as weU as manufac-
turers. (CX 53-J But in replacing the previous suppliers in the
Nutrilite organization, and adopting the distribution system from
that organization, they were acting essentially alone. ' The restraints
are not, therefore

, "

primarily ' horizontal.' " The Coca-Cola Compa-
ny, Dkt. 8855 Commission Opinion p. 8 (Decided April 7, 1978). (81)
(OJnly by ignoring the essential relationships which exist" between

Amway and the distributors might it be concluded that the
restraints are horizontal. (Ibid.

Horizontal Cooperation by ADA

Complaint counsel argue that respondents are engaged in an

unlawful group boycott because the ADA is the "final arbiter of
disputes and interpretations of the Code of Ethics and Rules of
Conduct. " (CB, p. 5)

The Amway Distributors Association of the United States is a
voluntary association of independent Amway distributors. (Findings
11-12) Voting membership in this trade association is open to
qualified Direct Distributors. (Finding 13) Voting members may
attend annual meetings to receive report concerning Amway and
elect ADA Board members. (Finding 76)

The ADA Board meets four times a year. Amway seeks advice
from the ADA Board concerning any changes in Amway rules.
(Finding 78) Rather than an agreement among equals, this aspect of
the ADA is a means by which Amway controls the distribution of its
products through independent salespersons by convincing them-not
coercing them-to accept changes in the Amway Sales and Market-
ing Plan. Mr. Hallday testified that (Tr. 6612-13): (82)

As a matter of policy, Amway Corporation presents the proposals for changes of
rules to the board for educational purposes , instructional purposes, for feedback from
the board as representative of the distributor organization as to the kind of reaction to
the change , as to the timeliness of implementing the rule changes; it is an opportunity
to sell the board so that they and their distributors in their organizations wil
enthusiastically support the notion of moving ahead in that direction. Again , we ar'

talking about a group of volunteers.

, There is some evidence that one of the distributm-s suggeste to Mr Val) Andel and Mr. DeVos that t

product "Frisk" he distribute. (HaIJiday, Tr. 6541) The preponderance of the evidence . however, Sl1ppOrt9 t

finding that the genesis of Amway was vertically impo. Cf Sanduro Company v. FTC, 3::19 F. 2d 847 , 857-58 (I

Cir. 1964)
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You just don t say tomorrow we are going to propose a new rule and bang this is the
rule, or tomorrow we are going to change a rule and bang this is the rule. What we try
to do is to present it to the board and the distributor organization (so J that when the
date of implementation occurs, which we determine, that it is accepted with full

enthusiasm and that people move ahead voluntarily, then, to act in accordance with
those changes.

The ADA Board of Directors also acts as an arbitration panel for
disputes in which Amway decides to discipline a distributor for a
rule violation. If Amway decides not to impose sanctions for a
violation of a rule, the ADA has no authority to recommend the
sanction. (Van Andel, Tr. 1838-39) If Amway does impose a sanction
the distributor may bring the matter before the ADA Board.
(Finding 80) Amway has bound itself by the decision of the Board on
these arbitration cases. (Hallday, Tr. 6180)

Group boycotts are per se unlawful. In Fashion Originators ' Guild
v. FTC 312 U.S. 457 (1941), a group of "original designers" agreed to
refuse to sell their creations to retailers who had been sellng copies
of original designs. (83) The purpose of the agreement was to prevent
style piracy, and the Court held that it was an unlawful group
boycott and upheld the Commission s refusal to hear evidence on the
reasonableness of the methods pursued by the combination. The
issue involving the ADA, then, is whether the self-regulation is an
unlawful group boycott like the Fashion Originators case or whether
it is pro-competitive.

Self-regulation by an industry has been allowed by the courts
where:

(1) There is a legislative mandate for self-regulation. Gordon v. New
York Stock Exchange, 422 U.S. 659 (1975).

(2) The collective action

(a) is intended to accomplish an end consistent with the policy
justifying self-regulation
(b) is reasonably related to that goal, and
(c) is no more extensive than necessary.

?nver Rockets v. All-Pro Management, Inc. 325 F. Supp. 1049, 1064

D. Cal. 1971).

The association provides procedural safeguards which assure that
, restraints are not arbitrary and which furnish a basis for judicial
iew. McCreery Angus Farms v. American Angus Ass 379 F.
'po 1008 , 1018 (S.D. Il 1974), affd 506 F.2d 1404 (7th Cir.
ani v. NYSE, 348 F. Supp. 1185 (S. NY 1972).
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The main purpose of the self-regulation by the respondents meets
this test. (Findings 22, 78 and 80) (84 J

In an industry which necessarily requires some interdependence
and cooperation, the per se rule should not be applied indiscriminate-
ly. Hatley v. American Quarter Horse Ass 552 F.2d 646, 652 (5th
Cir. 1977). In the direct selling of soap and detergents

, "

a few rules
are essential to survivial." (Ibid. Participation by the ADA as an
arbitration panel does not by itself, without consideration of the
specific rules involved, amount to a naked restraint of trade. An
analysis of each rule alleged to violate the law is necessary to

understand fully whether it is anticompetitive.

Discontinuance and Remote Evidence

Respondents argue generally that a substantial number of the
exhibits relied on by complaint counsel are dated six years or more
before the issuance of the complaint, and specifically that the
customer protection rule, alleged to be evidence of retail price fixing,
was dropped by Amway at the beginning of 1972.

Respondents rely primarily on New Standard Pub. Co. v. FTC, 194
2d 181 (4th Cir. 1952). In that case, the Commission issued an order

six years after the last evidence was taken and the circuit court
reversed and remanded. The court did not hold that the case was
moot, but sent it back for more recent evidence. Respondents also
rely on Oregon- Washington Plywood Co. v. FTC 194 F.2d 48 (9th Cir.
1952). That case involved two groups which allegedly conspired to
commit trade restraints. The respondents admitted the restraints
had occurred up until seven years before the complaint issued and
denied any further violation after that time. Complaint counsel did
not put on any evidence, and the Commission issued an order based
on the pleadings, relying upon a rule that a conspiracy once shown to
exist is presumed to continue until abandonment is shown. The
circuit court reversed, holding that the answers to the complaint
denying the conspiracy put the matter in issue (85 J and since
complaint counsel did not put on any evidence and there was no such
presumption, the complaint should have been dismissed. The court
also held that there was nothing to show that the discontinuec
practices would be resumed and that discontinued practices do no
provide a basis for an order.

The two issues here involve (1) the alleged discontinuance as
defense, and (2) the age of the evidence.

The case law is clear that discontinuance of an megal practice de
not of itself render inappropriate the entry of a cease and des
order. Oregon- Washington Plywood Co. v. FTC, 194 F.2d at 50-
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The propriety of such an order in any particular case must depend on a consideration
of all the surrounding facts and circumstances; and where the activities charged have
been discontinued, the elements of time, volition and general attitude of the

respondents in respect of the cessation are necessarily factors of prime importance.
Parties who have abandoned their challenged practices only after proceedings are
brought against them are in no position to complain of a cease and desist order. In
such a case the discontinuance can hardly be thought voluntary.

And the cases have clearly held that discontinuance after the
investigation has begun wil not be held voluntary. Giant Food, Inc.
v. FT, 322 F. 2d 977, 986-87 (D.C. Cir. 1963); Cotherman v. FTC, 417
2d 587, 594-95 (5th Cir. 1969); Cora, Inc. v. FT, 338 F.2d 149, 153

(1st Cir. 1964), cert. denied, 380 U.S. 954 (1965). Here, Amway
officially discontinued the customer protection rule in 1972 (al-
though Amway has continued to urge distributors that such competi-
tion is "unethical"). (Findings 90-93) (86) Mr. DeVos told Direct
Distributors in Dallas in 1971 the reason that the customer
protection rule was goind to have to go (DeVos, CX 1037-E):

And I must be very frank with you-I think that the rule will have to go and it' ll have
to go probably in the not too far distant future. And the reason it' ll have to go is that I
don t think we can live with it any longer , I don t think we are consistent in our

philosophy and I don t think the governmental people are goona look at it favorably.
They ve already looked at it and they say that's a restraint of trade type thing, you
see. HI

The record shows that Amway knew of the Federal Trade Commis-
sion investigation in this case before January of 1970. (CX 345-
The discontinuance of the customer protection rule by Amway was
not the kind of abandonment of an ilegal practice which gives
'lsurance that it wil not be repeated in the future. Holiday Magic,

nc., 84 F. C. 748, 1050 (1974).
Some of the evidence relating to price fixing and customer
estraints in this case goes back to the 1960's. Such evidence is
,levant to show a continuing effort to fix prices and restrain
mpetition. See FTC v. Cement Institute, 333 U. S. 683, 703-05 (1948),
1ere the Court held that the Commission had properly regarded
'dence as far back as 1902 in the price fixing case. And in PF.
'lier Son Corp. v. FTC, 427 F.2d 261 , 275 (6th Cir. 1970) the
pondent had argued that the evidence was cold and stale, but the
rt upheld the Commission s order, stating that the fact that the
ence may be old does not mean that an order issued upon it is
lted. The court held that where an ilegal trade practice is
ble of being perpetuated or resumed, it may be presumed to
opping a practice after a visit by government investigators does not show permanent abandonment. United
Pa.rke. !JtJi$ Co.. 362 U.S. 29 48 (1960).
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have been continued, (87 J and an order may issue to prevent it, even
upon a showing that it has been discontinued or abandoned. n Here,
Amway had an explicit policy of retail price fIxing in the middle
1960' , and, until 1972, a written policy of preventing distributors

from competing with each other. This evidence raised a presumption
that these policies have continued or could be resumed.

Count I-Price Fixing

The Rules of Conduct of the Amway Sales Plan published in 1963
required that distributors sell Amway products to consumers at the
specifIed resale price. (Finding 109) It also provided that no
unauthorizd discount be given on sales to other distributors, and
rIXed the resale charge for freight. (Finding 109-111) The record does
not show when Amway stopped using this sales manual or whether
distributors were ever clearly notifIed that it does not express
Amway s policy. " Such resale price maintenance is 

per se unlawful.
Dr. Mile Medical Co. v. John D. Park Sons Co., 220 U.s. 373
(1911). (88J

The Career Manual for Amway distributors published in 1968
specifed that distributors should not cut the retail price in fund-
raising drives. The fund-raising drive policy was changed in 1969
upon the recommendation of the ADA, so that the retail sales now
are made by the distributor rather than by the fund-raising
organization. (Finding 112) By implication at least, this change was

. m"aae with the intent to control resale prices. While the policy
requiring the distributor rather than the fund-raising organization

to make the retail sales might be reasonable in itself, when coupled
with unlawful intent it became an unreasonable restraint of trade.
United States v. Columbia Steel Co. 334 U.S. 495, 522 (1948).

While much of the evidence of price fIxing ageements is relatively
old, it raises a presumption of continuity which respondents have not
rebutted." After express contracts were no longer used, the othe'
vertical restraints on advertising, selection of customers and sourc
of supply controlled price competition. The customer protection ru
alone stopped aU competition for a retail customer for 30 days after
distributor made a sale to that customer. (Finding 90) The purpose

" The court in PF. Collwr "peifically declined to follow Bearings. ITI 64 F. C. 37: (1964), relied (
respondents. 427 F.2d at 275 n. 13.

" On rewi! sales, Amway s price lists obliquely refer to "suggeste retail for BaJes ta" or "retail sal
computation ba." (Finding! J,q) The record doe not show that Amway has ever clearly told it... distributo
they are free to Bet their own prices On sales to other distributors or to consumers.

" Holiday Magic, Inc. 84 F, C. 748. 1050 (1974), Amway was able to prouce dllributors who do UB-
competitively to obtain wholesle and retail sales. (RPF 223-229) Considering tir number of distributors
Amway products . this is not surprising. Furthermore. evidence of price competition confljci with state
Amway offcers who AnY that very !itUc price cutting ocurs. (Finding 127)
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the customer protection role was "to prevent cut throat competition
between distributors. (Hallday, CX 486)" (89 J Amway offcially
discontinued the rule only after Federal Trade Commission investi-
gators looked at it and said it was a restraint of trade. (DeVos, ex
1037 -E) Amway continues to support the principle of the customer
protection rule by callng such competition "unethical." (Finding 93)
One of the distributors testified to the effect of the customer
protection rule in her organization. Mrs. Joan Spradley was asked by
some of the distributors in her group if they could discount retail
prices. She said "no. " Mrs. Spradley testified that (Tr. 1340):

It was our understanding that the retail price was a set thing, and that we did not
compete with one another for customers. In other words, we understood when a
Amway distributor made a contact, for instance , if I came to you and sold you Amway
products, then you became my customer and under our ethics, another Amway
distributor would not go and try to sell to you or undercut my price or anything like
that. I would sell to you at the retail price and they would leave you .alone and go get
their own customers.

The customer protection rule has been used to support and continue
the unlawful price fixing found herein and must be prohibited. "
practice which lessens price competition touches the core of the free
enterprise system. The Coca-Cola Company, et al. FTC Dkt. 8855
(Final Order dated April 7 1978), at p. 89.

Amway threatens to terminate the distributorship of distributors
who cut the retail price of Amway products. (Findings, 115, 117 , 119)
And where the price cutting distributor is not buying directly from
Amway, the threat is made in combination with Direct Distributors.
(Findings 115-117) Amway also encourages Direct Distributors to do
a "sales job" on price cutting distributors, pointing out the reck-
essness of this conduct (Finding 115), and Amway urges that this
hould be done through a combination of Direct Distributors.
?inding 116) (90 J
Amway distributors promote the policy of discouraging price
tting through their combined efforts with Amway. Price cutters
, quickly reproached by other distributors, and it is not long until
,way applies pressure directly and through Direct Distributors to
) the "disturbance in the field. " (Findings 117 121) Many Amway
-ibutors are inexperienced in business (Van Andel, Tr. 1814-15)
it does not take much pressure to stop price cutting. They
Jy comply with the demands of Amway and other distributors
'p cutting retail prices. (Finding 117) Holiday Magic, Inc., 84
748, 1049 (1974). While only a few distributors were actually
mway market study in 1970 warned that lifting the clIstomer protection rule could lead to "e1ln'8(ve

bydistrihutors. (CX522- 215)
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coerced on this record (Findings 117 , 121), price fixing agreements
are unlawful per se regardless of enforcement. Holiday Magic, Inc.
84 F. G 748, 1049 (1974). And where the unlawful intent to fix
prices is coupled with a single instance of coercion, even the
Sherman Act will be violated. Newberry v. Washington Post Co., 438
F. Supp. 470, 480-. , 485 (D.D.G 1977). Here, the action by Amway
in combination with Direct Distributors and other distributors 

achieve uniform prices for Amway products would probably violate
the Sherman Act, United States v. Parke, Davis Co., 362 U.S. 29

45-46 (1960), and clearly violates Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act which was intended by Congress to stop such
conduct before it amounts to full blown" violations of the Sherman
Act. FT v. Brown Shoe Co. 384 U.S. 316, 320-22 (1966)

Arnway quickly admonishes distributors who advertise Amway
products at discount prices. (Findings 117, 119 , 121) For example,
Roger Laverty, an Amway distributor from Pompano Beach, Florida,
had prepared sales literature using the Amway trademark, featuring
price comparisons on Amway and competing products. An Amway
Administrative Legal Assistant wrote to Laverty stating Amway
view of the law (CX 989-B): "(CJost comparisons themselves are now
strictly 'taboo,' are not used by Amway and should not be used by
Amway distributors." On the contrary, however, the law protects
price competition by truthful advertising. See Sunbeam Corp. 

Payless Drug Stores, 113 F. Supp. 31 , 44 (N.D. Cal. 1953), citing

Prestonettes, Inc. v. Coty, 264 U. , 359, 368 (1924) (Mr. Justice

Holmes): (91 J

A trade mark only gives the right to prohibit the use of it so far as to protet the owner

good win against the sale of another s product as his. 

. . . 

When the mark is used in a way
that does not deceive the public we see no such sanctity in the word as to prevent its
being used to tell the truth. It is not tabo.

Amway completes its control of retail prices by extending the bu:
back rule beyond its legitimate purpose-to prevent invento'
loading. Amway urges its distributors not to allow freight damag
Amway products to reach the hands of salvage stores or if they de
buy them up before consumers can get to them. (Findings 122, J

According to the Amway Career Manual published in 1968,
Board of Directors of the association "meets at least three tirr
year to act on approval of product classifications for distrib,
under the Amway name, sales policies, pricing policies, discouD
refund schedules. . . ." (CX 59-J) The record does not shov
this policy has been discontinued. In fact, the ADA has cor
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with Amway in setting retail prices and has recommended changes
and ageed with Amway on retail pricing policy. (Findings 79, 112(b))

Generally, a manufacturer who sells through independent whole-
salers and retailers would prefer the lowest retail price possible,
since that usually means increased sales and higher manufacturer
revenues. Continental T. v., Inc. v. GTC Sylvania, Inc., 433 U.s. 36,

24 (1977). Here, however, Amway s self-interest in preventing price
cutting was indicated by Mr. Van Andel who reported in 1970 that a
market test of Amway catalog products proved that the same
products sold for a higher price led to 50% more sales, since the
direct selling (92 J distributors worked harder to obtain the higher
margin. (CX 638-H) Since the higher price encourages distributors
to do more selling, Amway does not sponsor special sales by granting
extra discounts, and Amway sets the retail price of its catalog goods
competitive with the average department store level-without the

specials. (Ibid.) 

The number of reports of distributors cutting the retail price of
Amway products usually is something less than a dozen. (Hallday,
CX 1040-H; DeVos, CX 1037-D). The "methods" employed by
Amway and its distributors are "as effective as agreements in
producing the result that 'all who would deal in the company
products are constrained to sell at the suggested prices.' " United
States v. Parke, Davis Co., 362 U.S. 29, 42 (1960) (quoting FTC 

Beech-Nut Packing Co., 257 U.S. 441 , 455 (1922).

Empirical studies show that resale price maintenance does raise
etail prices above what they would otherwise be. Hearings on S.J,08

'fore the Subcommittee on Antitrut and Monoly of the Senate
uliciary Committee 94th Cong. 1st Sess. , p. 174 (1975). Such evidence
I Congress to repeal the Miler- Tydings and McGuire Acts, which
mitted states to enact "fair trade" laws authorizing sellers to

,blish resale prices for branded commodities. 15 U. C. 1, 45

ective March 11 , 1976). "Price is the 'central nervous (93) system of
,conomy.' " Nat' l. Soc. of Prof. Engineers v. United Stal.es 435 U.

197&-1 Trade Cases '161 990 at 74 225 (decided April 25, 1978).

'ldents regularly treat the subject of resale prices , however, in a
r and informal manner. 16 "Price is too critical , too sensitive a

\68. an Amway employee report. that rewil prices on Amway productB "are in most inst.nccs
higher than comparable items in convenbonal retail outlets, " (CX SS8-B) Customer complaints about
t prices (CX 700-J) may have changed Amway s pricing policy. In 1970, retail prices set for most
og product. were set below the prices for comparable items sold in department stores hut above prices

ountstores. (CX 522 176 to 177)
Vos' advice to Direct Distributors on how to handle price cutting distributors exhibits a Jack of
1sistent with the sensitive nature of the subject. He incoherently mixes warnings of price fixings
.erminate the distributor or to badger, threaten aDd otherwis "do a sales job on the guy ause

i against anything that' sdog eat dog." (CX l037-E to 1)
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control to allow it to be used even in an informal manner to restrain
competition. Uniwd Staws v. Contairwr Cor. of America 393 U.
333 338 (1969). (94)

Counts II and III of the Complaint

Count II of the complaint alleges that respondents unlawfully
allocate the Amway distributors ' customers and source of supply.
This allegation deals primarily with two rules of the Amway Sales
and Marketing Plan: (1) the retail store rule requiring distributors
not to allow Amway products to be sold through retail stores

. (Finding 85), and (2) the cross-group sellng rule requiring distribu-
tors to sell Amway products only to distributors they bave recruited
and to buy Amway products only from their sponsor. (Finding 81)"
Count III of the complaint alleges that Amway restricts the

advertising and promotional activities of the distributors. This
allegation deals with the detailed regulation of its distributors
advertising. (Findings 94-108)

These rules are vertical in nature. Vertical customer allocations

and requirements contracts are not the kind of "agreements or
practices which because of their pernicious effect on competition and
lack of any redeeming virtue are conclusively presumed to be
unreasonable and therefore ilegal without elaborate inquiry as to
the precise harm they have caused or the business excuse for their
use. Northern Pac. R. Co. v. United States, 356 U.S. 1 , 5 (1958). The
vertical restrictions here must be analyzed under the rule of reason.
Continental T. V, Inc. v. GTE Sylvania, Inc. 537 F.2d 980 (9th Cir.
1976), afrd, 433 U.S. 36 (1977). (95 J The Sylvania case involved
location restrictions imposed on dealers by a small manufacturer
competing in an oligopolistic market. 537 F.2d at 1001. The Court
held that some vertical restrictions promote interbrand competition
by allowing the manufacturer to achieve certain marketing effcien-
cies in the distribution of its products. Among these "redeeming
virtues," the Court found that established manufacturers may us.
them to induce retailers to provide services necessary to the effcier
marketing of the products and that new manufacturers may u:
them to induce competent and aggressive retailers to do the wo
necessary to distribute products unknown to consumers. 433 U.s.
p. 55. The Court overruled the vertical per se rule stated in Uni
States v. Arnold, Schwinn Co., 388 U.S. 365 (1967) and, while
foreclosing the possibilty that particular applic(ltions of veri
restrictions might justify per se prohibitions , the Court clearly
that departure from the rule of reason standard must be based

,., The customer protetion rule has ben considered a part of the unlawful price fixing combination
88,, 89.
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demonstrable economic effect rather than-as in Schwinn-upon
formalistic line drawing. 433 U.s. at 59. No such economic effect has
been proved here and the restrictions should not be treated under
the per se rule.

Complaint counsel argue that: "Restrictions such as these should
not be individually analyzed, for they work their toll on competition
collectively." (CRB, p. 37) Nothing in the record compels the
conclusion, however, that the restrictive provisions were employed
in combination in an effort to eliminate or restrain competition to
the detriment of consumers. Snap-On- Tools Corp. v. FTC 321 F.
825 830 (7th Cir. 1963):

Except for the fact that the provisions are all found in one document, there is no
evidence, let alone substantial , to show that these provisions were designed to be, or
were employed as a unitary device to foster practices violative of Section 5 of the Act.

(Emphasis by court.)

(96) Each restraint therefore must be analyzed individually to
determine whether the preponderence of the evidence shows the
prohibited purpose or effect.

The Amway Sales and Marketing Plan has involved wholesale and
retail price fixing. If other restrictive practices were "ancilary" to

this price fixing, or "part of a scheme involving price fixing," the
result would be a per se violation of law. United States v. Arnold,
Schwinn Co" 388 U. S. 365, 373 (1967); White Motor Co. v. United
States, 372 U.s. 253, 260 (1963)." Here, however, no such finding can
be made on this record. Here, the price fixing is ancilary and
incidental to the other vertical restraints, to which respondents have
spent most of their efforts. The other vertical restraints should
therefore be judged independently from the price fixing. United
9tates v. Sealy, Inc., 388 U.s. 350, 351-52 (1967); United States 

\rnold, Schwinn Co" 388 U.S. 365, 373 (1967); White Motor Co. 

'nited States, 372 U.S. 253, 260, 263 (1963). (97)
Applying the rule of reason standard to vertically imposed
"ritorial restraints, the Commission in The Coca-Cola Company, et
FT Dkt. 8855 (Final Order dated April 7 1978) (91 F. G 517),

d that the vertical restraints involving nonrefillable bottles were
'roader scope than reasonably necessary 19 to achieve marketing
1 those cases. price fixing allegations in the complaints "accompanied" the a!Jegations of other vertical
1$, bllt the Court did not rely on that fact in deciding whetht'r the per se rule should be used. The test is not

price fixing alJegat.ions "accompany" allegations of otlwr vertical restraints but whether the main
ifd effect of all of the vertical restraints show a justifiab! business reason. or whether they are mainly
t fixing prices for which there is no acceptable economic basis- (Ibid) The Commission referred to. but did
p, this issue in the Jetter explaining the acceptance of a consent order in Performance Sailcra(t !nr- File

2922) (Commission action dated May 2. 1978) (91 F.TG 869 J.
e the court have split on adopting this art of the ancillary restraints doctrine (see dissenting opinioIJ
ioner Clanton in Cola-Cula. supra, at pp- 11-12). it was relied on in part of Schwinn not reversed by

(Contimted)
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efficiencies by inducing capital investment, local advertising and
promotional and service activities by the supplier s customers; and
that intrabrand competition would be likely to invigorate price
competition. The restrictions as to sales of the soft drinks in
refillable bottles were, however, held reasonable because of practical
marketing diffculties and consumer benefits associated with that
product.

On this record, Amway s cross-group and retail store rules and its
regulation of advertising, are reasonable and have provided entry to
a marketplace '" which would not otherwise have been available.
(Dunlap, Tr. 6676-77) While this defense may not be a "perpetual
license to operate in restraint of trade, Siegel v. Chicken Delight,
Inc., 448 F.2d 43, 51 (9th Cir. 1971), respondents' control of tbe
distributors ' marketing practices is no broader than necessary to
achieve the main purpose of direct selling in an oligopolistic
market." (98) Furthermore, the restrictions here are not an "indus-
trywide practice"" involving a "dominant brand" by an "established
giant in the industry. (Coca-Cola Co. , supra, at pp. 35, 47 and 51)

The Retail Store Rule

The Amway Sales and Marketing Plan requires that Amway
products be sold directly to consumers and not through retail
stores. " (Finding 85) Based upon evidence adduced through expert
witnesses, Amway executives and numerous Amway distributors, it
is apparent that the rule has preserved Amway s direct sellng

organization and consumer demand, and provided an incentive to
distributors to furnish services to consumers.

Marketing experts gave credible testimony in this proceeding that
if Amway products were sold in retail stores, distributors would lose
interest in calling on consumers homes, demonstrating and explain-
ing products to create a demand which could be satisfied -perhaps
at a lower price- at a retail store. (Finding 89) Without a demand
for the products, retail stores would soon lose interest in Amway
Sylvania. The (',oun held that where &hwinn retained indicia of owner!hip it could . under the rule of realion
confine sales to franchili retailers for the rea. inter alia. that the restraint "was justified by. and went no
further than required by, competitive preS!ures. " 281j U. S. at 382. (Erophasisadded)

" While Amway se!Js a variety of products. its main businelis is Btill " selling soap." (RX 331 , p. 4 A)
" Unlike some other direct Belling wmpanie; , Amway does not prohibit distributors from se!lng competing

prooucts. (RX :131 , p. 15-B; Bortnem. W.T. Raleigh . Tr. 697-99; Coke - Avon Lady, Tr. 735-36; L"Jerty. l"uller
Brush, W.T. Raleigh. Tr 838-39). And, unlike Avon . the largest direct se!Jing company, Amway does not assign
sales territorieB to its distributors. (Coke - Avon , l'r. 735; HalJiday, Tr. 6192- 93)

" Direct s.lJing companies generally do not, however . sell their products through retail stores. (Patty. Tr.
3099-3103)

" Amway also prohibits distributonl from sellinr; or displaying Amway merchandise at flea markets and
similar events (Findinr; 86) and rer;lates their sales throufih fund- raising drives. (Finding 87). The rationale for
these restrictions is the some as the rekiil store rule and they have the same economic impact as that rule.
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products. Amway would then be faced with the necessity of creating
demand in the traditional way of advertising expenditures and (99 
otherwise doing battle in the retail grocery stores, in a hostile
oligopolistic marketplace. (Findings 171-181) Vertical restrictions on
intrabrand competition may be used to allow a company to compete
in an oligopolistic market. Sylvania, supra. 

The retail store rule gives Amway distributors an incentive to
provide services to consumers and to create a consumer demand
which would dissipate if Amway products were sold in retail stores.
Amway distributors demonstrate and explain Amway products and
deliver to the consumer s home. These services are typically unavail-
able from retail stores. (Finding 88) Because some Amway products
are more concentrated than products sold in retail stores, demon-
stration and explanation are essential to consumer demand. (Diassi
Tr. 5529; Schroeder, Tr. 5355-56)

Vertical restraints which induce retailers to engage in promotion-
al activities and to provide services help stir interbrand competition
and should be encouraged. Sylvania, supra; Snap-On Tools, supra,
321 F.2d at 828-29. The retail store rule is such a vertical restraint
and is lawful under the rule of reason. (100 

Cross-Group Sel1ing Rule

The cross-group se1lng rule requires Amway distributors to buy
Amway products only through their sponsor. (Finding 81) The
distributors, in effect, promise to buy their "requirements" of
Amway products from one supplier. There has been no showing on
this record of any probable immediate or future market pre-emption
which might substantially lessen competition. Tampa Electric Co. 

Nashville Coal Co" 365 U.S. 320, 329 (1961).
The cross-group selling rule also provides that distributors shall

sell at wholesale only to their sponsored distributors. This aspect of
the rule has the same economic justification as the retail store rule.

The cross-group selling rule is the basis for the Amway Sales and
Marketing Plan. It provides the structure by which products
information and compensation flow from Amway to the Direct
Distributors and down to the distributors engaged in making the
retail sale. It provides lines of communication and responsibility
insuring that distributors are properly trained and motivated and
that consumers receive services provided under the Amway system

" Sylvania s market share W;JS 5% , 433 U.s. 46-47 n. . almust triple Amway s 1.7% ofthe soap and detergents
market. (RX 400, RX 407)

" Amway also restricts distributors from selling fJon-Amway products to Amway distributors they have not
sponsored. (RX 331

, p. 

15- B) The business reason for this restriction is to prevent a "conl1ict of interest." (Van
Andel . Tr. 1896) The mcu,d dues nut show the market impact. if any. of this provisiun
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of distribution. (Finding 82) Used in conjunction with the perfor-
mance bonus system, the cross-group sellng rule gives sponsoring
distributors an incentive to recruit, train, motivate and supply other
distributors in order to gain a reward based on the sponsored
distributors' sales volume. If sponsored distributors could buy
Amway products from someone other than their sponsor, that
incentive would not exist. The cross-group sellng rule thus provides
an alternative to payment of a "headhunting" fee as an incentive for
recruiting. (Patty, Tr. 3111-13) (101)

Amway s Market Concept

Amway s marketing image was summarized
respondents ' expert witnesses (Diassi , Tr. 5542-43):

well by one of

I would think that it is based a great deal on the form of the product, that is, it is a
concentrate product for the consumer. It is one that she has to use very little of per
washload and therefore economical to use. I think that they have built in one other
feeling for it and that is the idea that it is delivered directly to the home. There is a
service portion that is built into the, into that product itself.

I think to a certain degree that there is some exclusivity built into it, too , that you
can only buy it from an Amway distributor. It is not a product that everyone can get
ahold of, although I am sure Amway would like to have everyone buy the product. But
I think those are the ingredients that g-o into it. It is a very high quality sophisticated
product that almost requires somebody to tell you how to use it 8.'" opposed to
something that is in a supermarket that you just go out and kind of dump into the
machine.

The concept of which market a company like Amway wants to
compete in has been protected by the courts which have upheld
rules, more restrictive than those involved here, because they were
necessary to maintain that concept. In Evans v. S.s Kresge Co. , 544

2d 1184 (3d Cir. 1976), cert. denied, 433 U.S. 908 (1977), a
department store chain licensed the use of the K-Mart servce
trademark and a "one stop shopping" concept to various indepen-
dent food stores. The resulting retail outlet was comprised of the
independent food store and the chain department store under one
roof with one K-Mart sign appearing outside. The department store
chain was interested in drawing on customers making frequent food
purchases (102) at the grocery stores. In order to retain its
reputation and market concept for high volume and low prices,
Kresge required the grocery stores, inter alia, to agree to set prices
on their non-food items (2%-5% of their volume) at prices no higher
than the prices charged by the department store for the same items.
The Third Circuit Court of Appeals upheld the summary judgment
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for Kresge, holding that there was no violation of the Sherman Act
(544 F. 2d at 1193):

. . 

(T)he challenged restraint enabled Kresge to add a food component to its discount
operation without causing customer confusion or threatening the low-price " Mart"
discounting image upon which the success of K-Mart (including K-Mart Food) would
depend. Therefore, far from attempting to stifle competition, the restraints had as
their purpose the stimulation of business and efficiency for both the department store
and the supermarket: they (the restraints) would assure that the overall operation
would compete effectively in both the discount and food markets vis- vis other

department store and food discounters. The restraints thus serve a legitimate business
purpose.

The trademark licensor s market concept was also upheld in
Weight Watchers of the Rocky Mountain Region. Inc. v. Weight

Watchers Int' l, Inc. 1976-2 Trade Cas. , 157 (E.D.N.Y. 1976).

There, Weight Watchers International had licensed its trademarks
and system of weight control to over 100 independent franchisees.
The franchise agreement prohibited the franchise from offering
front loading" or "prepayment" plans whereby the members were

asked to prepay their fees for weight control classes to be held in the
future in return for which they received discounts and some

meetings without charge. Weight Watchers International prohibited
prepayment plans because other weight loss clubs had engaged in
fraudulent practices in connection with such arrangements. The
plaintifffranchisee (103) nevertheless required prepayment, arguing
that it put pressure on members to attend weight classes. Weight
Watchers International argued that its marketing concept was that
no commitment by the member was central to its weight plan. The
court held that the rule was consistent with the antitrust laws and
that the franchisee had interfered with the defendant's central

marketing concept (at p. 70, 226): " (Weight Watchers Internation-
al' s J limitation on price policy is. . . an integral part of its method.
Any modification of it might do serious damage to the good wi1 of
International. "

The market concept by which Amway has, in less than 20 years,
successfully added a new competitive presence to the oligopolistic
soap and detergents market, among others, depends on the vertical
restraints imposed on the distributors such as the retail store rule
and the cross-group sellng rule. Any modification of these rules
might wen do serious damage to this marketing concept and
Amway s goodwi1.

Trademark and Servicemark Protection

Amway argues that it has established several rules, including the
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retail store rule and those regulating distributors ' advertising, in
order to protect its goodwil and trademarks and servicemarks.

The owner of a mark must prevent third parties from misusing a
mark or wil be deemed to have abandoned it. Dawn Donut Co. 

Hart' s Food Stores, Inc., 267 F.2d 358, 366 (2d Cir. 1959)." (104) This
means that a trademark owner has the right to supervise to some
extent the quality of goods and services offered by licensees under

that mark. Siegel v. Chicken Delight, Inc" 448 F.2d 43, 51 (9th Cir.
1971), cert. denied, 405 U. S. 43; Denison Mattress Factory v. Spring-
Air Co. 308 F. 2d 403 , 409 (5th Cir. 1962). It does not mean , however
that merely because restrictive provisions are part of a trademark
licensing arrangement those provisions are immunized from the
antitrust laws, where their central -purpose is to restrain trade.

Timkin Roller Bearing Co. v. United States 341 U.S. 593, 598

(1951). Specifically, a manufacturer cannot maintain resale prices
under the theory that discount prices wil interfere with trademark
rights. Sunbeam Corp. v. Payless Drug Stores, 113 F. Supp. 31 , 44
(N.D. Cal. 1953). Protection of the goodwil embodied in a trademark
may, however, justify an otherwise invalid trade restraint such as a
tying arrangement. Susser v. Carvel Corp. 332 F.2d 505, 512 (2d Cir.
1964). And the worth of the trademark wil be assessed in determin-
ing the reasonableness of requirements contracts Denison Mattress
Factory v. Spring-Air Co., supra, at p. 410, and customer limitations
Perma Life Mufflers, Inc. v. International Parts Corp" 392 U.S. 134

136 n.4 (1968).

It is apparent, therefore, that the protection of Amway s trade-

marks and servicemarks carry weight in the determination of the
legality of the vertical restraints it has imposed on the distributors.

Amway meticulously regulates advertising by its distributors.
(Findings 94 108) Except for Amway s control of price advertising,

supra, this control of advertising has adequate legal support. Amway
has an "affirmative duty to itself and to the public to invoke some
kind of control and restraint" in order to guard against misuse of its
marks. Denison Mattress Factory v. Spring-Air Co., supra, at p. 409.

The trademark licensor may properly regulate advertising or
promotional materials in connection with the licensing of trade-

marks. (105) Weight Watchers of the Rocky Mountain Region, Inc. 

Weight Watchers Int'l, Inc" 1976 2 Trade Cas. ,: 61 157 , at p. 70 225
(E.D.N.Y 1976). And Amway had the right to regulate its distribu-
tors ' advertising to stop infringement of its marks by unauthorized

,. The rights of servicernark OWnerS in this respect are the same a. lJwners of trademarks. Pm Go/fers Ass '
Bankem Life Cas Co- 514 Y2d 66:' , fifiR (5th Cir. 1975)
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publication in sales literature. Amway Corp. v. International Sales

Aids, Inc., 187 U. Q. 15, 21-22 (E.D. Ark. 1974).
Complaint counsel raise as a collateral issue the validity of three

servcemarks. (CRB, p. 64) They argue that Amway distributors do
not in fact perform services not normally connected with the sale of
a particular type of product, and that a servicemark should not have
been issued. Amway distributors do, however, perform valuable
services for their sponsored distributors. (Finding 82) And Amway
distributors provide valuable services to consumers, demonstrating
and explaining products and delivering the products to the custom-

s home or place of business. (Finding 88)
Complaint counsel further attack the validity of the servicemarks

alleging "something highly improper" (CRB, p. 71 footnote) in an
affidavit fied in support of the application for the servicemark.
Although complaint counsel do not cite the record in this regard
they apparently refer to an error made in the application which
referred to "trademark" rather than "servicemark. " (Price, Tr. 2881)
The context of the entire application shows that it involves a request
for protection for a trademark for services.

Complaint counsel also argue that the application fied in support
of the mark stated that it was for "door-to-door retail merchandising
engaged in by the distributors, " whereas respondents have discour-
aged "door-to-door" selling. (CRB, p. 72) The term "door- to-door
selling has a generic sense meaning "direct selling" as opposed to
sellng to retail stores. Amway advises its distributors to try to get an
introduction froIn a neighbor, customer or friend before knocking on
someone s door, although door-to-door canvassing is used by Amway
distributors and it is "optional with them. " (Van Andel, Tr. 1757-58)
(106)

Counts IV and V ofthe Complaint

Counts IV and V of the complaint allege that respondents ' system
of distribution is unfair and involves misrepresentations concerning
the nature of the system and the income distributors may gain from
recruiting and fails to disclose distributors ' substantial expenses and
turnover.

Pyramid

Complaint counsel argue that the Amway Sales and Marketing
Plan is inherently unlawful because it is "a scheme to pyramid
distributors upon ever increasing numbers of other distributors.
They argue that the Amway Plan, even without actual proof of
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economic failure, is doomed to failure" and contains an "intolerable
potential to deceive." (CB, p. 32)

This rule of per se ilegality for pyramid plans has not yet been
accepted by the courts. Ger-Ro-Mar, Inc" 84 F. C. 95 (1974), rev d in
part, Ger-Ro-Mar, Inc. v. FTC 518 F. 2d 33, 37 (2d Cir. 1975); United
States v. Bestline Products Corp., 412 F. Supp. 754 , 777 (N.D. Cal.
1976). The Commission defined such unlawful "entrepreneurial
chains" in Koscot Interplanetary, Inc., 86 F. C. 1106, 1180 (1975):

Such schemes are characteri1.ed by the payment by participants of money to the
company in return for which they receive (1) the right to sell the product and (2) the
right to receive in return for recruiting other participants into the program rewards
which are unrelated to sale of the product to ultimate users. In general such
recruitment is faciltated by promising all participants the same "lucrative" rights to
recruit. (Emphasis in original.)

(107) Participants in the Koscot marketing plan paid an initial
amount up to $5 000 to the company for inventory and the right to
recruit others. The distributors who recruited others received $2 650
of the recruit's $5 000 payment. 86 F. C. at 1179. The only way a
Koscot distributor could get the payment back was to recruit more
distributors. 86 F. C. at 1131. Koscot and its distributors were
primarily in the business of sellng distributorships. 86 F. G at
1140.

Participants in the Ger-Ro-Mar, Inc. marketing plan bought non-

returnable inventory for up to $1,950. 84 F. C. at 108- 10. Recruiters
received compensation based on the fact of recruiting regardless of
whether products were sold to the consumers. 84 F. C. at 148.

The pyramid marketing program in Holiday Magic, Inc" 84 F.
748 (1974) required distributors to buy in at various levels for up to

500. At the highest level , distributors received $2 500 of the $4 500
for recruiting another distributor at the same level. 84 F. C. at 1032.

The inventory purchased in this manner was non-returnable and the
company paid little attention to consumers. 84 F. G at 1035.

There is little doubt that a pyramid distribution scheme should
now be condemned even without the demonstration of its economic
consequences. The Commission has studied the effects of such
entrepreneurial chains" and seen the damage they do and a per se

rule should be used. Koscot Interplanetary, Inc., 86 F. G 1106, 1180-
82 (1975). Such a rule would be based on demonstrated economic
effect in these cases, rather than formalistic line drawing. Continen-
tal T. V. Inc. v. GTE Sylvania Inc" 433 U.s. 36 , 59 (1977). In such
cases, the fact that some retail sales occur does not mitigate the

unlawful nature of the method of recruiting. Ger-Ro-Mar, Inc., 
C. 95, 148-49 (1974), rev d on other grounds, 518 F.2d 33 (2d Cir.

9'!Q- 80-
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1975). Here, however, the Amway system does not involve an
investment" in inventory by a new distributor. (Finding 61) A kit of

sales literature costing only $15.60 is the only requisite. (Finding 34)
And that amount will be returned if the distributor decides to leave
Amway. (Finding 37) (108J

The Amway system is based on retail sales to consumers. (Findings
72- 144) Respondents have avoided the abuses of pyramid schemes
by (1) not having a "headhunting" fee; (2) making product sales a
precondition to receiving the performance bonus; (3) buying back
excessive inventory; and (4) requiring that products be sold to

consumers. (Patty, Tr. 3092-94). Amway s buy-back, 70% and ten
customer rules deter unlawful inventory loading. (Findings 145-47)"
Amway is not in business to sell distributorships and is not a
pyramid distriubtion scheme. (Findings 142-44)

Saturation

The complaint alleges that distributors are not long likely to
recruit other distributors because "recruitment of additional partici-
pants must of necessity ultimately collapse when the number of
persons theretofore recruited has so saturated the area with
distributors or dealers as to render it virtually impossible to recruit

others. " (Complaint, p. 9)
The term "saturation" as used in the complaint and by complaint

counsel is one of the legitimate proofs in a case involving a pyramid
distribution scheme. Koscot 86 F. G at 1135; Holiday Magic, 

C. at 979; Ger-Ro-Mar, 84 F. C. at 119. Since Amway is not such
a pyramid, the concept is immaterial here. (109 

Irrespective of the materiality of the concept, the facts in this
record do not show that Amway distributors in any market were
unable to recruit new distributors or to sell Amway products because
of any inherent defect in the Amway Sales and Marketing Plan.
Products are consumed or wear out. (Patty, Tr. 3110) The population
of the country continues to grow and to move about. Only one in four
Amway distributors engage in recruiting, and tbere has been no
decline in that percentage in recent years. The sales trend for
Amway has shown almost uninterrupted growth. (Finding 151) The
markets for Amway products and distributors, in short, are not
static.

The preponderence of the evidence in the record does not support
" While the ten custum r rule has a rCaJunable basis in preventing an unla1ou1 pyramid , the distributul'

monthly report showing such sale need not specify the prices at which the a!es were made- Such a requirement

could be used tornonitur unlawful resale price fixin
" Accordif\g to a market study conducted in 1973 , only 4% of the distributors who did not renew their

distributorship left because there were too many other Amway distributors in their area (CX 5Z1-
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the allegation of "saturation." (Findings 148-52) From my observa-
tion of the demeanor, inconsistencies and uncertainties in the
testimony of the witnesses called in support of the complaint in this
regard, I believe the reason for their failure was more accurately
described by a marketing expert who testified about this subject
(Patty, Tr. 3109): "I think generally speaking when a salesman tells
you that a market is saturated, he has become discouraged for some
reason, usually he is simply not making the sales effort that is
required. " (11 0 J

Misrepresentations and Failure to Disclose

The complaint alleges that respondents falsely represent that it is
easy to recruit distributors and that distributors wil receive
substantial earnings. The complaint also alleges that respondents
fail to disclose that there is substantial turnover among Amway
distributors, and that substantial expenses are incurred in the
business of being an Amway distributor. (Complaint, pp. 13-14)

Misrepresenting to potential salespersons the nature of the position
offered and the amount of compensation that will be received

violates the Federal Trade Commission Act. Encyclopedia Britanni-

ca, Inc., 87 F. C. 421 , 488 (Initial Decision adopted by the Commis-
sion 1976).

Misrepresentations

The complaint alleges that respondents unlawfully represent that
sponsoring is easy and profitable. (Complaint, pp. 10, 13) While

words such as "easy" and "profitable" are relative, they can be the
basis for a proper charge of unlawful misrepresentation. Tashof 

FTC, 437 F. 2d 707 , 712 (D.G Cir. 1970); Goodman v. FTC, 244 F.

584 , 597 (9th Cir. 1957); Steelco Stainless Steel, Inc. v. FTC, 187 F.
693, 697 (7th Cir. 1951); contra, Carlay Co. v. FTC, 153 F. 2d 493, 496
(7th Cir. 1946). The facts, however, show that no unlawful misrepre-
sentation has occurred.

Amway has represented that: "Sponsoring is easy!" Such isolated
statements are found in detailed literature about the Amway Sales
and Marketing Plan which must be read in context in assessing the
nature of the statement. (Finding 139) Furthermore, Amway lets
distributors know that the Amway Sales and Marketing Plan
involves work. (Finding 130) In the introduction to the Career

Manual for Amway Distributors, Mr. De V os tells new distributors
(Ill J that they are getting into the business on the "ground floor
starting "at the bottom " and that the Amway plan is an opportunity
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for all "who are wiUing to pay the price for success" and that the
person who thinks he can get big without working has no place

here. " (RX 331 , p. 3-
In support of the allegation complaint counsel have proposed only

the finding that three out of four distributors do not recruit. (CPF
525) This has little to do with the ease of recruiting because there
has been no showing that all distributors are interested in recruiting
rather than retail seUing. Moreover, complaint counsel seem to
admit that Amway has had no trouble recruiting distributors. (CB

, p.

10).
There is no doubt that the Amway Sales and Marketing Plan is

designed to catch the interest of a prospective recruit by appealing to
material interests. (Findings 59, 138) One approach is the "dream
sheet. Prospects are asked to describe their goals and dreams such as
a new car, a new home, college education for your children." They

are, however, also asked: "Are you wiling to work hard to get this?"
(Finding 59)" (112)

Amway literature and speeches made at raUies by Amway
representatives describe luxuries that may be available to Amway
distributors. (DeVos, CX 1000- 3; Findings 59, 131) Guides for

presenting the sales and marketing plan instruct the distributor to
tell prospects (CX 190-J):

For you the Amway Sales and Marketing Plan can mean the kind of life you ve always
dreamed of living, a new car , a new home, security. . . the things you want most out
of life can be yours! Amway can be the means by which you achieve those things
you ve always dreamed of, but never thought you could afford. Amway can offer you
an opportunity for true independence. Freedom from time clocks and freedom to
travel when you want to. . . . (FJreedom from allowing someone else to decide your
financial progress. (Empha.c;is in original.)

But the Amway plan also makes clear the idea that work wil be
involved, and that the material rewards to be gained wil directly
depend on the amount and quality of work done. (Finding 130)
Complaint counsel argue that appealing to financial and material
goals of salespersons is "emotionally exploitative." No applicable

.. They argue that Amway has too many distributors arid that Amway has "saturate" the mark.. for
diBtributurs

'" l.-mploint counsel object to the '. curiosity approach" that distributors have used when attempting to
int.reHt recruits This involves getting th" prospet to attend a meeting by " statement such as " re in the
busines of helping professional peple sWirl their own business " without mentioning the n"me "Amway

(Williams. ex 111G S - T) At the meeting the full details of the Amway Sales and Marketing Plan are then
explained. This approach was used primarily in the early 1970'5 IJlause of the adverse publicity about pyramid
plans unconnecte with Amway. (CX 519-7.- 49)

Amway distributon; (ire not required to sek new disLributon; only by firnt announcing to I'rOSIJIts that they
want to take their leisure hourn away in a sales job. One distributor said that if this approach is use and"
you re talking tn the guy that just came home from a factory maybe after ten houn;, and is perspiring a d looking

at you and saying, ' Lady. you are one big dingaling if you think I'm gonna go out and do some more work after
that' " (Blinco. CXI041-
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precendent was cited or found that would hold such conduct unfair.
(113J

Amway literature urges recruiters not to "quote dollar incomes on
specific individuals even though you may want to use their stories
about the homes in which they live, the cars they drive, or the
airplanes they fly." (Finding 131)" Amway offcers and other
representatives have, however, orally stated specific do11ar incomes
which are attributed to Amway distributors. (Finding 132) These
statements are typica11y made in mass sales ralles which are
primarily for persons who are already Amway distributors. (Finding
48; CX 57- 118) The context of the sales talk is inspirational and it
is to a knowledgeable crowd already aware of the details of the
Amway Sales and Marketing Plan " and in this motivational context
the statements are obviously meant and understood to be feasible
goals and not guaranteed average income for the listeners." (114 J

Amway recommends that distributors explain the Sales and
Marketing Plan by using specific dollar amounts representing
hypothetical retail and wholesale sales. (Findings 60, 134, 135) This
method explains visually how to receive income by recruiting new
distributors. It is frequently referred to as "drawing the circles" (CX
116-I) and shows expanding organizations of distributors in four or
five examples, culminating in a hypothetical organization showing
the sponsoring distributor receiving hundreds of dollars in monthly
gross income. The diagrams start with a specific amount for the
sponsoring distributor s hypothetical retail sales. From 1973 until
1977 this amount was $200 B.V." Until recently Amway s circle
diagrams showed the sponsored distributors ' hypothetical sales also
as $200 B.V. In 1977 recruiting literature, Amway changed these to
more realistic varying amounts. (RX 401 , pp. 7-

The circle diagrams have been qualified in the Amway literature
to show that the i1ustration is hypothetical. (CX 162-G):

For example, let's say you begin by sponsoring six new distributors. Just to ilustrate
the way the Amway Sales Plan operates, and not to suggest that there is any
predictable level that any individual will ordinarily achieve, let us assume that each
of the six sells an order a day. . $5 a day. . $100 per month. . though actual
sales wil vary.

" Specific examples of amolJnts paid to Amway distributors arf well qualified in the literature to show that
they arc maximum amounts, not average- (RX 401 . p. 10)

" Amway urges that r ruiting be done individually rather than at roaM meetings- (CX 63!:-
" For example, while urging distributors to open tht'ir minds to thinking in terms of making $100 000 a year

Mr. DeVos predicte that "there are going to be some people in the room " who were fioing to have that kind of
income. (Finding 132) (Emphasis added. ) This statement docs not indicate that the average distributor can expet
to make that amount. Examples cited in complaint counsel's propid findings. when put in context. similarly
show that the speakers are offering the sp€dfic amounts as goals not as representations of average incomes. (See
thet,-xt surrounding the dollar amounts referred to in CPF 4fi7 . for example ex 990 - . ex 992- , ex 992--.

,. Before J973 it was $100: in 1977 it was raised to $250. (Finding 1: 4: HX 401 , pp. 7-9).
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NOTE: Volume figures and earnings shown in this session are meant for example
only. In actuality, distributors may show a variety of different volumes and earnings.
Growth of an Amway group is not likely to work out in just this way. (Emphasis in
original. )

(115) The average Amway distributor sells far less than $200 a
month. (Finding 137) The vast majority of Amway distributors are in
the business part-time. Only one in four sponsors other distributors,
and many apparently are distributors in order to buy Amway
products-at about a 30% discount-which they consume. (Finding
137) For a dollar figure representing average sales by distributors
engaged in active retailng of Amway products, however, the $200 is
reasonable. (Cliett, Tr. 3759; Bryan, Tr. 4521)
Mr. Van Andel's reason for using the $200 figure is to act as a

goal to motivate the distributors ' sales. (Finding 136)" One of
complaint counsel's (116) witnesses , Jack Wayne Hearne, a former
Amway distributor, testified that he understood the $200 figure was
a goal, not an average (Tr. 632-33):

Q. I believe you said that at the first meeting (the prospective distributors J were told
that part of the plan was that everyone should try to sell $200 worth of products a
month, that is correct?

A. Yes, and I asked why, and (the Amway distributor) said this is the basic thing
that we work for. You are not required. If you do fine, if you don t fine , whatever. That
was the goal you kind of worked toward.

The Amway literature stresses that retail sellng is essential, and
that sponsoring new distributors brings the responsibilities of
training, motivating and supplying. The literature also warns the
distributor never to give the imprssion that a business can be built
only by sponsoring new distributors and not to quote dollar incomes
by specific distributors or otherwise to imply that the plan is for
anyone "who is unwiling to work hard." (RX 331 , pp. 8- , 9-D) In
this context, it is clear that drawing the circles to show the Amway
plan is not an attempt to deceive prospects into believing that such

earnings are "typical" for Amway distributors, Goodman v. FTC, 244
2d 584, 595-96 (9th Cir. 1957), or that distributors "wil obtain" the
" And diSlributon; were warned: " In reality, some of your distrib\Jtors wi!! probably sell more than $200 P.

while othen: may selJ JC$ but just to make it ea:sy to unden;t.nd . we ll stick to the figure of $200 P.V. fur purpoes
ofthis example" (CX 190-G; ex 201-

And Amway JJterature advlles that, .. AB with retailing, depending on their OWn goab . iniU!ltive. and available
time. and the retail sales of those they sponsor wi\ vary." (CX 205-G; ex 208-

,. The audience at opportunity meetings iflc\udes persons who are already distributors "" wdl as prospetive
distributors. (CX 204-G) The "drawing circles" tfhnique is used to teach these distributors the wholesale side of
the Amw'lY Sales and Marketing Plan and to set goais for thes distributors , as wc\! a5 to introuce prospeive
distributors to the plan
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amount specified. Tractor Training Service v. FTC, 227 F.2d 420, 425

(9th Cir. 1955), affirming, 50 F. C. 762, 769, 774. 
For the same reason, there is no law violation in Amway s use of

the $1000 figure as the earnings of a business which a distributor
may build." (Finding 138) There is no doubt that some Amway

distributors earn that amount. (Finding 133) (117J It is used to entice
prospects to an opportunity meeting where the details of the Amway
Sales and Marketing Plan can be explained. In the context of the
plan, it is clear that the amount is not meant to represent the
average or typical earnings of an Amway distributor.

Amway is not a "modern-day version of the chain letter. Holiday
Magic, Inc., 84 F. C. 748, 1035 (1974) The Amway system does not
create the potential for massive deception present in a pyramid
distribution scheme which relies primarily on the profits to be made
from recruiting new distributors rather than from ultimate sales to
consumers. (Id. at 1036) Unlike the pyramid companies, Amway and
its distributors do not make money unless products are sold to
consumers. The inherent potential for deception is not present in the
Amway plan. In the full context of the plan, it does not have an
unlawful capacity to deceive. (118 

Failure to Disclose

Respondents have not misrepresented the potential expenses

incurred in running an Amway distributorship. Amway literature
describes normal business expenses involved in conducting a distri-
butorship, even assuming the distributors were not already aware of
the existence of such expenses. (Finding 140)

The complaint also alJeges that Amway has failed to disclose that
there is a substantial turnover of persons recruited as Amway
distributors.

Amway experienced a decline in the number of distributors
recruited into its system starting about 1971. This lasted for a few
years and was caused primarily by bad publicity concerning pyramid
distribution companies. (CX 519-G, U) In recent years, the total
number of Amway distributors has been increasing gradually and
the rate of turnover has been fallng. (Finding 148)
Direct sellng companies typically have a high turnover among

their independent salespersons. (Finding 162)" The rate of turnover

" In any event, prospective Amway diRtributorR do not believe that they will make $1000 a month. On the
application form foT an Amway distributor . the 3ppJicanb; are asked to state their expected earnings. About 90%

expet to earn less than $10 000 a year. About 7,,% expet le; than $5000 . and mOre than half expet less than

000 a year (CX 516-
Compare. Snap-On-Tools Corp. v. )''1'C, 321 2d 825. 829 (7th Cir. 1963). Of 900 dealers of industrial tools.

Snap-On had a turnover of from 35p to 700 in one and one-half years.
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among Amway distributors has been lower than average among
direct sellng companies. (Findings 148, 162, 163) Furthermore

Amway warns its distributors that newly sponsored distributors can
be expected to leave the business. (Finding 141) (119)

CONCLUSIONS

The Amway Sales and Marketing Plan is not a pyramid plan. In
less than 20 years, the respondents have built a substantial

manufacturing company and an effcient distribution system , which
has brought new products into the market, notably into the highly
oJigopolistic soap and detergents market. Consumers are benefited
by this new source of supply, and have responded by remarkable
brand loyalty to Amway products. (Finding 186) The vertical
restraints by which Amway has achieved this entry-avoiding
conventional retailng through grocery stores by direct sellng-are
reasonable. Respondents ' restraints on price competition, however,
must be prohibited.

I therefore conclude that:

1. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction over respon-

dents and the subject matter ofthis proceeding.

2. This proceeding is in the public interest.
3. Respondents have agreed, combined and conspired with each

other and Amway distributors to fix resale prices for Amway
products, on sales between Amway distributors and to consumers, in
violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.s.
45.
4. The attached order to cease and desist against respondents is

appropriate, supported by the findings of fact, reasonably related to
the offenses found, and necessary for the protection of the public

interest.
5. The record does not support the aUegations of Counts II, III, IV

and V. Accordingly, those counts must be dismissed. (120)

Remedy

The order in this case should prohibit respondents in the future
from controllng the prices charged for Amway products in sales
between distributors and to consumers. And since the customer
protection rule had that purpose and effect, the order must cover
aUocation of retail consumers.

As long as they obey the other rules herein found to be reasonable
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distributors should have the right to advertise and sell Amway
products, which they have purchased, at whatever price they wish.
(WJhere consumers have the benefit of price advertising, retail

prices often are dramatically lower than they would be without
advertising. Bates v. State of Arizona, 433 U.s. 350 , 1977-2 Trade
Cases, 573, at p. 72 330. (121)

ORDER

It is ordered, That respondents Amway Corporation and Amway
Distributors Association of the United States, their offcers, agents,
representatives, employees, successors and assigns, and respondents
Jay Van Andel and Richard M. DeVos, individually, and their
agents, representatives and employees, directly or indirectly, or
through any corporate or other device, in connection with the
offering for sale, sale or distribution of any product, whether by
combination, agreement, conspiracy or coercion, shall forthwith
cease and desist from:

1. Fixing the price at which any distributor may advertise
promote, offer for sale or sell any product at retail.

2. Fixing the price at which any distributor may sell any product
to any other distributor.

3. Requesting or obtaining any assurance to comply with, contin-
uing, enforcing, or announcing any contract, agreement, (122J
understanding, or arrangement with any distributor or prospective
distributor which fixes the price at which any product is sold or
advertised by such distributor or prospective distributor.
4. Threatening to withhold or withholding bonus payments or

profit sharing payments from any distributor because of the price at
which said distributor advertises or sells any product.
5. Requiring or requesting distributors to report the price at

which products are resold, or to report the identity of any other

distributor because of the retail price at which such distributor is
advertising or sellng any product; or acting on any reports or
information about such retail prices by threatening, intimidating,
coercing, terminating or contacting in any way the said distributor
because of those reports or information. (123 

6. Terminating or taking any other action to prevent or limit the
sale of any product by any distributor because of the retail price at

,. Mr. Price, Amway s trademark attorney. testified that distributors can properly adveriise that they are
selling Amway products. ('1r- 2900- 01)
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which the distributor is advertising or sellng any product, whether
or not in conjunction with any of the Amway trademarks or
servicemarks.
7. Publishing or distributing, directly or indirectly any wholesale

or retail price list, order form, promotional material or any other
document which employs resale prices for products sold by respon-
dents without stating clearly and conspicuously in conjunction

therewith the following: "The prices stated herein are suggested
prices only. Distributors are not obligated in any way to adhere to
any suggested prices. Distributors may determine for themselves the
prices at which their product may be sold to other distributors or to
consumers. "

8. Allocating retail customers of distributors. (124)

Nothing in this order shall affect:

1. Respondents' rights in law and equity respecting the protec-

tion of respondents ' trademarks or servicemarks in conjunction with
the offer for sale or advertising of any product.
2. Respondents ' rights to enforce the rules of the Amway Sales

and Marketing Plan found reasonable in this decision.

It is further ordered, That respondent Amway Corporation, or its
officers, agents, representatives, employees, successors or assigns,
shall:

1. Within thirty (30) days from the effective date of this order
deliver a copy of this order to cease and desist to all present Amway
Direct Distributors and distributors. From each Direct Distributor, a
signed statement acknowledging receipt of this order shall also be
obtained. (125)

2. Deliver a copy of this order to all future Amway distributors
on the date of their participation.

3. Within thirty (30) days of the effective date of this order, make
written offers of distributorships of equivalent value to the distribu-
torship of any distributor who was terminated or suspended solely
for the violation of rules, or policies which contravene any of the
provisions of this order.

It is further ordered, That respondents and their successors and
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assigns notify the Commission at least thirty (30) days prior to any
proposed change in the corporate respondents such as dissolution
assignment or sale resulting in the emergence of successor corpora-
tions, the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries or any other change
in the corporations or in the Amway Sales and Marketing Plan
which may affect compliance obligations arising out of the order.
(126)

It is further ordered, That the individual respondents promptly

notify the Commission of any change of their present business
relationship or employment. Such notice shall include respondents
business address and a statement as to the nature of change of

business or employment as well as a description of their duties and
responsibilities.

It is further ordered, That the respondents herein shall within
sixty (60) days from the effective date of this order, file with the
Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner
and form in which they have complied with this order.

OPINION OF THE COMMISSION

By PITOFSKY Commissioner:

Introduction

In March 1975 the Federal Trade Commission issued a complaint
charging respondents Amway Corporation ("Amway

), 

Amway
Distributors Association ("ADA"), Jay VanAndel (Chairman of the
Board of Amway and one of its two principal owners), and Richard
M. DeVos (President of Amway and the other principal owner), with
various violations of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act
15 U.s.G 45. The alleged violations involve the distribution network
that has been built up to market the consumer products Amway
manufactures. (2)

After extensive discovery, hearings began in May 1977 and were
concluded in October 1977. In an Initial Decision rendered June 23
1978, the presiding administrative law judge (the "ALJ") found that
FTC counsel supporting the complaint ("complaint counsel") had
established that respondents had engaged in i1egal resale price
maintenance, but had failed to establish that respondents had
committed other violations of Section 5. We affrm the ALJ'
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decision with respect to resale price maintenance and, in addition
find that respondents have made false and misleading earnings
claims in attempting to recruit persons to serve as distributors of
Amway products. We also agree with the conclusion reached in the
Initial Decision, that complaint counsel have failed to prove the
other allegations made against Amway of unfair methods of competi-
tion and unfair or deceptive acts and practices. Specifically, we have
determined that the Amway Sales and Marketing Plan is not an
ilegal "pyramid scheme ; that the non-price-related rules Amway
has imposed on the distributors of its products , to control the way the
products flow to consumers, do not constitute unreasonable re-

straints of trade or unfair methods of competition; and that, with the
exception of certain earnings claims, respondents have not made
false, misleading, or deceptive claims about Amway s business or the
opportunities it presents to a person who becomes a part of it.

Amway has a highly unusual distribution system, and therefore a
fairly extended description of Amway s business and marketing
techniques is necessary as a prologue to the application of the

relevant legal principles.

The Nature of Amway s Business

Amway was formed in 1959 by VanAndel and DeVos. It manufac-
tures over 150 products, most of which are cleaning and personal
care products. Soaps and detergents constitute 41 percent of sales;
polishes, sanitation goods, and other cleaners 20 percent; toilet
preparations 6.5 percent; pharmaceutical preparations 6 percent;
and a variety of other consumer goods account for the rest. Amway
total sales topped $200 milion in 1976, but Amway is stil a small
competitor compared to the giants that dominate the market in

which it operates. The three largest firms in the soap and detergent
market-Procter & Gamble, Lever Bros., and Colgate-Palmolive-
account for over 80 percent of the total sales in that market. Procter
& Gamble alone has about half these sales; in addition , it has about
one-fourth of the total sales of personal care products. There are
formidable barriers to entry into the market in which Amway
operates; generally, a new competitor cannot enter at all unless 
has very large amounts of money to spend on (3 J advertising and
promotion. ' Amway skirted these near- insurmountable barriers and
interjected a vigorous new competitive presence into this highly

'The three soap-and-detergent manufacturers mentiuned aoove spent over $f,OO million in advertising and

sales promotion in 1975. (Compare Amway s $200 million in sales) Procter & Gamble alom the largest advertiser

in the United StateR-spent over $360 million in product promotion in I 97,s. Arnway. by contrast . spent less than $1

million for advcrtisingin 1975. lnitia! Deision

. p-

. Finding 175
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concentrated market by developing

sellng" distribution network.
what is known as a "direct

Amway s Direct Selling Operation

Amway s products are the type usually sold in retail stores,
especially in supermarkets. But Amway has totally avoided tradi-
tional retail outlets. ' It retails its products directly to consumers on a
house-to-house" basis, using a sales force of about 360 000 indepen-

dent distributors. Actually, Amway describes its retail marketing
program as "person-to-person , since it encourages its distributors to
seek out regular, repeat customers whom the distributors may
service on an ongoing basis.

The advantages claimed for a direct sellng operation include
home delivery, explanation and demonstration of product character-
istics and use , explanation of product guarantees, and other similar
servces. Amway has shown that these advantages can be consider-
able, as it has grown from sales of $4.3 milion in 1963 to sales of over
$200 milion in 1976. One of the reasons for this rapid growth is that
Amway s products have very high consumer acceptance. A market-
ing specialist called to testify at the hearings stated that Amway
laundry detergent, which has a very small market share and no
national advertising, ranks third out of thirty-seven brands in brand
loyalty. Other Amway products, including its automatic dishwasher
detergent, detergent for fine clothing, bleach, rug cleaner, and

laundry additives, each rank second in brand loyalty. Amway
liquid dishwashing soap led all sixteen brands surveyed in brand
loyalty. (4)

Amway s Multilevel Distributor System

Each of the 360,000 Amway distributors is an independent
businessperson. These distributors are governed in their relations
with each other, with Amway, and, to some extent, with consumers,
by the Amway Sales and Marketing Plan (the "Am way Plan

. Amway actua!ly hat Ii rule (in what is knowl1 ;is its "Rules of Conduct") which state that no Amway
distributor shall permit Amway products to be distribute through any retail outlet. This rule , known as the
rewil store rule " is discussed in greater detail at pages 21- infra

, GcncraHyspeaking, the Amway Plan is a highly structuft!d organizational outline, develope by VanAnde!
and DeVos tu control the manner in which Amway products move through the distributor network to consumer;. It
is based on the "Coe of Ethics and Rules of Conduct for Amway Distribut.ors." The Amway Plan and the Coe of
Ethics and Rules of Conduct are set out in a manual , which Amway repuhlishes every two to five years. The 197;
edition of the manual , which was CUITl'llt at thl' time of the hearings and is therefore frequently referred to herein
is ca!led the Amway Career Manua!; some earlier editions. also referred to herein , were called the Amway Sale
Phm
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Under the Amway Plan, a select few distributors known as Direct
Distributors ' purchase products at wholesale directly from Amway
and rese1l the products both at retail to consumers and at wholesale
to the distributors they personally "sponsored" (that is, the distribu-
tors they recruited). Each second-level distributor rese1ls the prod-
ucts both at retail to consumers and at wholesale to the distributors
he personally sponsored. The third-level distributors perform the
same two functions. This multilevel wholesaling network ends with
those distributors who have not sponsored any new distributors, and
who make purchases from their sponsors solely for their own use or
for resale to consumers. Thus there is beneath each Direct Distribu-
tor a "field" of distributors, each of whom receives products which
have flowed through each level between himself and the Direct
Distributor. ' Amway directs that these (5 J products, regardless of
how many levels they pass through, are to be sold between
distributors at the same prices the Direct Distributor paid for them.

All distributors are encouraged to make retail sales and to sponsor
new distributors who wil themselves make retail sales; distributors
earn money for successfu1ly engaging in either of these activities.
The way a distributor makes money on a retail sale is simple. Each
time he makes such a sale, he keeps the difference between the retail
price at which he sold the product and the wholesale price at which
he bought it. The way a distributor earns money from sponsoring
new distributors is more diffcult to understand and requires a more
lengthy explanation.

Under the Amway Plan, each distributor is eligible to receive a
monthly "Performance Bonus" which is based on the total amount of
Amway products he purchased that month for resale, both to
consumers and to his sponsored distributors. This Bonus is basica1ly
a volume-based refund. The exact amount of the Bonus to be paid to
a particular distributor is determined as follows. Each Amway
product is assigned a "Point Value" (roughly corresponding to its
wholesale cost) and a "retail value" (based on Amway s "suggested
retail price" for that product). At the end of each month, a
distributor adds up separately the total Point Value and the total
retail value (referred to as his "Business Volume ) for a1l the

)roducts he purchased that month from his sponsor (or, in the case of
. There were approximat.!y 4000 Direct Distributors in 1977.

Apparntly some Diret Distrihutol' have lines of sponSQl$hip which twenty to twenty- five levels doop. Hut
of Febnlar 1977, approximately om ha!f of all Amway diBlrbutors either had a Diret Distributor a8 their sponsor
were slxmsore by II distributor who had a Diret Distributor as his spoTlr. Over 70 percnt of all distributors were
the firt thr positions; over 85 ptn:nt were in the first four poition.; over 93 percnt were in the first five
litions; and roughly 99 pereot were in the fi!"t5Cven poitioI15.
. This restriction on wholesale pricing is discuss in greater detail at pages 12- 1:J infra-
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a Direct Distributor, from Amway). He then computes the actual
amount of his Performance Bonus by referring to the following
Performance Bonus Schedule, " published by Amway:

IF YOUR TOTAL MONTHLY
POINT VALUE IS,

YOUR PERFORMANCE BONUS IS,

500 or more points
000 to 7,499 points

000 to 5 999 points
500 to 3 999 points
500 at 2,499 points

000 to 1,499 points

600 to 999 points

300 to 599 points

100 to 299 points
less than 100 points

25% of Your Business Volume
23% of Your Business Volume
21% of Your Business Volume
18% of Your Business Volume
15% of Your Business Volume
12% of Your Business Volume
9% of Your Business Volume
6% of Your Business Volume
3% of Your Business Volume
0% of Your Busincss Volume

(6 J The Performance Bonuses are paid, in the first instance , by
Amway to the Direct Distributors. Each Direct Distributor figures
his Point Value and Business Volume for the month - both of which
wil include all the purchases he made from Amway to supply his
own retail customers and to fiter wholesale supplies down through
the levels beneath him in his field or sponsorship - and is paid by
Amway whatever percentage of his Business Volume he is entitled
to. Each Direct Distributor is then responsible for paying out
Performance Bonuses, from the amount he received from Amway, to
the second-level distributors he sponsored.
The Direct Distributor usually wil payout less than he received

from Amway, because these second-level distributors will each have
a lower Point Value than he has, and they wil therefore receive a
lower percentage of their respective Business Volume amounts. For
example, if five second-level distributors had each purchased a large
enough volume of products in a month to be entitled to a 15 percent
Performance Bonus, their Direct Distributor - in supplying their
product needs as well as his own - would have purchased enough
products from Amway to be entitled to a 25 percent Performance
Bonus. The Direct Distributor would therefore be paid 25
Amway on each dollar of his Business Volume, but he would only
pay out 15 to his second-level distributors on each dollar of their
respective Business Volumes. So the Direct Distributor would net a

Bonus on each dollar of Business Volume representing retail
sales made by him to consumers, and a 10 Bonus on each dollar of
Business Volume representing wholesale sales made by him to his
sponsored distributors.

Each second-level distributor is then responsible for paying out
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Performance Bonuses, from the amount the Direct Distributor pays
to him, to the third-level distributors he sponsored. The second-level
distributors wil make money on the Business Volume generated by
their sponsored distributors in the same way the Direct Distributors
made money on the Business Volume generated by the second-level
distributors; and so on, down through the successive levels of
distributors.

This distribution hierarchy is not static, however, as any regular
distributor, regardless of how many levels he may be below his
Direct Distributor, may himself become a Direct Distributor by
reaching a specified, high vol"ume of purchases three months in a
row. ' When a regular distributor (7) qualifies as a Direct Distributor
he breaks out of the field of sponsorship he was in up to that time
and begins to make his wholesale purchases directly from Amway.
When a new Direct Distributor breaks out of his old position like
this, he takes with him all those distributors he sponsored, all the
distributors those persons sponsored, etc.

Amway Distributors Association

The ADA is a trade association of Amway distributors.9 Every
Amway distributor is entitled to join the ADA, but only Direct
Distributors may qualify as voting members. The voting members of
the ADA meet once a year for a one-day meeting at which they elect
nine of the cleven directors on the ADA Board. The other two directors
- VanAndcl and DeVos - are appointed by Amway. The Board
performs three principal functions; it acts as a representative of the
distributor association; it acts as an advisory board to Amway; and it
acts as an arbitration board in disputes between distributors, or
between Amway and a distributor.

II. The Alleged Violations

Complaint counsel have charged respondents with violations
which fall into three categories. First, it is alleged that the Amway
Sales and Marketing Plan is inherently deceptive, as it holds out the
promise of "substantial income. . . as a result of. . . sales activities
from. . . endless chain recruiting activities ; this is essentially a
way of saying that the Amway Plan is an ilegal pyramid scheme.

, See IniliaJ Decision

p. 

, Finding 62, for a mureexactst",tcmeflt ofwh1Jt is required.
" When a newly qualified Direct Distributor - who is by definition a very high volume performer - breaks out

of his old place, it represents a great loss to the "old" Direct Distributor who prcviou::ly funneled products to him.
The old Direct Distributor is compensated by Amway for this 10505 by an additional monthly PerformancE Bonus
consisting ofS percent of the Business Volume oflhe new Direct Distributor.

. SeE! InitiaJ Decision , PI'. i:- , Findings 17- . for a discussion of the history and origins of the ADA , and its
relationship with Amway.
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Second, it is alleged that various restrictions governing the sales,
recruiting, and advertising activities of Amway distributors consti-
tute unreasonable restraints of trade. Finally, respondents are
charged with misrepresenting the profitability of a distributorship
and the potential for recruiting and keeping new distributors. These
charges wil be taken up and discussed in order. (8)

Allegations That the Amway Plan Is a Pyramid Scheme

Complaint counsel argue that respondents have represented to
prospective distributors that under the Amway Plan a distributor is
likely to earn substantial income through a process of "multiplica-
tion" or "duplication , by recruiting others into the program who
wil themselves engage in recruiting, etc. Complaint counsel charac-
terize the Amway Plan as "a scheme to pyramid by geometric

growth layers of distributors." They state that "the Plan, by itself, is
false, misleading and deceptive , because it leads to distributor

saturation that is, to such heavy concentration of Amway
distributors that there is no one left to be recruited. The ALJ found
that the record does not support these charges, and we agree.

The Commission had described the essential features of an ilegal
pyramid scheme:

Such schemes are characterized by the payment by participants of money tu the
company in return for which they receive (1) the right to sell a product and (2) the
right to receive in return for recruiting other participants into the program rewards
which are unrelated to sale of the product to ultimate users. 

. . . 

As is apparent, the
presence of this second element, recruitment with rewards unrelated to product sales
is nothing more than an elaborate chain letter device in which individuals who pay a
valuable consideration with the expectation of recouping it to some degree via
recruitment are bound to be disappointed. In re Koscot Interplanetary, Inc., 86 F.

1106, 1180 (1975) (emphasis added), affd mem., sub nom. Turner v. FTC 580 F.2d 701

(D.c. Cir. 1978).

See also In re Ger-Ro-Mar 84 F. C. 95 (1974), affd in part, rev d in
part sub nom. Ger-Ro-Mar v. F T.c., 518 F. 2d 33 (2d Cir. 1975); In re

Holiday Magic, Inc. 84 F. C. 748 (1974). The Amway Plan does not
contain the essential features described above, and therefore it is not
a scheme which is inherently false, misleading, or deceptive.

The Koscot, Ger-Ro-Mar, and Holiday Magic cases all involved

marketing" plans which required a person seeking to become a
distributor to pay a large sum of money, either as an entry fee
(usually called a "headhunting" fee) or for the purchase of a large
amount of nonreturnable inventory (a practice known as "inventory
loading ). In exchange, the new distributor obtained the right to
recruit others who would themselves have to pay a large sum of

972 0 - 80 - 4fi
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money - some of which would go to the recruiting distributor - to
join the organiztion. (9 

By contrast, a person is not required to pay a headhunting fee or
buy a large amount of inventory to become an Amway distributor.
The only purchase a new distributor is required to make is a $15.
Sales Kit, which contains Amway literature and sales aids; no profit
is made in the sale of this Kit, and the purchase price may be
refunded if the distributor decides to leave the business. Initial
Decision, p. 12, Findings 34-37. Thus a sponsoring distributor
receives nothing from the mere act of sponsoring. It is only when the
newly recruited distributor begins to make wholesale purchases
from his sponsor and sales to consumers, that the sponsor begins to
earn money from his recruit's efforts. And Amway has prevented
inventory loading at this point with its "buy-back rule," which states
that a sponsoring distributor shall "(p Jurchase back from any of his
personally sponsored distributors leaving the business, upon his

request, any unused, currently marketable products. . . ." By this
rule, a sponsoring distributor is inhibited from pushing unrealistical-
ly large amounts of inventory onto his sponsored distributors in
order to increase his Point Value and Business Volume, and thereby
increase his Bonus.

Two other Amway rules serve to prevent inventory loading and
encourage the sale of Amway products to consumers. The "
percent rule" provides that "(every J distributor must sell at whole-
sale and/or retail at least 70% of the total amount of products he
bought during a given month in order to receive the Performance
Bonus due on all products bought. . . ." This rule prevents the
accumulation of inventory at any level. The "10 customer" rule
states that "(iJn order to obtain the right to earn Performance
Bonuses on the volume of products sold by him to his sponsored
distributors during a given month, a sponsoring distributor must
make not less than one sale at retail to each of ten different
customers that month and produce proof of such sales to his sponsor
md Direct Distributor." This rule makes retail sellng an essential
Jart of being a distributor.

The ALJ found that the buy-back rule, the 70 percent rule, and the
en customer rule are enforced, and that they serve to prevent

lVentory loading and encourage retailing. Initial Decision, p. 26

indings 72- , and p. 58, Findings 145-47. Given these facts, the
mway plan is significantly different from the pyramid plans
ndemned in Koscot. Ger-Ro-Mar, and Holiday Magic. Specifically,
e Amway Plan is not a plan where participants purchase the right
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to earn profits by recruiting other participants, who themselves are
interested in recruitment fees rather than the sale of products. (10J

B. Distributor Restrictions
1. Direct Price-Related Restrictions

The ALJ found that Amway engaged in ilegal resale price
maintenance at both the wholesale and retail levels. Respondents
argue before us that Amway merely suggests retail and wholesale
prices. They argue there is no evidence in the record of current
explicit agreements between Amway and its distributors, or of
Amway enforcing its suggested prices through coercion of its
distributors. What evidence of such conduct there is, they say,
relates to acts and practices long since discontinued; and since there
is no cognizable danger of a recurrence of these acts, they continue,
an order prohibiting such acts is unwarranted. We reject respon-
dents ' arguments regarding Amway s wholesale and retail pricing
practices, and affrm the ALJ' s finding that Amway has engaged in
ilegal resale price maintenance.
As wil be discussed below, evidence in the record conclusively

demonstrates that Amway entered into explicit agreements with its
distributors, in the past, regarding wholesale and retail pricing. And
though Amway has discontinued the use of explicit agreements with
respect to retail pricing, it stil has explicit agreements with its
distributors regarding wholesale pricing. Such explicit agreements
to maintain resale prices are, of course, ilegal per se. Dr. Miles
Medical Co. v. John D. Park Sons Co" 220 U.s. 373 (1911); United
States v. A. Schrader s Son, Inc. 252 U.S. 85 (1920); cf Schwegmann
Bros. v. Calvert Distillers Corp" 341 U.S. 384 , 386 (1951). After it
discontinued the use of explicit agreements regarding retail pricing,
Amway started out merely suggesting a retail price; but it then
engaged in acts which secured adherence to its plan and thereby

produced a "combination" or implied ageement, which had a direct
and substantial effect on retail prices. United States v. Parke-Davis
Co., 362 U. S. 29 (1960); Albrecht v. Herald Co. 390 U. S. 145 (1968); 
re Holiday Magic, Inc" 84 F. C. 748 (1974). FinaUy, Amway required
its distributors to agree to certain other rules regulating the
distribution and advertising of its products, which serve to bolster
and effectuate its retail price maintenance scheme.

As to the practices it has relied on in the retail pricing area since it
discontinued the use of explicit agreements, Amway seeks to rely on
the Colgate doctrine. In United States v. Colgate Co., 250 U.S. 300
307 (1919), the Supreme Court said: (11 J
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fT)he (Sherman Act) does not restrict the long recognized right of trader or
manufacturer engaged in an entirely private business freely to exercise his own
independent discretion as to parties with whom he wil deal. And, of course , he may
announce in advance the circumstances under which he wil refuse to sell.

This language was interpreted to mean, as respondents state, in

their Appeal Brief, at 12, that "a manufacturer (may J suggest resale
prices for its products and independently. . . decline to do business
with persons who resell the products at prices other than those
suggested by the manufacturer. " But cases decided since Colgate
make it clear that the quoted language from that case was intended
to create an exceedingly narrow exception. For example, in United
States v. Parke-Davis, supra, the Supreme Court said:

An unlawful combination is not just such as arises from a price maintenance
agreement, express or implied; such a combination is also organized if the producer
secures adherence to his suggested prices by means which go beyond his mere
declination to sell to a customer who will not observe his announced policy. 362 U.S. at
43.

Eight years later, in Albrecht v. Herald Co" supra the Supreme
Court raised the suspicions of many that Colgate was a dead letter
when it stated that the Colgate exception might be exceeded if the
sole evidence of a combination or conspiracy was that wholesalers
and retailers, against whom a price maintenance plan was directed
and enforced, had acquiesced in the plan. 390 U.s. at 150 n.
As wil be developed in detail below, the evidence in this case

establishes that Amway, in its efforts to secure adherence to its
retail pricing plan, went far beyond the type of conduct that even a
liberal reading of Colgate would allow. Specifically, Amway enlisted
its distributors in a program designed to insure adherence to its
stated pricing plan, and it structured certain of its Rules of Conduct
so as to inhibit any kind of retail price competition among its
distributors. Viewed against the background of the explicit agree-
ments whieh Amway entered into in earlier years , these actions amply
support a finding of ilega! resale price maintenance. (12)

Wholesale Prices

Amway has ilegally sought, and still seeks, to maintain its
wholesale pricing policy through explicit agreement with its distrib-
utors. In a chapter of the 1975 Amway Career Manual'" titled " The
Amway Sales and Marketing Plan , Amway states: "(A distributorJ

10 &e footnote 3 at page 4. supra. for a description of the Amway Career Manu.al
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cannot make money by simply selling products to his sponsored
distributors because he sells them for the same price he paid for
them: the distributor cost. n
Amway then converts this statement into a contractual provision by
requiring a person seeking to become an Amway distributor to sign
an application form which contains the following language:

I -agee to comply with the Amway Sales and Marketing Plan as set forth in offcial
Amway Literature and manuals and to observe the spirit as well as the letters of the
Amway Code of Ethics and Rules of Conduct. .. I understand that my distriubtor-

ship may be revoked if I fail to comply with the above provisions.

(13) These explicit agreements are ilegal per se. " Dr. Miles Medical
Co. v. John D. Park Sons Co. , supra.

In addition, the "Distributor Order Form (called an "SA-
which is published and circulated by Amway, instructs distributors
to "consult the SA-13" for prices; an SA-13 is an Amway Wholesale
Price List. Similarly, the 1975 Career Manual instructs distributors
as follows: "Place your own order with your sponsor using the SA-
Order Form. Use the Wholesale Price List to compute. . . Distribu-
tor Cost. . . for all items you have listed on the SA-1." Nowhere on
any of these documents does it state that Amway s listed wholesale
prices are "suggested" or optional"

Retail Prices

In the retail pricing area, Amway originally used explicit agree-
ments to prevent distributors from sellng at less than Amway
specified retail price. In the 1963 Amway Sales Plan, the Rules of
Conduct included the following rule: "No distributor shall sell

" Though worded differently at different times, the message ha. ben the s'lme down through the years. The
1963 Amway Sales Plan said: "(PJroducts sold ootwCfn distributors are always sold at the same price, with no
profit made OD the immediate transOIction. The profit is made later on the refuod percentage." The 1968 Career
Manual Elatfd: "You sell AmwlIY products to the distributor you sponsor at the same (price J at which you buy from
your sponsor, and at which he buys from his spon or.

" In the Career Manua! itslf. on the page facing the page containing the statement above about selling at
distributor cost, Amway states:

(TJtmre is. . a bindin contractual arrangement between Amway and iL distributors, and that
contractual arrangement is spelled out in detail not in a single printe document, but in a IiOUP of
documents. Amway ha5 always considered itself bound by a contract consistinli of the following the
CareerManua!... .

" As noted at page 5 su.pra, Amway does indicate in a " Performance Bonu &hedule" the percentageofa
distributor .' monthly Business Volume that he is to receive as a Bonus from his sponsor. If there wme an
agreement b€tween Amway /ind its distrilmtOrR at variou levels that the distributors would adhere to this
&:h ule in paying out Perform/ince Honuse to t.he distributors they sponsored . it arguably would he an
agreement with a substantial and direct effect on wholesale pricck; and would he illegal per ge. Cf United States 

Socony. Vacuum Oil CD.. 310 U.S. 150 221 (1940). But there is no evideo.ce that Amway or its distributors regard the
Sch as hinding with respect to speific pcrcent.ges. There is also no evidence that Amway enforces adherence
to the percent.ges set out in the Schedu!e, nor even that most distributors do in fact adhere to those percentages
Findings ,54 ",nd 68 of the Initial Deision . at Pl'. 16 . 25, indicate only that Amway enforce.' it.' rule that the
Performance Bonuses it pays out to the Direct Distributors must be fillered through the distributor network . but
not that the percentages Amway sets out are binding
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products sold under the Amway label for less than the specified
retail price. . . ." Also included in this manual was a copy of the
application a prospective distributor must fill out; each applicant
was required to sign on the application underneath the following
pledge: "I agree to observe the spirit as well as the letter of the Code
of Ethics and Rules of Conduct of Amway Distributors. " (14 J

Respondents claim that the rule requiring adherence to Amway
retail prices was abolished in 1965. But as the AU pointed out, the
record does not show that Amway has ever clearly told its distribu-
tors that they are free to set their own prices on retail sales to
consumers. " Initial Decision, p. 87 n. 12. Rather, it has signaled in
several ways that it continues to regard fixed resale prices as being
in everyone s mutual interest. 
Evidence presented at the hearing indicates that Amway has

continued its efforts to secure compliance with its retail pricing
policy long after it deleted the inculpatory language from its Rules of
Conduct; in so doing, it has stepped well outside the protective
parameters of Colgate. Specifically, it has invited its distributors to
participate in a general scheme to detect and deter price cutting. For
example, in a 1971 speech to a meeting of Direct Distributors
De V os was asked several questions by persons in the audience about
what could be done with price cutters. He stated: (15 

If you have a distributor who is selling Amway products at wholesale to a customer
our action has got to be first of all to get a complaint on it and find out who the
distributor is that's doing it. Our next move has got to be to work on his removal , but
this isn t an easy problem, because if this person wishes to sell to anybody on the
street at whatever price he wants to , you re getting into some touchy areas on price-
fixing.. Now you can try all the devious things you want to, to prevent this
indiscriminate guy from price cutting. . . . (Y)ou can go ahead and delay shipments
to him , you can berate him , you can lecture him. . . . Say (to him), "if you want to
play price cutting game with your customers just let me know who they are because I
make 25% and I'll go in and cut you right off. See , if its price cutting you want I'
show you how to play the game. Because I' ve got more money to play with than you
have, haven t I?" 11

" Amway sends to dio;tributors retail price lists for Amway pmdw.:ts. The 1965 price list referred to th.. prices
theren as " retail" . The 1970 price liEt used the phras " retail prices (for sales ta purposes)" . The current price
list states that the prices liste are "sug-gested retail"

" In a 1970 copy of "The Amway Amagram" (a newspaper- like publication sent by Amway to its distributors),
iin iirticle contained st.,).tements made by VanAndel to a meeting- of Direct Distributors- He told them that Amway
had conducte a test , in which it had divided the country into hiilf. with pric.,s set at normallevcls in one half and
at very high levels in the other half. He continued:

We wante to see how mltch difference price woltld make in lJUr marketing- system- Actually. the sales
volume per distriubtur in the hig-her price area was consideriibly higher than thiit in the other. I don t mean
just 5% or 10% . I think it was over 50%. We concluded that hig-her price encollraged distributors to do more
selling su he could miikeextra profit.

" This speh , along with several others, was tape- recorded live; the tapes of these speches were admitted as
evidence at the hearinfr

" During this splch DeVos alslJ said in regard tu price cutting: " I can t do much about it. And I don t think
you can do much about it." He added: "(YJou don t sumd a legal chanee of doing anything about it . . I can

(C(Jntinued)
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He went on in the same speech to caution the Direct Distributors to
guard against anything that' s dog eat dog." He warned them that
price fixing is one of the things that the federal people and the FTC

watch like a hawk " and advised them to talk to price cutters but not
to write to them , because "when the FTC grabs that letter they ll say
you re. . . price fixing." To say the least, the tactics recommended
in this speech "go beyond mere announcement of (aJ policy and (a)
simple refusal to deal " and constitute "other means which effect
adherence to (specified) resale prices. United States v. Parke-Davis
& Co. , supra, 362 U.s. at 44.

Similarly, Mr. Hallday - Amway s Executive c ice President and
one of its three directors - told a meeting of Direct Distributors that
if they learned of a distributor cutting prices, they should go to talk
to that person s Direct Distributor and seek to persuade the price
cutter to (16 J stop. He added: You re gonna have to work with him
on an informal basis. As far as our being able to write him and
saying 'You can t do it,' we cannot." This sounds far more like the
invitation to acquiesce which the Supreme Court found unacceptable
in Parke-Davis than the unilateral refusal to deal which might have
some remaining vitality under Colgate. 

111

Amway has taken additional steps, beyond counseling Direct
Distributors on how to deal with price cutters to insure that price

competition among distributors is thwarted. The clearest example of
Amway s additional efforts to support its general price maintenance
scheme is the "customer protection rule." This rule, which was
included as one of the Rules of Conduct ilP until 1972, provides that
each time an Amway distributor makes a sale to a retail customer,
he obtains an exclusive right to re-sell to that customer for a thirty
day period; if the distributor does make another sale to the customer
within that period, he extends his exclusive right for another thirty
days.

The ALJ found that the purpose and effect of the customer
protection rule was to prevent price competition. Initial Decision

, p.

89. This finding is supported by the obvious effect of the rule, and by
Amway Vice President Hallday s statement that the purpose of the

take any action on it without endangering everyboy in 11 federal restraint of trade activity." But these statements
essntially recognizing the dangerous If'gal problems that can aris from resale price maintenance and
recommending caution in effort.-; at coercion . do not offset the clear meaning and effect of the other statements
quote above

" Rcspoudent5 rely heavily on Knutson v. Daily Review. In,-" fi48 F. 2d 795 (9th Cir. 1976). cert denied. 433 
910 (1977). for the proposition that where an explicit agreement is abandoned and is succeeed by strong
recommendations of resale price maintenance , those recommendations do not constitute a "combination" in the
absence of evidence of special coercion But Knutson is not applicabJe here because Amway has gone far beyond
recommending : it has induced other distributors tv assist in its program of detecting and deterring price cutting,

and it has attempte to extract agreement and acquiesence from it.'\ distributors. &e Initial Deision , pp. 39, 41-
l"indingsI15 117
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rule is "to prevent cut-throat competition" between distributors.
Initial Decision, p. 88.

Respondents point to the fact that this rule was deleted from the
Rules of Conduct in 1972; they claim this is evidence of discontin-
uance. However, in a speech to a meeting of Direct Distributors in
1974, Halliday reminded his listeners that the Golden Rule is the
first rule in the Amway Code of Ethics" and then stated: (17 

To what extent do you want to go in cutting out another Amway distributor? You have
the absolute right to do it - the law says. . . there is no protection of customer under
those circumstances. But you see, sometimes there s a - something above and beyond
the law that you have to think about in terms of ethics.

Also, in the "Know-How Success Course a training booklet used

through 1974 , sponsors are taught to test their recruits ' knowledge of
Amway policy with a quiz, which contains the following two
questions (with their respective " right" answers):

9. Before you complete a sale to a new customer , is it important to ask if that
customer is presently being serviced by another Amway distributor? YES or NO.

YES

10. As long as one distributor maintains exclusive right to resell a customer, no
other Amway Distributor may sponsor that customer. TRUE or FALSE.

TRUE

These statements, coming as they did on top of an explicit rule in the
recent past, undercut any argument of discontinuance.

In addition , Amway has tailored some of its otherwise reasonable
Rules of Conduct to detect and prevent retail price cutting among
distributors. An example is the ten customer rule (discussed at page
, supra), which provides that a distributor must produce proof of

retail sales to at least ten customers each month before he can
receive his Performance Bonus. This rule has the reasonable purpose
and effect of tying compensation to the retail sale of products. But it
also serves as a detection device with regard to price cutting, because
the "proof' a distributor must produce is a copy of the retail sales
slip, which, by another rule, must "state the price charged" . This
aspect of the ten customer rule also has an obvious in terrorem effect
on distributors who might be inclined to sell at less than Amway
suggested" retail price. (18 
Two other rules currently included in the Rules of Conduct have

had the effect of "shoring up" Amway s retail price fixing scheme.

" Thi literally is true. a8 the first provision of the ('..e reads: " I wi!! make the .Guld"in Rule ' my basic
principal of doing business. I will always endeOlvur to ' do unto others as r would have them do unto me

' '"
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The buy-back rule (discussed at page 9 supra) provides that a

sponsoring distributor must buy back any products he sold to a
sponsored distributor who has decided to go out of business. A 1973

Amway Legal Bulletin explained that one of the reasons for this rule
is to insure that a distributor who is leaving the business does not
attempt to sell the products at a discount. See Initial Decision

, pp.

44- , Findings 120-23. The "fund-raising rule" provides that a
distributor may sell certain Amway products in fund-raising drives
held by church, service, civic or charitable organizations "provided
such sales are made in accordance with the Amway Fund-Raising
Plan." Under this plan (as it is described in the 1975 Career Manual),
the sellng organization only takes orders for the products; the orders

are then turned over to an Amway distributor, who delivers the
products collects the purchase price, and pays an agreed-upon profit
to the sellng organization. Amway argues that the reason an
Amway distributor is sent to deliver the product and pick up the
purchase price is to allow the distributor to initiate contact with the
purchaser. This argument might be convincing were it not for the
history of this rule. The 1968 Amway Career Manual - which was
distributed at a time when the charitable organization took sole
responsibility for delivering the product and collecting the purchase
price - gave the following advice to distributors supplying a fund-
raising organization: "See that standard retail prices are observed.
Do not permit cut-rate sellng. Cut-rate sellng during a fund-raising
campaign could hurt your own regular selling of these items.

We do not say that the ten customer rule, the buy-back rule, and
the fund raising rule are ilegal in their entirety in this case. We do
say that certain aspects of these rules, discussed above, as imple-
mented here - with the plain purpose and effect of assisting in a
program of ilegal resale price maintenance - are ilegal under
Section 5 in that they contribute to a resale price maintenance
program cf National Society of Professional Engineers v. United
States, 435 U.s. 679, 692-93 (1978), and also that they are evidence 
a purpose on the part of Amway to maintain an overall price
maintenance program. '" Initial Decision , p. 37, Finding 112. (19 

In a further effort to deter price competition, Amway has sought to
prevent its distributors from advertising prices for Amway pro-
ducts." Initial Decision, pp. 43-45, Findings 117, 119, 121. It has done

" The portions of the l"inal Order relating to rules (Order Paragraphs 1.4 , 17 , and 18) are "imed solely at

preventing their use in connection with the maintenance of retail prices; the Order does not otherwise disturb
their operation

" See pages 2:J- infra for a detailed discussion of the advertising restrictions Amway has impoed on iL
distributors.
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this by converting a series of restrictive advertising rules contained
in its Rules of Conduct into contractual provisions," and by
terminating, or threatening to terminate, distributors who advertise
Amway products at discount prices." Besides contributing to Am-
way s overall scheme to control resale prices, this elimination of
price advertising is a per se violation of Section 5. See, United States
v. Gasoline Retailers Asso. , Inc., 285 F.2d 688, 691 (7th Cir. 1961);
United States v. The House of Seagram, 1965 Trade Cases (CCH)

71,517 , p. 81 275 (S. D. Fla. 1965); cf National Society of Professional

Engineers v. United States, 435 U.S. 679, 692-93 (1978). Moreover
this restriction on price advertising is evidence, along with the other
price-related rules and practices discussed already, of Amway
intent to eliminate price competition in the retail sale of Amway
products.

Finally, there is an additional, slightly different reason why
Amway s retail pricing policy is ilegal. This is not a situation, like
Colgate, where a manufacturer is imposing its retail pricing policy
on a corps of resistant, or even neutral , wholesalers and retailers.
Rather, there is evidence that the ADA Board of Directors - which
is the representative of Amway s distributors - agrees in advance
with Amway on what the retail price of particular products is going
to be. See Initial Decision, p. 27, Finding 79. In its Non-Profit
Corporation Annual Report filed with the state of Michigan in 1975
the ADA stated that the "Purpose of the Corporation" was: "To act
as a trade association for the purpose of setting policies with the
company from whom purchases are made and the pricing of all
products sold direct to the consumer (emphasis added). Respondents
have attempted to characterize this language as " inaccurate boilerp-
late . We find this characterization unpersuasive. (20)

Respondents ' Claims That Price Competition Does Exist

Respondents argue that distributors do, in fact, demonstrate

censiderable independence and flexibilty in wholesale and retail
pricing. And several distributors (mostly Direct Distributors) who
testified at the hearings were asked whether t.hey were required by
Amway to resell Amway products at a certain price, and answered

. In addition, some of these distributors testified that they
occasionally do sell for less than "suggested" retail or wholesale.

However, as the ALJ observed, it is not surprising that out of a group

" See page 12 su.pra for a di cu'%ion of how Amway convert. the Rules of Conduct into a contract betweeo
Amway and each distributor.

" Se,- Initial /:ision , pp. 41- . Findings 117 . 119 , 121 . and p. 90. Also . Amwiiy "dvises its distributon;, in the

Career Manual, that when a distributor violates unt! of the Rules ufConduct his Direct Distributor "may take such

corrective action us hedetIDs necessary. even terminating the violator '"distributorship.
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of 360 000 distributors, a few could be found who do "discount"
Initial Decision, p. 88 n.13. The ALJ stil found that the record

showed that the vast majority of Amway distributors do not cut the
retail price of Amway products. Initial Decision, p. 47, Finding 127.
We agree with this finding.
Respondents also claim that substantial retail discounting is

evidenced by the retail sales tax refunds Amway pays out to
distributors. Amway collects retail sales tax, based on its suggested
retail prices, from the Direct Distributors at the time it sells
products to them wholesale; this is done at the request of state taxing
authorities. See Initial Decision, p. 46, Finding 124. This sales tax is
passed along in each wholesale sale of products, and is ultimately
recouped at the time a product is sold at retail. Respondents point to
the fact that a distributor may apply for a refund of some or all of
this amount if he sells a product at less than Amway s suggested
retail price. And in fact, respondents state, a large amount of money
is refunded each month from Amway s sales tax collections. But
complaint counsel point out that there are many reasons why a
distributor could be entitled to a refund of some or all of the retail
sales tax he paid, including: sales across state lines with different tax
structures, sales to tax exempt organizations, and, most importantly,
distributor home consumption." Indeed, this "request-for-refund"
policy could itself be ancilary to Amway s price maintenance plan if
it were used as a means of learning which distributors have made
sales at less than "suggested" retail. (21 

We conclude on the record that Amway has ilegally sought to
enforce its resale price policies, and, judging by market effects, has
enforced them successfully throughout most of its distributor
network.

Other Challenged Distribution Restrictions

Complaint counsel also allege that two other Amway rules and
restrictions - the "cross-group sellng rule" and the "retail store
rule" - violate Section 5 as unreasonable restraints of trade. The
prohibition on cross-group selling, sanctified in Amway s Rules of
Conduct, provides that a distributor must buy all his products from

" The AU found that home consumption of Amway product. by distributors accounts for a significant amount

of Amway s &'lies. See Initial Decision , pp. 55- . Finding 137 
" Where a finding of retle price maintenance has ben made, we routin! ly include in the order a provision

prohihitiIlg the use of suggest.ed prices for somt! time after entry of the order. But in this case there are highly

unusual circumstances which make the us. of suggeste resale price! not anti-competitive- Spcdfkally, Amway
has an unusual distribution system which relies on the sales effort of hundreds of thousands of distributors, many

of whom distribute Amway products part-time and are inexperienced in business matters generally. It is not
unreasnable under these circumstances to give distributors some guidance in setting prices on the 150 products
they try tose!l.
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his sponsor; by implication, a distributor may not sell Amway
products to a person sponsored by someone else. The retail store rule
- also one of the Rules of Conduct provides that no distributor
shall permit Amway products to be sold or displayed in "retail
stores" or "other types of retail establishments, which are not
technically stores, such as barber shops, beauty shops, etc.

Complaint counsel have characterized these restrictions as per se

violations of Section 5, either as part of a plan to maintain prices , or
as market division schemes horizontally imposed. We reject both
these contentions. As to the price fixing charge, we have already
found that Amway has entered into a series of express agreements
and/or implied combinations with its distributors fixing wholesale
and retail prices. There is no evidence on this record that the retail
store rule or the cross-group sellng rule were adopted to implement
those vertical price fixing agreements, or that they contributed to
that effect. If Amway s direct efforts at resale price maintenance are
elimiated - as they should be through the order imposed here 
there is no reason to believe resale price maintenance would persist
as a reult of these two rules. (22 

If the restraints embodied in the cross-group selling and retail
store rules were horizontally agreed to or induced, rather than
vertically imposed by Amway on its distributors, the agreements

would probably be ilegal per se as horizontal divisions of market. See
United States v. Topco Associates, Inc. 405 U.s. 596 (1972); United

States v. Addyston Pipe Steel Co., 85 F. 271 (6th Cir. 1898), affd"
175 U.S. 211 (1899). Complaint Counsel claim that the ADA was
formed before Amway, and that therefore the ADA must have been
the source of all distributor restrictions. We do not find this
approach conclusive on this question. Furthermore, the ALJ found
that VanAndel and DeVos formed the ADA, at a time when they
were distributing another manufacturer s products through a direct
selling organization, in anticipation of starting their own manufac-
turing company. Initial Decision, pp. 8- , Findings 17-25. Com-
plaint counsel established that there is a constant dialogue between
Amway and the ADA Board regarding the nature and consequences
of the Amway Plan. But it does not follow that Amway is obligated to
adopt, or does adopt, the recommendations or requests of the ADA
Board when Amway is otherwise inclined to take different action or
to take no action at alL It is likely that the dialogue exists primarily
for the purpose of making the distributors especially the Direct
Distributors, who are linchpins in the Amway Plan - feel that they
are an important part of the Amway organization and that their
views and opinions are highly regarded. See Initial Decision, pp. 81-
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82. Complaint counsel also point to the fact that VanAndel and
DeVos, the two principal owners of Amway, are themselves the joint
heads of a Direct Distributor organization. However, other than
stating in their Appeal Brief, at 43 , that the two men have "one of
the largest Amway Direct Distributorships in the country," com-
plaint counsel have provided no information or evidence on this
point. All in all, we feel there is not suffcient evidence to support a
finding that the Amway Rules of Conduct are not "essentially
verticaL Therefore they wil be analyzed individually under the rule

of reason. Cf Continental T. v., Inc. v. GTE Sylvania, Inc. 433 U.
36 (1977).

The cross-group sellng rule, which applies only to distributors
wholesaling functions, was found by the ALJ to be "the basis for the
Amway Sales and Marketing Plan

It provides the structure by which products, information and compensation flow from
Amway to the Direct Distributors and down to the distributors engaged in making the
retail sale. It provides lines of communication and responsibility insuring that
distributors arc properly trained and (23 J motivated and that consumers receive
services provided under the Amway system of distribution. Used in conjunction with
the performance bonus system , the cross-group selling rule gives sponsoring distribu-
tors an incentive to recruit , train, motivate and supply other diBtributors in order to
gain a reward based on the sponsored distributors' sales volume. If sponsored
distributors could buy Amway products from someone other than their sponsor, that
incentive would not exist. Initial Decision , p. 100 (citations omitted).

We endorse this finding and conclude that the vertically imposed
cross-group selling rule is reasonably ancilary to compensation
effcient distribution , and training. Given the large number of
existing and potential distributors of Amway products, Amway
small size compared to its major competitors, and the direct
relationship between the limitation on cross-group sellng and the

achievement of effciencies within Amway s unique distribution
system, we agree with the ALJ that the restriction is reasonable.
Continental T. V. Inc. v. GTE Sylvania, supra.

The ALJ found that the retail store rule preserves Amway s direct-
sellng operation and consumer demand for Amway products, and
provides an incentive to distributors to furnish special services to
consumers:

Marketing experts gave credible testimony in this proceeding that if Amway products
were sold in retail stores, distributors would lose interest in callng on consumers
homes, demonstrating and explaining products to create a demand which could be
satisfied - perhaps at a lower price - at a retail store. Without a demand for the
products, retail stores would soon lose interest in Amway products. Amway would
then be faced with the necessity of creating demand in the traditional way of
advertising expenditures and otherwise doing battle in the retail grocery stores, in a
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hostile oligopolistic marketplace. 

. . . 

The retail store rule gives Amway distributors
an incentive to provide services to consumers and to create a consumer demand which
would dissipate if Amway products were sold in retail stores. Amway distributors
demonstrate and explain Amway products (24) and deliver to the consumer s home.
These services are typically unavailable from retail stores. Because some Amway
products are more concentrated than products sold in retail stores, demonstration and
explanation are essential to consumer demand. Initial Decision , pp. 98-99 (citations
omitted).

We endorse this finding as well. Since neither Amway nor any of its
distributors can sell through retail outlets, this is not an instance
where existing competition between different distributors or classes
of distributors is being curtailed. Given Amway s small size (com-

pared to its competitors), the plausible business reasons for the
restrictions (relating mainly to Amway s abilty to recruit distribu-

tors and induce them to provide special services), the absence of
evidence that retail stores are excluded principally because of a

belief that they would be price cutters , and the armies of distributors
seeking to sell Amway products to all who wish to purchase them 
we agree that complaint counsel has failed to show that this
restriction is unreasonable.

Advertising Restrictions

Amway exercises a strong control over advertising by its distribu-
tors. It has placed especially severe restrictions on product advertis-
ing. One of the Rules of Conduct states: "No Amway distributor may
produce or procure, from any source other than Amway, any
literature relating to the Amway Sales and Marketing Plan or any
Amway product." Thus the first rule on product advertising is that
Amway has total control over what is actually said. Amway insists
this restriction is necessary to protect its 125 registered trademarks
and servicemarks, and to insure that its products are intelligently
and consistently described.

Another rule provides that only Direct Distributors may advertise
on radio, television , or in newspapers, and then only if they use ad
mats and scripts obtained from Amway. Th,!s a distributor who is
not a Direct Distributor may not advertise Amway products by any
means other than hand- or mail-delivery of Amway sales aids and
promotional materials. Amway claims it is reasonable to deny
regular distributors the right to advertise products on radio
television, and in newspapers , because most distributors are inexpe-
rienced in business and tend to overestimate the effectiveness of
advertising; if they were turned loose to advertise as much (25 J and
by whatever means they chose, many of them would unjustifiably
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increase their expenses to the point where they were driven from the
market. In addition, respondents say, there is rapid turnover among
distributors, and it would have a negative impact on Amway s image
if consumers responded to ads placed by distributors who had since
gone out of business.

The ALJ found these restrictions reasonable. Initial Decision

, pp.

104-05. We concur in this finding, except that we find one aspect of
Amway s restrictions on product advertising unnecessarily restric-
tive and ancilary to Amway s price maintenance scheme. Specifical-
ly, none of the Amway-designed sales aids, promotional literature
ad mats, or ad scripts provides a place for the advertising distributor
to list his own retail price for the products advertised. And since no
distributor may advertise Amway products other than by using the
advertising materials designed and distributed by Amway, it follows
that price advertising is effectively prohibited. To protect its
servicemarkets and trademarks, Amway may - in reasonable ways
that are not anti competitive prescribe the means by which
distributors advertise products and the words they use; but Amway
may not foreclose distributors from advertising product prices.
United States v. Gasoline Retailers Asso. , Inc" 285 F.2d 688, 691 , (7th
Cir. 1961); United States v. The House of Seagram, 1965 Trade Cases
(CCH) 517, p. 81 275 (S. D. Fla. 1965); cf National Society of
Professional Engineers v. United States, 435 U.S. 679 (1978).

Amway also restricts the use by distributors of the Amway name
and logo on the exteriors of wholesale offces and automobiles, on
checks, and in telephone directories. It restricts outdoor advertising
on bilboards or signs, and allows distributors to use the Amway
name in classified recruiting advertisements only if the ads follow
word-for-word one of seventeen formats provided by Amway. Finally,
all Amway printed material is copyrighted and may not be repro-
duced by distributors without permission. The ALJ found these
reasonable. See Initial Decision, pp. 32- , Findings 94-108, and pp.
104-05. We question whether some of these restrictions are reason-
ably related to Amway s legitimate business needs; but we agree that
complaint counsel have offered no plausible evidence from which we
might conclude that the purpose or effect of these various restric-
tions is anticompetitive. (26)

Misrepresentations

Respondents were charged in the complaint with making false,
misleading, and deceptive statements concerning the profitability of
a distributorship. Specifically, complaint counsel claim respondents
have affrmatively misrepresented distributors ' earnings and re-
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cruiting potential, and have omitted material facts about business

expenses and turnover among recruited distributors. Together, it is
charged, these misrepresentations and omissions have the capacity
to deceive distributors and potential distributors.

The different kinds of alleged misrepresentations involved are
discussed in detail in the Initial Decision at pages 17-23 and 48-57.
Most come from the 1975 edition of the Amway Career Manual, from
the section advising a would-be sponsor on how to go about

recruiting a new distributor. The method employed consists of
explaining the Amway plan and appealing to the financial goals of
the recruit. The ALJ found that, viewed in context, none of the
statements challenged constitutes an ilegal misrepresentation.
Initial Decision, pp. 110-18. With the exception of those statements
which make unrealistic earnings or sales claims, we affirm this
finding.

The "non-earnings" claims made by Amway - which generally
consist of vague references to the achievement of one s dreams

having everything one always wanted, etc. - are phrased in terms of
opportunity" or "possibility" or "chance ; and they are surrounded

by warnings that hard work is required. We believe that these claims
are primarily inspirational and motivational; to the extent that they

dangle the likelihood of financial security and material success

before the potential distributor, they constitute vague "puffs" which
few people, if any, would take literally; and in any event, they are
accompanied by appropriate qualifiers.

The same cannot be said, though, for certain statements and
claims which contain references to specific dollar amounts which
distributors are likely to earn. For example, in the 1975 Career
Manual, Amway advises recruiting distributors to announce to
persons they are trying to recruit that Amway offers an opportunity
to "develop an income of as much as $1 000 per month. " Amway also
advises recruiting distributors to ask questions like the following:

How much money per month do you need for that new car? $100 a month or more?

What kind of home do you want - a three-bedroom ranch - with a price tag of
$35 000-$40 000' (27 J

How much wiII it take to send the youngsters through college - $2 500 to $3 000 a
year for each younster? If you couJd earn an extra $250 a month , you would have an
additional $3 000 a year. This might be suffcient to send one youngster through one
year of college.

How much would you like as a continuing income - $100 a month?

But not all of Amway s recommended recruiting claims are so
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generalized. At one point in the Career Manual it states: "If you
make 'two sales a day. . . the Amway way ' on each of 20 days per
month, your retail sales can easily amount to $200.00 per month
even though you work less than an hour per day." The Manual uses
this $200 figure again when it instructs a recruiting distributor on
how to "draw the circles" - a device used to explain the way a
distributor earns a Performance Bonus off the purchases made from
him by the distributors he has sponsored. He is advised to state:
Let' s say, for example, that you sponsor six distributors and that

each one of these distributors starts his own retail business sellng $200

a month. " He then draws a big circle, representing the sponsor, and
six smaller circles, each of which represents a sponsored distributor.
The figure $200 is written into each of these six smaller circles to
indicate that each sponsored distributor has a Business Volume of
$200 per month. The recruiting distributor then does a series of
calculations showing the Performance Bonus the sponsor wil earn
as a result of having six sponsored distributors with individual

monthly Business Volumes of $200. In the example of this diagram
included in the Career Manual, the following language is placed

above the circles: "For discussion purposes, let's round out the
numbers to $200.00. I'm sure you realize that some wil do much less
and some more. But, if they make two sales a day, they should sell at
least $200 (at BY) per month." But in spite of this prominent
disclaimer, the impression is created that $200 is a typical or average
monthly Business Volume." (28)

In fact, the record shows that in 1969-70 the average monthly
Business Volume of Amway distributors was about $20, and in 1973-
74 it was about $33." Initial Decision, pp. 55-56, Finding 137. And
while some Direct Distributors do have annual Business Volumes in
the thousands of dollars, they are less than 1 percent of Amway
360 000 distributors. Initial Decision, p. 50, Finding 133. Thus the
claims of incomes of $100 to 000 per month and the use of the $200
figure in such a way as to imply that it is a typical monthly retail
sales figure, constitute misstatements of the amount of money a
distributor is likely to earn. The $200 Business Volume figure

" "

Whl't imprcssion is made by a given practice is a question of fact for the Commissi,m to determine. 
Benrus Watch Co- v. FT 352, F.2d 313. 318 (8th Cir. 1965), cert. denied. 384 U.S. 939 (1966); accord Niresk

lndustrie. , Inc. v. FTC. 278 F.2d 337 , 342 (7th Cir.

), 

cert. deniEd. 364 U.S. 883 (1960); Ka!wajtys v. FT. 237 F'2d 654
656 (7th Cir. 1956), cut denied, 352 U.S. 1025 (1957).

" We note that this figure is not " retail sales , but Business Voh.1rne - that is, the rewil value afthe products
purchased for resale to consumers and sponsored distributors, and fOT distributor home consumption . which was
stated before, constitutes a large portion of all sales of Amway products. &e Initial Decision , pp. 55- , Finding
137

294-9720- 80-
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overstates the true average Business Volume by more than 500
percent." And the often unqualified claims regarding actual income
are even more removed from reality, at least as reality exists for the
vast majority of Amway distributors.

The Commission previously addressed issues concerning unrepre-
sentative earnings claims in National Dynamics Corp., 82 F. G 488
(1973), afrd in part and rev 'd. in part, 492 F.2d 1333 (2d Cir.

), 

cert.
denied 419 U.s. 993 (1974). In National Dynamics, respondents were
manufacturers of a battery additive which they marketed through

000 distributors. In attempting to recruit new distributors,
respondents made generalized earnings claims like, " ou can earn

$12 000 a year. . . . , and "What do you want to make of your life?
. . . An income of $15,000 to $50 000 per year?" They also quoted the
fol1owing earnings for named individuals: "$1,554 one week"

, "

$148
one day

, "

316.96 one week"

, "

028 one month" . The Commis-
sion opinion noted that of the 12 000 (29 J distributors sellng for
respondents in 1969, not more than sixty, or one-half of 1 percent of
the total number of distributors, made profits in excess of $10 000. Id.
at 563. Based on this fact, the Commission found the generalized
earnings claims to be misleading and deceptive because they "far
exceed( ed J the earnings normal1y received by dealers. Id. at 565.

The specific earnings claims for named individuals were also found
to be misleading and deceptive because they had "the capacity and
tendency to lead members of the public to believe that a substantial
number of distributors wil regularly earn such amounts. Id. at 564.

Amway s specific earnings and sales claims are similar to the
claims in National Dynamics: they far exceed the amounts
normal1y received by distributors, and, in their cumulative impact,
they have the capacity and tendency to lead potential distributors to
believe that a substantial number of distributors real1y do receive
such amounts. Therefore, they constitute ilegal misrepresentations
under Section 5. '"

Finally, the ALJ found, contrary to complaint counsel's charges,

that Amway has not misrepresented distributors ' recruiting poten-
" In a speh given to Direct Distributors in 1974 , DeVos stated that the reason for u ing a figure as large as

$200 is to raise distributors

' "

vision " of their own potential. See Initial Decision. p. 55. rioding 136. But thi does
nut change the fact that the $200 figure OVGrstaW' the tWtJ averl1ge Blisiness Volume amount; and a statement
nee not be int.nded todcceive in order to have the capacity todcccive

,. It should be noted, though , that Amway ha5 not adverti ed spt'cific earnings of named individuals- In fact
the 1975 Amway Career Manual states; " rkm t !juote do!J:u inwmes on speific individuals even though you may
want to use their stories about the homes in which they live. the cars they drive, or the airplanes they fly

'0 We !jote here that complaint counsel have attacked earnings claims mad" to potentia! distribut.ors aod to

persoos who already were Amway distributors. We restrict our finding of a violat.ion to those earnings
misreprescntations made to poumliaJ distributors. We believe that experienced distributors can be expecte to be
aware of the opportunities. or lack of opportunities. open to them under the Amway Plao. Statement! of the kind
discuss in the lnitia! Deision , at p. 49 . l"inding 132 . when made to persns who already arc distributors. can m'
;ollsidcrcd"inspinltiooaJ in na.turC'
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tial, and that it has not failed to disclose that distributors incur
expenses in operating their distributorship, or that there has been a
high rate of turnover among newly recruited distributors. See Initial
Decision, p. 57 , Findings 140-41. We affirm this finding. (30)

Procedural Issues

Respondents claim that numerous procedural errors and irregu-
larities occurred, to their prejudice, during this proceeding and the
investigation which preceded it. First, they claim that no cease and
desist order can be entered against them because part or all of the
evidence supporting the complaint may have been acquired by
unlawful means. Respondents moved to dismiss the complaint on the
same grounds in April 1975. The Commission denied that motion but
stated that its ruling was without prejudice to any attempts by
respondents to move the ALJ to suppress evidence they claim was
improperly obtained. The ALJ thereafter took steps to monitor the
source of witnesses and exhibits complaint counsel proposed to call
or introduce at the hearings. We find, upon review, that the steps
taken by the ALJ were adequate and effective.

Next, respondents claim they were prejudiced by the ALJ' s denial
of their request for discovery from the fies in Colgate-Palmolive, et
al. Commission File No. 741-0048 (relating to a non-public FTC
investigation). Respondents argue that the discovery sought from
that fie relates to entry barriers and concentration in the soap and
detergent industry, and that it could provide proof of the reasonable-

ness of the vertical restrictions in the Amway Plan. We reject
respondents ' argument that they were entitled to discovery from this
fie and affrm the ALJ's order denying discovery.

Respondents further state that a series of procedural errors and
irregularities are set forth in a motion to dismiss read into the record
on the first day of trial. Though that motion was denied by the ALJ
in a June 15, 1978 Order, respondents state that they continue to
assert the positions set forth in the motion. Without describing the
alleged errors and irregularities, they add: "The bases for those
positions are set forth in respondents motion and do not require
repetition here." We have considered the motion set forth in the
transcript, and we affrm the ALJ' s decision to deny. (31 J

Finally, respondents assert that the transcript of testimony given
at the hearings is full of errors, and that the record must 'either be

3i We note that all ofthe vertical n strictions cha!lenged have n found to be reasnable. except as they were
anciHary to Amway s illegal resale price maintenance plan. We also note that thes findings were bas on OUT
view that the product markets in which Amway competes are indee CQncentrate, and that Amway s presnce has
had some procompetitive conseuences.
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reopened to allow correction of these errors or the complaint must be
dismissed. Respondents fied a veritable blizzard of papers on this
matter with the ALJ, who issued more than ten Orders in response.
A brief description of the events leading to respondents' objection is

appropriate.
Soon after the hearings ended, respondents objected to about 2000

pages of the transcript, claiming they contained errors. Complaint
counsel objected to additional pages, and the parties fied with the

ALJ a stipulation of corrections involving over 2000 pages of the
transcript. In Orders issued on December 6 and December 30, 1977
and January 6, 1978, the ALJ noted that almost all these stipulated
changes involved typographical or spellng errors, and ordered the

parties to specify the errors affecting substance. This was to insure
compliance with Section 3.44(b) of the FTC Rules of Practice, which
says that "(c Jorrections of the offcial transcript may be made only
when they involve errors affecting substance. . . ." After consider-
able maneuvering by the parties with respect to what constitutes an
error of substance, the ALJ issued an order on January 24, 1978

stating:

Respondents submit that there should be changes made on almost 2000 pages of the
transcript in this case. . . . Respondents argue that errors in spellng of some of the
key words in the transcript must be corrected for the purpose of accuracy in their
computer retrieval system. This is a convincing argument. I therefore hold that the
pages of the transcript enclosed with this order shall be corrected by the official
reportr pursuant to Rule 3.44(b).

By letter of March 13, 1978, the offcial reporter responded, stating
that all the requested changes had been made and characterizing
them as "errors in spellng" and "changes in grammer or syntax
post-hearing selections of synonyms deemed more appropriate,
expressions of parentheticals in the form of commas, and in some
instances complete changes in the sentence structure which reflects
the desire of witnesses, after the fact, to communicate their thoughts
in clearer fashion. " (32 J

Stil not satisfied, respondents moved, during an oral argument on
the merits of the case, to dismiss the complaint on the grounds that
not all the ordered corrections had been accomplished." In reply,
complaint counsel informed the ALJ that they had learned from the

offcial reporter that no one had arranged to have the transcript put
into computer readable form such that it could be utilized in a
computerized information retrieval service. This led the ALJ 
remark, in his June 15, 1978 Order denying the motion to dismiss

,. Repundents rnrt on appeal tl1"t ordered corrections have stiU not ben made on 350 pas, and that tht;m

are 35 "garb!ed or omitte portioll of the transcript"
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that the 2000 pages previously ordered corrected "need not, there-
fore, have been retyped pursuant to Rule 3.44(b)." The ALJ
continued: "(RJespondents have not been able to point to one
proposed finding which might be affected by any of the errors in the
transcript they allege." The ALJ noted that the parties were in
agreement as to every correction ordered, and therefore instructed
complaint counsel to have the stipulation of changes - which
consists of hand corrected copies of the transcript pages in question

inserted in the record. Complaint counsel did so, and the hand-
marked pages are included in the record as ALJ Exhibit A" . We
interpret the ALJ's statement above - that none of the remaining
errors" affects any proposed finding - to mean that none of those

errors affect substance. Therefore, no further corrections of the
record need be made (if, indeed, any ever did need to be made).

IV. Conclusions

We conclude that respondents have agreed and combined with
each other and/or with Amway distributors to fix the resale prices of
Amway products, at both the wholesale and retail levels, in violation
of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. Respondents have
also made earnings and sales claims which have the capacity 

deceive the potential distributors to whom they have been made; this
too, is in violation of Section 5. We have decided that it is appropriate
and necessary to order respondents to cease and desist from these
violations, and from certain offenses reasonably related to them.

The Commission has also concluded that complaint counsel have
failed to establish that respondents have engaged in the other
alleged violations of Section 5. Therefore those charges against
respondents are dismissed.

FINAL ORDER

This matter having been heard by the Commission upon the cross
appeals of respondents and complaint counsel from the Initial
Decision, and upon briefs and oral argument in support thereof and
opposition thereto, and the Commission for the reasons stated in the
accompanying Opinion having determined to affirm in part and
reverse in part the Initial Decision:

It is ordered, That the Initial Decision of the administrative law
judge be adopted as the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law of
the Commission, except to the extent inconsistent with the accompa-
nying Opinion.
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Other Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law of the Commission
are contained in the accompanying Opinion.

It is further ordered, That the following Order to Cease and Desist

, and it hereby is entered: (2 

It is ordered, That respondents Amway Corporation and Amway
Distributors Association, and their offcers, agents, employees,

representatives, members, successors and assigns, and respondents
Jay VanAndel and Richard M. DeVos, individually, and their agents,
employees, and representatives, directly or indirectly through any
corporate or other device, in connection with the offering for sale
sale, or distribution of cleaning or personal care products, or any
other products or goods in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in
the Federal Trade Commission Act, shall forthwith cease and desist
from:

1. Fixing, establishing, or maintaining, or attempting to fix
establish, or maintain, the price at which any distributor sells or
offers for sale any product at wholesale or retail.
2. Stating that distributors are required to, or do, charge a

particular price in wholesale or retail sales of any product.
3. Entering into any contract, agreement, understanding, or

arrangement with any distributor which fixes, establishes, or
maintains the price at which that distributor sells or offers for sale
any product at wholesale or retail.
4. Taking any action, or counseling any distributor to take any

action, designed to detect the price at which any distributor sells or
offers for sale any product at wholesale or retail, including but not
limited to: requiring distributors, in proving that they made retail
sales to ten different persons in a month, to disclose the price at
which they made such sales; directing or requesting any distributor
to report to his Direct Distributor, to Amway, or to any other person
or entity, knowledge he or she has of another distributor sellng
products at a price different from Amway s suggested wholesale or
retail price; or allowing the price information submitted by any
distributor seeking a full or partial refund of amounts paid by him or
her for state retail sales tax, to be seen by any person other than
those responsible for paying out such refunds, or to be used for any
purpose other than paying out such refunds.

Provided, however, it shall not be a violation of this order for

Amway to receive information about the price a distributor charged
in a particular retail sale if such information is received by Amway
;olely as a result of such (3 J sale being one of the following types: (1)
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a sale wherein the purchaser used a bank credit card in making the
purchase; (2) a sale of catalog merchandise wherein the purchaser
paid by personal check payable to Amway; or (3) a sale to a
commercial account wherein Amway financed the purchase.
5. Taking any action, or counseling any distributor to take any

action, designed to deter distributors from sellng or offering for sale
products at a price different from Amway s suggested wholesale or
retail prices, including but not limited to: addressing communica-
tions regarding price to any individual distributor, rather than to
distributors as a class; delaying, or threatening to delay, the
shipment of products to any distributor; withholding, or threatening
to withhold, any distributor s Performance Bonus, if such distributor
is otherwse entitled to such Bonus; undersellng, or threatening to
undersell, any distributor in retaliation for such distributor having
sold or offered to sell products at a price different from Amway
suggested wholesale or retail prices.
6. Preventing or discouraging, or attempting to prevent or

discourage, any distributor from selling or offering for sale products
at retail to any person or entity, on the grounds that such person or
entity is the customer of another distributor.
7. Requiring a distributor who is terminating his relationship

with Amway to sell his remaining products back to Amway or to
another distributor; provided. however it shall not be a violation of
this order to give a distributor who is terminating his relationship
with Amway the opportunity to sell his remaining products back to
Amway or another distributor.

8. Preventing, or attempting to prevent, a fund raising organiza-
tion from sellng or offering for sale products at a price different
from Amway s suggested retail price.
9. Preventing, or attempting to prevent, distributors from adver-

tising the prices at which they are sellng or offering for sale
products, including but not limited to, failng to include a place for
distributors to disclose price in any existing or future sales aids,
promotional literature, advertising mats, advertising scripts, etc.
used by distributors in advertising Amway products. (4 

10. Publishing or distributing, directly or indirectly, any whole-
sale or retail price list, order form, promotional material, or any
other document which lists resale prices for products without stating
clearly and conspicuously thereon: "The prices stated here are
suggested prices only. Distributors are not obligated to charge these
prices. Each distributor is entited to determine independently the
prices at which products may be sold to other distributors or to
consumers. "
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It is further ordered. That the aforesaid respondents and their

officers, agents, employees, representatives, members. successors,
and assigns, directly or indirectly, in connection with inducing or
seeking to induce the participation of any person in any distribution
sales, or marketing plan, in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in
the Federal Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist
from:

1. Misrepresenting in any manner the past, present, or future
profits, earnings, or sales from such participation.

2. Representing, by implication , by use of hypothetical examples,
or otherwise, that distributors earn or achieve from such participa-
tion any stated amount of profits, earnings , or sales in excess of the
average profits, earnings, or sales of all distributors in any recent
year respondents may select, unless in conjunction therewith such
average profits, earnings, or sales is clearly and conspicuously

disclosed, or the percent of all distributors who actually achieved
such stated profits, earnings, or sales in such year is clearly and
conspicuously disclosed.

It is further ordered, That respondent Amway Corporation or its
officers, agents, representatives, employees, successors or assigns
shall, within thirty (30) days from the effective date of this order
deliver a copy of this order to all persons who are currently Amway
distributors.

It is further ordered, That respondents and their successors and
assigns notify the Commission at least thirty (30) days prior to any
proposed change in the corporate respondents such as dissolution,
assignment or sale resulting in the emergence of successor corpora-
tions, the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries, or any other change
in the corporations or in the Amway Sales and Marketing Plan
which may affect compliance obligations arising out of the order. (5 

It is further ordered, That the respondents herein shall within
sixty (60) days from the effective date of this order, fie with the
Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner
and form in which they have complied with this order.


